ABSTRACT
KIM, JUNGSIK(JUSTIN). Area-Selective Deposition of Organic/Inorganic Materials by Atomic
Layer Deposition, Molecular Layer Deposition and Chemical Vapor Deposition. (Under the
direction of Gregory N. Parsons).
Thin film deposition is a key technique for semiconductor fabrication such as 3D nonvolatile flash memory (NAND), fin field-effect transistor (FinFET), and dynamic random-access
memory (DRAM). To continue scaling beyond the 5 nm node size, chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), atomic layer deposition (ALD) and molecular layer deposition (MLD) are vigorously
investigated in the semiconductor industry due to their conformal growth on 3D complex structure
with nanoscale thickness control.
CVD, ALD and MLD play a pivotal role in achieving bottom-up fabrication, so-called
“area-selective deposition (ASD)”. While standard top-down lithography has fundamental
problems in 5 nm node scale including edge placement error and line edge roughness led by
physical misalignment, chemically self-aligned ASD can address these challenges owing to its
capability of precise dimension control even less than 5 nm feature size. Furthermore, ASD
integration can simplify the fabrication sequence, reducing the process cost and chemical
mechanical polishing (CMP) overburden.
This dissertation presents a comprehensive understanding of various thin film depositions
by CVD, ALD and MLD, providing a new outlook for developing different ASD capabilities. A
range of inorganic and organic materials are explored, and different surface characterization and
theoretical studies are used to understand film nucleation and selectivity mechanism. The first part
(Chapter 3 and 4) of this dissertation focuses on developing ASD of organic materials, whereas
the second part (Chapter 5, 6, and 7) include ASD of inorganic materials, particularly process
integration (orthogonal ASD) and metals (tungsten and cobalt).

In the first part of this dissertation, ASD of conjugated polymers including poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole (PPY), and polythiophene
(PTH) is studied with MLD and CVD processes. A direct quantitative comparison of ASD between
MLD and CVD is discussed with experimental and analytical characterization. Inherent ASD of
PEDOT is observed on SiO2 vs. Si-H, attributed to the localized reduction of the SbCl5 oxidant on
Si-H surfaces. The selectivity results indicate that PEDOT ASD by MLD processes (~8 nm) can
be further enhanced by CVD process (~36 nm) due to the fast growth rate of the CVD process.
This finding is extended to explore different conjugate polymers such as PPY, PTH, and PANI
using reactive monomers and the same SbCl5 oxidant. The effects of process parameters on film
characteristics are investigated to study basic growth behavior. Based on this understanding, ASD
of different conjugated polymers is comparatively evaluated.
In the second part of this dissertation, the orthogonal ASD of titanium dioxide
(TiO2)/tungsten (W) ASDs and metal ASDs of cobalt and tungsten are discussed. For the
orthogonal ASD, the integration of two ASD processes on a single patterned substrate where selfaligned growth is obtained, i.e. TiO2 ASD on SiO2 followed by W ASD on Si-H. Sequential effect
on obtaining orthogonal ASD is studied and nanoscale patterning of TiO2/W on SiO2/Si-H
patterned wafers is demonstrated. The successful orthogonal demonstration is attributed to
simultaneous etching and deposition during W ALD processes. Cobalt metal ASD processes are
studied using bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3-diazadienyl)cobalt (CoDAD) and formic acid, showing
CVD growth rather than ALD growth due to the instability of CoDAD precursor. W metal ASD
is explored by using repeated ALD and atomic layer etching (ALE) supercycle to understand the
etching effect on the subsequent W growth.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background
1.1

Thin Film Deposition

Thin film deposition is a process of depositing thin layers onto a substrate material to
improve/modify the properties of substrates. Thin film is an essential technique for modern
electronic applications. Among a myriad of applications, thin film deposition in this dissertation
is mainly for semiconductor fabrication where sub-nanoscale control is vital to continue a scaling
beyond the 5 nm technology node. To fabricate 3D complex nanoscale devices such as 3D nonvolatile flash memory (NAND), fin field-effect transistor (FinFET), dynamic random-access
memory (DRAM), a wide range of traditional and advanced vapor phase thin film technology has
been employed and developed.
Vapor phase thin film technique can be broadly divided into two categories: the process is
based on physical or chemical deposition.1 Physical vapor deposition (PVD) includes cathodic
sputtering, ion implantation, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), pulsed layer deposition and electron
beam/thermal evaporation.2 PVD can be proceeded by vaporing a solid target material through
physical means such as high power, laser, and plasma. The gasified material will condense on
substrates, yielding robust and pure thin films. PVD process requires high vacuum (5 x 10-4 – 5 x
10-7 Torr) and cooling platform. Although PVD was developed in 1966,2 it is still being
implemented for seed/barrier layers including tantalum (Ta),3 tantalum nitride (TaN),4 and
titanium nitride (TiN)5 layers for middle-of-line (MOL) and back-end-of-line (BEOL)
metallization.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a process where deposition is driven by a chemical
reaction between precursors. In specific, these processes include CVD, atomic layer deposition
(ALD), and molecular layer deposition (MLD), depending on the deposited materials and the
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sequence of precursor delivery. While the orientation of deposition by PVD is one-direction
(anisotropic, so-called “line-of-sight”), CVD offers conformal coverage on 3D complex features.
In order to precisely control the critical dimension of nanopatterning, these techniques have been
extensively applied to the advanced patterning processes. This chapter provides a basic
background regarding CVD, ALD, and MLD which will be main methodology for this
dissertation.

1.1.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is processed with flowing precursors into a chamber
and a film is deposited by chemical reactions. CVD has advantages over PVD in terms of
conformal coverage, selective deposition and high throughput.6,7 There are a wide range of CVD
variants depending on the wall temperature (hot and cold wall), working pressure (atmospheric,
low-pressure, and ultra-vacuum), and enhanced radicals (plasma, ions, photons, lasers, and hot
filaments).8 Given that CVD process is based on chemical reactions, the choice of precursors is
substantially important to control the purity and deposition rate of the films. When it comes to
designing the CVD precursors, a number of requirements should be considered as followed: high
vapor pressure to deliver the reactants; high reactivity to obtain high quality films; benign
chemicals; and thermal stability to prevent chemical decomposition.
In general, CVD precursors can be classified into three types: inorganic precursors which
contain no carbon bond; metal-organic precursors which contain organic ligands without metalcarbon bond; and organometallic precursors which contain organic ligands with metal-carbon
bond.1 Inorganic precursors such as metal halides typically are chemically stable, thereby requiring
high deposition temperature and strong reducing agents. As many metal halides are solid at room
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temperature, delivering these reactants is more challenging than liquid and vapor reactants. On the
contrary, metal-organic and organometallic precursors are easily delivered and reacted at lower
temperatures. However, these processes readily have impurity corporation (C, O, F, Cl). To
enhance the purity of the film, the chemical reaction pathway should be carefully designed.

1.1.2 Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
While CVD can improve the film coverage on complex features, it still shows poor
coverage on extremely high aspect ratio. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) can address these
challenges.9,10 Similar to CVD, ALD is a vapor-based thin film deposition based on chemical
reactions. ALD offers continuous and conformal thin films with thickness control at the atomic
level scale and tunable film composition. The precise thickness control can be obtained by
sequential precursor doses where each precursor is alternatively delivered into a reactor followed
by an inert gas purge shown in Figure 1.1. When precursor A is flowed into the reactor, precursor
A adsorbs on the surface by forming chemisorption or physisorption. During N2 purge step,
unreacted reactant is removed such that the substrate surface is self-terminated by adsorbed
reactant A. During the subsequent reactant B dose, chemical reaction only occurs on the surface,
leading to sub monolayer growth (~0.1 nm/cycle) and then, the surface is terminated by reactant
B. By repeating this sequence, layer-by-layer growth can be obtained via ALD. While CVD growth
is relying on both surface and bulk reactions, ALD growth only promoted by the surface reaction
enables more isotropic growth. It is worth to note that although the growth rate of an ideal ALD
growth should be close a monolayer per cycle, the observed growth rate is often less than the
thickness of the monolayer due to steric hinderance effects,11,12 incomplete ligand removal,13 and
desorption of the reactant.14
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Figure 1.1 Reaction sequence of atomic layer deposition (ALD) and molecular layer deposition
(MLD).

In general, the operating temperature of ALD is much lower than CVD. This implies that
ALD process is more suitable for a process requiring lower temperature such as BEOL processes
(< 400 ℃).15,16 On the contrary, lower reaction temperature by ALD processes can lead to
unwanted element corporation of the film due to insufficient ligand exchange. ALD processes
exhibit ALD temperature window where the growth rate is independent of temperatures.17,18 Out
of the ALD temperature regime, the reaction behavior dramatically changes depending on the
kinetic reactivity and temperatures: condensation, no reaction, CVD growth by decomposition,
and surface desorption. In this regard, operating the ALD process within the ALD temperature
window is important to keep the advantage of ALD processes.
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1.1.3 Molecular Layer Deposition (MLD)
Molecular layer deposition (MLD) is a thin film deposition technique to deposit organic
and hybrid organic/inorganic thin films.19 MLD can be applied to airgap,20 low-k deposition,21
nucleation inhibitors22 and photoresists23 for semiconductor processing. Analogous to ALD, MLD
can control the film thickness in subatomic range and the composition ratio using a binary
sequence of self-limiting half-reactions. In general, most of organic precursors composed of long
chains are bulky, leading to higher growth than ALD.
MLD reaction stems from the organic chemistry. One of the greatest advantages of MLD
over ALD is flexibility of organic precursors from a range of organic chemistry library. For
instance, the backbone of the organic precursors can be altered by aliphatic or aromatics molecules
with different chain length and functional group, thereby easily controlling the film properties.24
However, the prerequisite for the MLD precursor such as high volatility, good thermal stability
and reactivity should be ensured for a reproducible MLD growth.25 MLD growth behavior is more
complicated than ALD growth owing to the facts: i) the orientation of adsorbed molecules is
complicated because the molecule can be bent over and tilted. This can terminate a new active site,
hampering linear growth (double reactions)25,26, ii) bulky molecules aggravate steric hinderance
effect, and iii) soft-saturation behavior because of noticeable molecule diffusion into porous
polymer structure.27 Another characteristic of MLD is that operating temperature of MLD
processes is typically lower than ALD because of poor thermal stability of MLD precursors.

1.2

Area-Selective Deposition (ASD)

As feature size of state-of-the-art transistors approaches 5 nm or less, standard top-down
lithographic patterning is encountering fundamental challenges in critical dimension such as edge
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placement error, and line-edge roughness.28-30 While advanced patterning processes such as selfaligned multi-patterning (SAMP), extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, can address some of
these challenges, high manufacturing costs, complicated process steps, and stochastic effects seem
to be a bottleneck.28,31,32
As a path forward, bottom-up ASD enables to overcome these challenges.33,34 Bottom-up
ASD starts on a prepatterned substrate. On the prepatterned substrate, material A can be selectively
deposited on growth-region whereas the deposition is inhibited on non-growth region. ASD is
utilizing the dependence of inherent chemical reactivity on substrates. Whereas the pattern
resolution of top-down processes is significantly dependent on the accuracy of the lithography,
inherently self-aligned ASD is based on the chemical information on the substrates, offering
precise pattern placement even less than 5 nm feature size. In addition, ASD process can simplify
the manufacturing processes, greatly reducing the fabrication cost and chemical mechanical
polishing (CMP) overburden.29,35
ASD is achieved when a heterogenous nucleation is formed on one surface vs. the other
surface. From the thermodynamic perspective, Gibbs free energy (ΔG) is a useful parameter to
predict the reaction propensity, but a kinetic aspect should be considered as well to fully understand
ASD growth behavior. The selectivity is often quantified by comparing surface coverage which is
directly related to nucleation. The selectivity, S, can be estimated by6,33
𝑆(𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ ) =

𝜃1 − 𝜃2 𝑡1 − 𝑡2
≲
𝜃1 + 𝜃2 𝑡1 + 𝑡2

(Eq 1.1)

where θ1 and θ2 is the measured surface coverage on the growth and non-growth surfaces,
respectively, and, t1 and t2 is the thickness of films deposited on the growth and non-growth
surfaces, respectively. Note that the value of S using the thickness values is usually larger (i.e.
6

better) than the selectivity by the surface coverages because the sensitivity of the surface coverage
measurement is better than that of the thickness measurement: particularly, during the early
nucleation stage. The value of S can be between 1 to 0, where S = 1 for the perfect selectivity, and
S = 0 for the full selectivity loss (θ1 = θ2). After the nuclei is fully coalesced, the surface coverage
of θ1 and θ2 would be the same, whereas t1 > t2. Nonetheless, the error between θ and t is small at
the beginning of the nucleation where S is near 1. An analytical model is used to evaluate the
quantification of ASD in Chapter 3.
Many approaches have been examined to enhance ASD. In an ideal case, no nucleation is
observed on non-growth surface. However, the inherent ASD is limited to certain chemistry and
the longer process would eventually generate the unwanted nuclei on the non-growth surface.16,33,36
To suppress the unwanted nucleation, varied surface chemistry can be employed. This includes: i)
surface activation using electron, ion, photon beams13,37,38, ii) surface passivation using selfassembly monolayers, and molecular inhibitors,39-41 and iii) surface regeneration using intermittent
etching.36,42,43 Recently, orthogonal ASD is proposed using simultaneous deposition and etching,
demonstrating the integration of two different ASDs.44
When it comes to investigating ASD, selective deposition is tested on two different blanket
substates. Once the results show good selectivity, the same ASD process is tested on prepatterned
substrates. However, there are some challenges to transit from the blanket to the patterned wafers.
For example, the loading effect, where the concentration gradient of the reactants can
promote/hamper the nucleation, is substantial on the boundary of two different surfaces. This
phenomenon is also associated with the feature shape effect. As the size and shape of the patterned
wafers becomes more complex, reactant diffusion/transport is an important factor to achieve good
ASD on the patterned substrates.6,16,27
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ASD processes can be categorized into the material types being deposited: i)
semiconductors, ii) dielectrics, and iii) metals. Semiconductor ASD has been widely used for frontend-of-line (FEOL) to obtain selective silicon epitaxy (SEG) for the source/drain contacts.45 Based
on the SEG process, many semiconductor ASDs including Ge,46 GaAs,47 SiC,48 and SiGe49 have
been reported. In order to keep up with the line shrinkage less than 5 nm, many attentions have
drawn to develop various dielectric and metal ASD processes. For the dielectric ASDs, hafnium
oxide (HfO2) ASD50 for high k and metal gate (HKMG) stacks, aluminum oxide (Al2O3)37,51 as an
etch stopper and fully-aligned via (FSAV),52 low-k films and air gaps attract a great attention.
Metal ASDs play an important role to scale down the interconnect. To reduce a substantial increase
of RC delay,29,53 the industry has demonstrated selective cobalt (Co) caps on Cu.54,55 Nevertheless,
Co needs seed/barrier layers which have high resistivity. To further decrease the RC delay,
different metal ASDs including ruthenium,56 molybdenum,57 and more conductive seed/barrier
layers58 are explored. A systematic toolbox with new ASD capabilities on a wide range of surfaces
is required for the future logic and memory applications.

1.3

Objective and Overview of Work

The main goal of this dissertation is to study area-selective deposition (ASD) of various
inorganic and organic materials by using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), atomic layer
deposition (ALD), and molecular layer deposition (MLD). For fundamental understanding of film
nucleation and selectivity qualification, different surface-sensitive characterization methods as
well as theoretical studies are used.
Chapter 1 covers the general background of thin film deposition techniques and the
importance of ASD in the semiconductor fabrication. Chapter 2 describes the experimental and
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analytical tools used for this work along with a brief operation mechanism. In Chapter 3 and 4,
ASD of conjugated polymers including poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), polyaniline
(PANI), polypyrrole (PPY), and polythiophene (PTH) is investigated with MLD and CVD. A
direct quantitative comparison of ASD between MLD and CVD is discussed with experimental
and simulation results. Chapter 5 describes the integration of two ASD processes on a single
patterned substrate where self-aligned orthogonal growth is obtained, i.e. TiO2 ASD on SiO2
followed by W ASD on Si-H. Chapter 6 shows cobalt metal ASD processes using bis(1,4-di-tertbutyl-1,3-diazadienyl)cobalt (CoDAD) and formic acid. In Chapter 7, tungsten metal ASD is
explored by using repeated ALD and atomic layer etching (ALE).
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Chapter 2 Experimental Tools
2.1

Atomic Layer Deposition Reactor

ALD, MLD and CVD processes were performed in custom-built ALD reactors shown in
Figure 2.1. With regard to the reactor geometry, there are two types of the reactors: 1) tubular and
2) sphere shape. The delivery line is consisted of ¼” stainless tube connected to reactants with a
manual ball valve and a pneumatic diaphragm valve. Each line was purged by an inert gas (Ar or
N2, 99.999%, Ar3 Gases), which passes through an Entegris Gatekeeper for additional purification.
The gas flow was controlled by mass flow controller (MFC, MKS Instrucments) and the pressure
of the reactor was measured by either a baratron capacitance manometer (MKS Instruments) or a
convectron Pirani gauge (The Granville-Phillips 275 Convectron, MKS Instruments). In this study,
the working pressure was maintained at viscous flow regime (0.1 – 1 Torr) because viscous flow
regime shows faster evacuation time and growth rate than the molecular flow regime.1,2 The
temperature of the main reactor was isothermal with the resistive heat tapes and the temperature
of the delivery lines was set lower than the main chamber to prevent precursor condensation.

Figure 2.1 Reactor Scheme.
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As a reactor diagnostic, the pumping speed (S, l/s) and the residence time (τ, sec) can be
characterized by measuring the relationship between throughput (Q, torr∙l/s) and pressure (P, torr).
The residence time, defined as the time for the precursor to linger in the reactor, is an important
parameter to determine the purge time. Ideally, the residence time should be lower to minimize the
purge time for the ALD reaction. The throughput (Q) and the residence time (τ) can be given as

𝑄 = 𝑃𝑆 = 𝑛̇ 𝑅𝑇
𝜏=

𝑉𝑅
𝑆

(Eq 2.1)
(Eq 2.2)

where P is the pressure of the reactor, T is the temperature of the reactor, R is the gas constant, 𝑛̇
is the molecular flow rate and 𝑉𝑅 is the reactor volume. Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1 show the
diagnostic comparison of different reactors: 1) PALDO, 2) WALDO, and 3) PALDI. From Eq 2.1,
the pumping speed can be measured as a slope between Q and P. Considering that 1 standard cubic
centimeters per minute (SCCM) = 0.0127 Torr∙L∙s-1 and the volume of the reactor, the residence
time can be estimated as shown in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1. For the pumping speed measurement,
each reactor was pumped by the same type of rotary vane pump (Adixen 2021I, 5.8 L/s) filled with
either fluorocarbon oil or hydrocarbon oil purged with a N2 oil casing purge line. Table 2.1 shows
the correlation between the Al2O3 growth rate and the residence time. As the residence time
becomes longer, the longer purge time is required to achieve an ideal ALD growth rate (the ideal
Al2O3 growth rate would be 1.0 – 1.2 Å/cy). For enhancing the purge efficiency, a rotary pump
with the fast pumping speed or the turbo pump with the throttle valve, and purging combined with
the pump-down step would be performed. The inlet of the rotary pump was filtered with activated
charcoal and sodasorb filters (Mass-Vac Inc.). It should be noted that using the filter traps
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decreases the pumping speed (1-3 L/s vs. 5.8 L/s). Nonetheless, this is critical to enhance the
lifetime of the pump. The filters and pump oil should be replaced once the working pressure and
the leak up rate noticeably changes. To monitor the reactor condition, the leak-up rate where the
pressure is monitored without pumping and flowing a gas and the base pressure where the reactor
is pumped down from the working pressure for 60 s were recorded before and after the process. It
is worthy to note that every reactor has virtual leaks such as degassing from the wall and gas
trapped inside crevices so that the leak up rate could be substantially different depending on the
ALD runs. In particular, the chemical degassing rate would be faster with higher temperatures. For
example, on the PALDO reactor, the leak up rate at room temperature was less than 0.1 mT/s
whereas it increased up to 10.0 mT/s immediately after increasing the temperature at 100 ℃
without any processes. As a different diagnostic test, dosing only trimethylaluminum (TMA) with
the purge is helpful to figure out the moisture level of the reactor. Since TMA is extremely sensitive
to the moisture, if there is any moisture inside the reactor, abnormally thick Al2O3 film would be
measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry whereas a reasonable growth would be 0.1-0.2 nm after
dosing 100 cycle of TMA. In order to identify the exact leak-up point, helium leak testing with
residual gas analyzer (RGA) and checking the bubbles with the leak check solution (Snoop,
swagelok) can be useful. In terms of the reactor conditioning, baking the chamber at high
temperatures (300-400 ℃), coating the wall with thick Al2O3 film (~50 nm) and physical cleaning
with the alcohol and the vacuum cleaner can be carried out.
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Figure 2.2 Reactor pumping speed comparison.
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Table 2.1 Reactor diagnostic.
PALDO

WALDO

PALDI

0.0041

0.0086

0.012

(Pumping Speed) (Torr/(Torr∙L∙s ))*

0.32

0.68

0.94

Pumping Speed (L/s)

3.10

1.48

1.06

Reactor Volume (L)

0.5

1.0

17.0

Residence time (s)

0.16

0.68

16.1

Leak up rate (mTorr/s)*

0.5 – 5.0

0.5 – 10.0

0.008 – 0.25

Base pressure (mTorr)

20 - 30

30 – 50

30 - 50

1.2

1.1 - 1.2

1.4

Reactor Name
-1

Δ = (Pumping Speed) (Torr/sccm)*
-1

-1

Growth rate (Å/cy) of Al2O3 ALD at 100-150 ℃
(TMA/N2/H2O/N2 = 0.2/60/0.2/60 s)
* Leak up rate varies on the run due to the degassing after the process
* 1 sccm = 0.0127 Torr∙L∙s-1

2.2

Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) Analysis

In-situ quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was used to monitor a mass loading on a quartz
crystal to understand the growth behavior during ALD, MLD, and CVD processes. QCM system
is comprised of a probe body (desk, drawer and probe, Kurt Lesker), a 6 MHz gold coated crystal
(Inficon or PhilipTech), a control box (Maxtek TM-400, Inficon SQM-160, and Inficon STM-2)
and an oscillator. QCM is based on measuring the resonant frequency of a cut quartz (generally
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AT quartz at ~35o) with an oscillator. From the Sauerbrey equation in Eq 2.3, the frequency change
(Δf, Hz) is mathematically correlated with the mass change on the quartz crystal (Δm, ng).3,4

∆𝑓 = −

2𝑓0 2
𝐴√𝜇𝜌𝑞

∆𝑚 = 𝐶∆𝑚

(Eq 2.3)

where fo is the fundamental frequency (5.989 x 106 Hz), A is the surface area (0.357 cm2, area of
backside electrode on the crystal), µ is the shear modulus of quartz (2.947 x 1011 g∙cm-1∙s-2), ρq is
the density of quartz (2.648 g∙cm-3) and C is the QCM constant (-0.2275 Hz∙ng-1).
By using the density of the deposited film (g∙cm-3), the film thickness can be estimated
during the deposition process in a real time. In this case, the mass change (ng) derived from the
Sauerbrey equation should be divided by the active area (ng∙cm-2), thereby calculating the film
thickness by the density and the mass change per area.

∆𝑚
1
=
∆𝑓
𝐴
𝐴∙𝐶
𝑡=

∆𝑚 1
×
𝐴
𝜌𝑓

(Eq 2.4)

(Eq 2.5)

where Δm is the mass change from Eq 2.3, A is the surface area (0.357 cm2) and C is the QCM
constant (-0.2275 Hz∙ng-1) and, t is the deposited film thickness, ρf is the deposited film density
(g∙cm-3).
When it comes to measuring the QCM, two factors should be considered. The first thing is
the exact surface area. Since the deposition occurs on both front and back crystals during the ALD
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process and the assumption for Eq 2.3-5 is that the film is only deposited on the front electrode,
the backpurge (typically 15-25 sccm, giving ~150-250 mTorr pressure increase under 1 Torr
working pressure) is required to prevent the deposition on the back electrode. It should be noted
that if the working pressure is too low, for example 300 mTorr, the backpurge should be adjusted
not to hinder the gas flow. The surface roughness of the crystal is also critical.5 Two Au coated
QCM crystals (unpolished, Inficon and polished, PhilipTech) were compared during 100 cycles of
Al2O3 ALD at 100 oC. Figure 2.3 and Table 2.2 shows the RMS of Au crystals and the mass
change during TMA/H2O ALD cycles. The larger RMS can increase the actual surface area,
leading to larger mass change (2.29 Å/cy using Al2O3 density of 3.95 g/cm3), whereas the polished
Au crystal shows reasonable growth rate (1.19 Å/cy).
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Figure 2.3 QCM crystal roughness effect on mass gain during Al2O3 ALD process.
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Table 2.2 Mass gain comparison on unpolished and polished QCM crystals
Mass gain by

Mass gain by

Net mass

TMA (ng/cm2)

H2O (ng/cm2)

change (ng/cm2)

On unpolished crystal

77.2

13.4

90.6

2.29

On polished crystal

39.6

7.5

47.1

1.19

GPC (Å/cy)*

* Assume Al2O3 density = 3.95 g/cm3

2.3

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE)

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE, alpha-SE ellipsometer, J.A. Woollam) was used to
measure the film thickness and quantify the selectivity on the growth surface vs. the non-growth
surface. The basic principle of SE is using the light reflection from various thin film stacks. To
precisely track down the light reflection, the light is polarized into two planes (S and P) and two
optical parameters (phase difference (Δ) and amplitude ratio (Ψ)) are collected as a function of
wavelength (Generally 200 - 1700 nm). Based on the experimental raw data of Δ and Ψ, the
analytical model is used to fit the data in order to measure the film thickness as well as the optical
constants (n, k). Since the measurement by SE is an indirect technique, users should carefully
evaluate the fit accuracy between the experimental data and analytical fitting. This can be
monitored by the mean-squared error (MSE). As a rule of thumb, good MSE should be lower than
4-5. It should be noted that if unknown materials are fit by SE, multi sample analysis (MSA) and
comparing the SE results with other thickness measurement techniques (especially X-ray
reflectivity and transmission electron microscopy) would be helpful.
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𝑀𝑆𝐸 ∝ 𝛴 (𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝐸𝑥𝑝)2

(Eq 2.6)

Most of oxides, nitrides, fluorides, and carbides are transparent over the visible and near
infrared wavelengths. For this reason, these films show normal dispersion where the refractive
index decreases with increasing the wavelength. To describe the refractive index of the transparent
films as a function of wavelength, the Cauchy dispersion relationship is generally used to fit the
data. The Cauchy dispersion equation, given as

𝑛(𝜆) = 𝐴 +

𝐵
𝐶
+ 4
2
𝜆
𝜆

(Eq 2.7)

where n is the refractive index of the film, 𝜆 is the wavelength (nm), A, B, and C are the Cauchy
parameters. In general, the refractive index is significantly dependent on parameter A. The
estimated refractive index would be helpful to evaluate the deposited film quality. For instance, if
Al2O3 films are deposited by ALD run, the desirable refractive index would be 1.6 – 1.7 around
600 nm. If the obtained value is higher than this range, the deposited films would contain
unexpected elements such as Ti and Zn from the TiO2 (n = 2.4 – 2.5) and ZnO (n = 2.0) residue in
the reactor. However, when it comes to estimating the refractive index of the extremely thin films
(less than 10 nm), it would be challenging to determine the precise optical constants.6 In this case,
measuring thicker films (more than 40-50 nm) would give better results.
For the light absorbing materials such as metals, semiconductors and conductive polymers,
the careful fitting should be considered because the light absorption may distort the light reflection.
To measure these materials, the fit can be conducted only at the transparent region. After fixing
the film thickness, the model can be extended to all wavelengths fitting the optical constants. If
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there is no transparent region, additional measurements including transmission measurement,
inference enhancement, MSA, and different incident angles (45-90 ⁰) would be necessary.7 There
are three primary models to fit the light absorbing films: direct fit for n and k, B-spline fit and
oscillator model fit.6
As the light reflection is greatly dependent on the surface, Δ and Ψ parameters can be used
to quantify the film nucleation. While the detection resolution of SE is lower than the surface
sensitive techniques including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy and
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy, SE is a quick and simple method to characterize the extent
of the film evolution. For in-situ SE, this would be especially helpful to study the selectivity and
nucleation mechanism.

2.4

Profilometry

Profilometer (Dektak 150, Veeco) was used to measure the film thickness (0.03 - 10 µm).
Step heights were made by the mechanical scratching with the end of spatula or tweezers. The
radius of the stylus tip used was 12.5 µm and the stylus force was set at 4 mg. In order to obtain
high resolution, the typical measurement time is 200 – 300 s. After measurement, the results were
leveled, and the step height was determined by the average step height (ASH) value. Measurements
were averaged from the three different measurements using the automation measurement mode. It
should be noted that the edge shape of the step is significantly dependent on the adhesion between
a film and a substrate. If the film adhesion on the substrate is too strong to make a clear step height
by the physical etching, chemical etching or lift-off would be considered.
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2.5

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra) with Al-Kα gun
was used to study the elemental composition and chemical state of deposited films. XPS is the
implementation of the photoelectric effect where an incident x-ray bombards an electron out of the
atom shell, ejecting the photoelectron. The relationship between the primary X-ray source and the
energy of the photoelectrons is given as

𝐸𝑏 = ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝑘 − 𝑊

(Eq 2.8)

where Eb and Ek are binding and the kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectron, hν is the photon
energy, and W is the spectrometer work function. Al-Kα and Mg-Kα with line energies/line widths
of 1486.6 eV/0.85 eV and 1253.6 eV/0.70 eV respectively, are commonly used as anode materials.
The X-ray line width resolution can be further improved from 0.85 to 0.4 eV by implementing a
quartz crystal monochromator. By using the monochromator, satellite peaks and the
Bremsstrahlung continuum can be effectively removed.
For the XPS, the attenuation length (λ) of the photoelectron which indicates the distance
before the electron is being inelastically scattered is typically under 10 nm range. This gives high
surface sensitivity of XPS. Another important capability of the XPS is that it can distinguish the
chemical state of the film. By using peak fitting and deconvolution by CASA XPS software, the
detailed chemical information such as the extent of oxidation, chlorination and fluorination can be
characterized. Regarding the peak deconvolution, due to the doublet of p and d orbitals, the
observed energy shows pairs of peaks: the area ratio of (p1/2, p3/2), (d3/2, d5/2), (f5/2, f7/2) are 1:2, 2:3,
and 3:4, respectively. For this study, peak positions are calibrated by referencing either the
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adventitious C 1s peak at 285 eV or O 1s peak at 531 eV. For example, Figure 2.4 shows the peak
deconvolution of Sb 3d and O 1s of polypyrrole on Si substrate by using 9.34 eV for peak distance
and 1.5 for the relative intensity between Sb 3d5/2 and Sb 3d3/2.

Figure 2.4 High resolution XPS scan of Sb 3d/O 1s for polypyrrole film on Si substrate by CVD
at 50 ℃.

2.6

X-Ray Reflectivity (XRR)

X-ray reflectivity (XRR, Rigaku Smartlab X-ray diffractometer) using Cu Kα radiation
with parallel beam geometry at an angle of incidence of 0 to 4 was used to measure the film
thickness, density, and roughness. While the acquisition and data analysis of the XRR requires
more time than SE, it shows better resolution (0.1-400 nm) and measures the properties of light
absorbing and opaque films. Similar to SE, the model fit is pivotal to obtain accurate results. The
XRR data is fitted with the Genx software. The model is composed of a deposited film/substrate
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(generally Si or SiO2) with interface roughness, density, and film thickness as fitting parameters.
In the model, the figure of merit (FOM) is used for the parameter indicating the difference between
the simulation and measured values. For the log FOM mode, the acceptable FOM value would be
less than 0.08.
The principle of XRR is using the X-ray reflection on the sample stack with grazing angles
(0 to 10 ⁰) in Bragg Brentano (θ-2θ) configuration. Since the angle of the incident light is extremely
small, X-rays yield total external reflection if the grazing angle θ is smaller than the critical angle
θc. The critical angle θc (usually 0.2 – 0.5 ⁰) is given as

𝜃𝑐 = √2𝛿

(Eq 2.9)

where δ is the real component of the complex refractive describing the dispersive of the wavematter interaction. The value of δ is determined by the X-ray wavelength and the density of the
films which are associated with the electron density. The critical angle of material increases with
higher density. Above the critical angle, X-ray reflection occurs at the surface and all the interfaces,
giving an interference patterns, so called Kiessig fringes. Analyzing these oscillations can provide
the information including the film thickness, density and roughness. As the film is thicker, the
oscillation period is shorter. Film roughness can be estimated in two ways: the intensity decay at
higher angles is associated with the roughness of the top surface (Larger roughness leads to faster
intensity drop), and the larger interface roughness causes smoother fringes.8
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Figure 2.5 X-ray reflectivity pattern of 200 and 400 cycles of PEDOT MLD on thermal SiO2
(100 nm)/Si at 100 ℃
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Table 2.3 Summary of the parameters resulting from the fitting of the XRR data
Thickness

Density

Roughness

Thickness measured

(nm)

(g/cm3)

(nm)

by Ellipsometry (nm)

PEDOT

19.45

1.73

0.96

16.8

SiO2

100.4

2.20

0.49

Si substrate

-

2.30

0.001

PEDOT

48.4

1.72

0.80

SiO2

98.0

2.20

0.77

Si substrate

-

2.32

0.21

PEDOT MLD
100 ℃ 200 cy

47.7

PEDOT MLD
100 ℃ 400 cy

2.7

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Verios 460L) operated at 2-30 kV with 0.7 nm
resolution was used for the surface characterization and thickness measurements. Different modes
including plane-, angle-, and cross-section-view were utilized. For the angle-view, tilt angle at ± 8
° was used. In general, 2 kV was used to clearly observe the surface morphology, whereas for
measuring the nuclei on the surface, high voltage at 5-10 kV with high current of 10 nA was used.
In order to measure the ASD on patterned wafers, back scatter electron (BSE) mode can be
beneficial if the mass of deposited materials is dramatically different.

2.8

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Talos F200X) operated at 200 kV with 0.12
nm resolution was used to characterize the ASD on patterned wafers. Dual beam focused ion beam
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(FIB, FEI Quanta 3D FEG instrument) operated at 30 keV with 7 nm resolution for the ion column
and at 30 keV with 1.2 nm resolution for the SEM column was used to prepare TEM samples. ~3.2
µm of Pt capping layer was pre-deposited and 20 µm x 2 µm area was lifted out by a Ga+ ion. After
a final milling with 5 kV at 48 pA ion emission current, the thickness of TEM samples was ~100
nm. Samples were thinned to a thickness of ~100 nm with a final milling step of 5 kV at 48 pA
ion emission current. After the lift-out, the specimen was placed onto a 3 mm diameter of Cu TEM
grid using a micromanipulator. The TEM camera (ThermoFisher Ceta camera) acquires 4k × 4k
images. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental mappings were measured using
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The STEM mode was measured by highangle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector with a camera length of ~100 mm. The Talos TEM
uses the Super-X EDX system, which is composed of four in-column EDX detectors with a
collection angle of ~0.9 sr. Typical STEM EDX collection parameters yielded a beam current of
350 pA and each EDX collection time exceeded 5 min.

2.9

Four Point Probe

Four point probe method (RM 3-AR, Jandell) was used to characterize the electrical
resistivity of the films. The four point probe technique separately measures voltage and current,
thus eliminating the probe and contact resistance for the measurement. For each measurement,
voltage was measured with forward and reverse current directions with sweeping mode to check
the contact between the tip and the sample. If the measured voltages by forward/reverse directions
are not identical, the sample height and tip conditions should be checked again. After confirming
the contact, film sheet resistance (Rs, Ω/□) was measured with 1 mm probe spacing (s = 1 mm).
Note that for the Jandell’s program, the sheet resistance value is automatically calculated with a
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correction factor of 4.5324 with V/I. Depending on the sample geometries such as the film
thickness, the sample size, and the probe spacing, various correction factors can be considered.9
To validate the accuracy of the obtained results, a custom-built four-point probe (Tushar K. Ghosh
group in college of textiles) with 2mm spacing and Keithley 2400 source meter from was also
measured, showing the similar results. Based on the sheet resistance, the resistivity (ρ) and
conductivity (σ) can be given as
𝜌 [𝛺 ∙ 𝑐𝑚] = 𝑅𝑠
𝜎 [𝑆 ∙ 𝑐𝑚−1 ] =

𝐴
𝑤𝑡
= 𝑅𝑠
𝑙
𝑙

1
𝜌

(Eq 2.10)
(Eq 2.11)

where A is the cross-section area of the sample, l, w, and t is the length, width and thickness of the
sample, respectively. Assuming the sample is square (l = w), ρ = Rs∙t.

2.10 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR, Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700
spectrometer) was used to characterize the chemical properties of the film. Under a dry air purge,
spectra were measured in an absorption mode with 200 scans at 4 cm-1 resolution from 4000 to
400 cm-1. FTIR is measuring multiple frequencies of light simultaneously and the measured data
is processed with a Fourier transform. There are various vibrational modes including stretching,
bending, scissoring, rocking and twisting modes. Since the absorption band is dependent on the
chemical bonding, FTIR is significantly useful to identify the chemical species of the deposited
films.
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Chapter 3 Nanopatterned Area-Selective Vapor Deposition of PEDOT on SiO2 vs. Si-H:
Improved Selectivity using Chemical Vapor Deposition vs. Molecular Layer Deposition
The following work is a reprint published in Chem. Mater. 2021, 33, 9221–9230.

3.1

Abstract

Area-selective deposition (ASD) of polymers is expected to be useful for self-aligned
patterning of nucleation inhibitors, sacrificial layers, and air-gap materials during future bottomup nanoscale materials fabrication. This work describes a simple, rapid, and effective method to
achieve inherent ASD of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) on SiO2 vs. hydrogenterminated silicon (Si-H) substrates via molecular layer deposition (MLD) and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) using 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) as a reactive monomer and SbCl5 as
an oxidant for polymerization. Film thickness measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry indicates
the MLD process can obtain ∼35 nm of deposition with a selectivity of 90%, i.e., tS=0.90 ≈ 35 nm,
which is better than many other reports of inorganic or organic material ASD. Furthermore, we
show that under CVD conditions, the selectivity is further improved, i.e., tS = 0.90 ≈ 55.4 nm and
that CVD can achieve ASD at an overall rate more than 100 times faster than MLD for the same
ASD thickness, allowing 30 nm of ASD to be achieved in less than 10 s of process time. The
selective growth of PEDOT on SiO2 vs. Si-H is ascribed to the localized reduction of the SbCl5 on
the Si-H surface, thereby inhibiting EDOT polymerization in that region. The high selectivity
allows us to observe and analyze lateral “mushroom” overgrowth and compare ASD growth rates
on blanket vs. patterned wafers. Overall, results suggest that CVD may have distinct advantages
over MLD or atomic layer deposition (ALD) for other ASD applications.
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3.2

Introduction.

Photolithography is routinely used in electronics manufacturing to transform uniform
blanket metal and dielectric thin films into complex line and space patterns that are aligned with
underlying features to create complex nanostructured circuits. Using extreme UV (EUV)
lithography, features can be printed with a width approaching 10 nm, but inherent stochastics in
the process lead to unwanted variations in feature size (i.e., critical dimension error), as well as
errors in feature alignment (i.e., edge placement error) when printing lines on top of each other.1−4
As a means to augment photolithography and achieve improved precision, researchers are
exploring vapor-based area-selective deposition (ASD), where thin-film materials are built up only
in predetermined regions on a starting patterned surface.3-10 Area-selective epitaxy, for example,
is widely used to create self-aligned source/drain transistor contacts, but the substrate-dependent
chemical reactions require temperatures in excess of 800 °C under near-equilibrium conditions.4,
11

However, during back-end processing, unwanted metal diffusion can occur near 400 °C.

Therefore, to form self-aligned metal and dielectric features within back-end circuitry, new ASD
processing methods and materials are needed at a temperature less than 400 °C.
Low-temperature ASD can be achieved by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), atomic layer
deposition (ALD), and molecular layer deposition (MLD), with most recent attention focused on
area-selective ALD.3−10 While studies of ASD metals and dielectrics are most common, ASD of
polymers is also expected to play an important role in bottom-up synthesis as nucleation inhibitors,
low-k layers, and air-gap materials.12−15 Previous studies of polymer CVD include several
examples of substrate-preferential growth.16−19 Using a thermally-excited reaction initiator,
conjugated poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) and nonconjugated parylene N and parylene C were
found to preferentially grow on hydroxylated silicon oxide (Si-OH) with minimal growth on iron
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and other transition metals.17,18 Based on growth rates and surface topology, inhibition on the metal
was ascribed to quenching of activated monomers by available surface charge, forming a thin
passivation layer that impeded subsequent reaction. Similarly, area-selective CVD of
poly(azomethine) was achieved on Si-OH vs. hydrogen-terminated silicon (Si-H), but details of
the related mechanism and the extent of selectivity were not well identified.19
Patterned growth of conductive poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) films has also
been achieved under CVD conditions, where an oxidant such as iron(III) p-toluenesulfonate
(Fe(III) tosylate) was placed on a surface and exposed to reactive 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene
(EDOT) monomer. The polymerization selectively proceeded in the regions containing the
oxidant, producing ∼12-18 nm of PEDOT film.20,21 Features with lateral resolution as small as 250
nm were tested, but the extent of unwanted nonselective growth was not fully quantified.
In addition to CVD, ASD of polymers has also been studied by MLD, a stepwise sequence
for organic film deposition analogous to ALD. Using MLD,22−27 a polyurea layer up to ∼6 nm in
thickness was achieved on Si-OH, with minimal growth on copper that was passivated by an
octadecylphosphonic acid self-assembled monolayer (SAM).22 Surface passivation by SAMs has
also been used for ASD of poly-p-xylylene23 and silicon oxycarbide (SiCO),24 in both cases
enabling ∼5 nm of ASD. In another study, selectivity up to ∼17 nm was shown for ASD of
polyimide (nylon 6,2) on amorphous carbon (a-C) vs. SiO2 passivated with dimethylaminotrimethylsilane (DMA-TMS).25 Area-selective MLD of polyimide has also been achieved on Cu
vs. SiO2, where the copper surface catalytically promotes localized polymerization. The process
allowed as much as 130 nm of selectively deposited polymer, possibly due to copper diffusion to
the top of the growing film.26 In addition to vapor processing, ASD of polymers has also been
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explored by spin-coating,27 where surface-dependent dewetting of semifluorinated poly(acrylate)
allows selective coating on Cu vs. SiO2.
Vacuum-based PEDOT deposition provides advantages over conventional solution-based
processes in terms of crystallinity, conductivity, and conformal coating on three-dimensional (3D)
substrates. PEDOT vapor deposition occurs via oxidative surface polymerization (i.e., oxidative
CVD, oCVD), where an oxidant species delivered to the growth surface promotes polymerization
of adsorbed EDOT monomer. Since the rate of polymerization depends on the surface
concentration and reactivity of the oxidant, the choice of oxidant is important in the overall
deposition process. A range of oxidants, including FeCl3,28−30 CuCl2,31 Br2,32 VOCl333 and SbCl5
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have been investigated for PEDOT oCVD. In addition, MoCl534 and SbCl535 have been

implemented for oxidative MLD (oMLD). Generally, the more volatile SbCl5 and VOCl3 oxidants
show better process reliability.
This work describes inherent PEDOT ASD on SiO2 vs. Si-H via oMLD and oCVD using
SbCl5 as an oxidant and presents several scientifically novel findings. Specifically, we show a
unique capability for the inherent ASD of a conjugated polymer, PEDOT, with favorable
deposition on SiO2 vs. Si-H surfaces, achieving ∼30 nm of selective deposition, which exceeds
that of most ASD reports of metals and dielectrics.4 Additionally, we provide a direct quantitative
comparison of ASD using MLD and CVD, showing that the CVD process enhances selectivity. A
mechanism for selectivity loss is proposed, where the Si-H surface promotes the reduction of the
SbCl5 inhibiting subsequent EDOT polymerization. In addition, we report feature size-dependent
ASD growth comparing growth rate dependence on blanket and patterned surfaces, including
features as small as ∼100 nm, with less growth observed on patterned wafers vs. blanket wafers
under the same deposition conditions. The high selectivity allows us to observe the extent of lateral
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“mushroom” growth, indicating that the growth of PEDOT on the exposed SiO2 may not be
completely uniform in all directions. Overall, the results show feasible ASD of PEDOT on
nanoscale-patterned surfaces, thereby expanding the range of materials available for advanced
deposition-based patterning.

3.3

Experimental Section
3.3.1 Deposition Reactants

The EDOT monomer (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene, 97%, Alfa Aesar) and antimony
pentachloride (SbCl5, 99%, Alfa Aesar) were used as received without further purification. All
materials were transferred into glass and stainless steel vessels in a nitrogen-purged glovebox.
Nitrogen gas (N2, 99.999%, Arc3 Gases) purified with an inert gas filter (GateKeeper, Entegris)
was used as a reactant carrier and purge gas.

3.3.2 Deposition Substrates
Silicon (boron-doped Si (100), 6–10 Ω·cm, WRS Materials) and silicon dioxide (SiO2, 100
nm of thermally grown SiO2 on boron-doped Si (100), WRS Materials) were cut into ∼1 cm × 1
cm coupons. Line-patterned Si-H/SiO2 samples with half-pitch of ∼3 μm and height of ∼100 nm
were prepared by optical lithography of thermally oxidized Si wafers. Coplanar Si-H/SiO2 linepatterned samples with half-pitch of ∼130 nm and topographical Si-H/SiO2 line-patterned samples
with half-pitch of ∼200 nm and height of ∼100 nm were provided by collaborators. Before
deposition, all silicon, SiO2, and patterned wafers were cleaned in a hot piranha bath (1:1 =
H2SO4/H2O2 by volume ratio) for 30 min, rinsed with deionized (DI) water, and dried with N2,
forming surface silicon hydroxide. To form hydrogen-terminated silicon (Si-H), silicon and
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patterned wafers were dipped into 5% hydrogen fluoride (HF) aqueous solution for 30 s, rinsed
with DI water for 30 s, and dried with N2. To minimize surface oxidation and contamination, the
HF treatment was conducted immediately before use.

3.3.3 Reactor Design and Reaction Sequence
PEDOT deposition was performed in a home-built, isothermal, and viscous-flow ALD
reactor described previously.5 The reaction chamber was a stainless steel cylinder with ∼4 cm
inner diameter and ∼60 cm length. The sample deposition zone was defined by the substrate holder
with ∼30 cm long and ∼4 cm wide, placed approximately in the middle of the reaction chamber.
The reactor was heated resistively using PID controllers, and the temperature was set at 100–150
°C. The chamber was pumped by a rotary vane pump (Adixen 2021I, 21 m3/h) filled with
fluorocarbon oil and was equipped with a N2 oil casing purge line. The inlet of the rotary pump
was filtered through activated charcoal and sodasorb filters (Mass-Vac Inc.). The working
pressure, measured with a N2 flow rate of 135 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm), was
∼1 Torr. N2 and reactant flow were controlled by computer-controlled pneumatic diaphragm
valves. The EDOT reactant vessel was arranged as a bubbler container and heated to 80 °C. Upon
EDOT delivery, the reactor pressure increased by ∼30 mTorr. The SbCl5 vessel was arranged as a
direct port to the N2 carrier line and was heated to either 40 or 50 °C, as described below. When
heated at 50 °C, the SbCl5 delivery led to a pressure increase of ∼30 mTorr. At 40 °C, the pressure
increase was ∼10 mTorr. For some experiments, the deposition was repeated in a second homebuilt reactor with similar geometry and design, and consistent results were obtained.
Prior to loading substrates into the reactor, the chamber was conditioned with 50 cycles of
Al2O3 ALD using trimethylaluminum (TMA, 98%, Strem Chemicals) and DI H2O. The Al2O3
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ALD sequence followed TMA/N2/H2O/N2 = 0.1/60/0.1/60 s at 100 °C, leading to 4.5 ± 0.5 nm of
Al2O3 on Si-OH.
After reactor wall conditioning, substrates were loaded into the reactor and exposed to N 2
flow for 30 min to reach thermal equilibrium with the reactor walls. For the ASD growth by MLD,
two conditions were studied for the SbCl5 dose. Under high dose conditions shown in Figure 3.2a,
the SbCl5 source was held at 50 °C, and the dose time was 0.5 s/cycle. The reactant dose sequence
followed: SbCl5/N2/EDOT/N2 = 0.5/60/2/60 s. For low dose conditions shown in Figure 3.2b, the
SbCl5 temperature was set at 40 °C, and the dose time was 0.1 s/cycle, and the corresponding
sequence was SbCl5/N2/EDOT/N2 = 0.1/60/2/60 s. For ASD growth by the CVD process, EDOT
(reactant vessel held at 80 °C) and SbCl5 (vessel held at 40 °C) were simultaneously dosed using
N2 flow at 150 °C. The flow rates of N2 were controlled independently through the EDOT and
SbCl5 delivery lines and an additional N2 purge line, with flow rates of EDOT/SbCl5/N2 = 6/20/30
sccm, respectively, producing a reactor pressure of 370 mTorr.

3.3.4 Sample Characterization
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was used to measure the mass uptake in situ during
MLD. A QCM probe body (Kurt Lesker) with a 6 MHz gold-coated crystal sensor (Inficon) was
loaded into the reactor and allowed to stabilize at the reactor temperature. The resonant frequency
of the crystal was recorded with a control box (Maxtek TM-400) through a home-designed
LabVIEW program and converted to mass change (ng/cm2) with the Sauerbrey equation.36 The
crystal holder was modified to allow 25 sccm of N2 to purge the back side of the crystal to prevent
deposition in the electrical contact regions.
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PEDOT thickness was monitored by ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE, α-SE
ellipsometer, J.A. Woollam). Measurements were performed at an incidence angle of 70 °, with a
spectral range of 300–900 nm. Due to the optical anisotropy of PEDOT, biaxial b-spline models,
transmission data, and multisample analysis were used for SE fitting.37 In addition to SE analysis,
the same samples measured by SE were characterized by X-ray reflectivity (XRR, Rigaku
SmartLab X-ray Diffractometer) using Cu Kα radiation with parallel beam geometry at an angle
of incidence of 0–4 and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Verios 460L)
operated at 2–30 kV with 0.7 nm resolution to confirm the data’s accuracy. The XRR data was fit
with the software GenX. The thickness differences between XRR, SE, and SEM results were less
than 3 nm. The thickness results reported here were the average of three samples separately placed
on the sample holder, and each sample was measured at three different locations.
PEDOT growth and nucleation were characterized by plan-view SEM and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra) with an Al Kα (1486.6 eV) gun.
Peak positions were calibrated by referencing the adventitious C 1s peak to 285.0 eV. Figure 3.10
shows high-resolution XPS data in the Cl 2p, C 1s, Sb 3d, O 1s, and Si 2p regions collected from
PEDOT deposited on SiO2 and Si-H after 50, 100, 200, and 400 MLD cycles. The elemental
compositions determined from the XPS results are given in Table 3.3.
PEDOT ASD on Si-H/SiO2 line-patterned wafers were characterized by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Talos F200X) operated at 200 kV with 0.12 nm resolution and by
SEM. Dual-beam focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Quanta 3D FEG instrument) with 7 nm resolution
at 30 keV for the ion column and 1.2 nm resolution at 30 keV for the SEM column was used for
TEM sample preparation. ∼3.2 μm of Pt capping layer was coated, and a 20 × 2 μm region was
milled out by Ga+ ions. Samples were thinned to a thickness of ∼100 nm, with a final milling step
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of 5 kV at 48 pA ion emission current. After the lift-out, the specimen was transferred onto a 3
mm diameter Cu TEM grid using a micromanipulator. The TEM camera was a Thermo Fisher
Ceta camera that acquires 4 × 4 k images. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental
mappings were collected using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In STEM
mode, the high-angle annular dark-field imaging (HAADF) detector with a camera length of ∼100
mm was used. Typical STEM EDX collection parameters yielded a beam current of 350 pA, and
each EDX collection time was longer than 5 min.

3.4

Results and Discussion

For this study, PEDOT films were deposited in a custom hot-wall tubular flow reactor
under both MLD and CVD conditions. For MLD, the reactor was heated to 100 °C, and MLD was
performed using sequential doses of EDOT and SbCl5 vapors separated by purging with
continuously flowing N2. The MLD reactant dose time sequence was SbCl5/N2/EDOT/N2 =
0.1/60/2/60 s. The mass uptake was monitored using QCM, and results are shown in Figure 3.1a.
For this test, the deposition was performed for 100 cycles, and for clarity, the data in Figure 3.1a
shows results collected during the final 12 cycles. Before deposition, the QCM crystal and the
chamber walls were preconditioned by coating with 50 cycles of ALD Al2O3 at 100 °C. Figure
3.1b shows an expanded view of one representative cycle. The SbCl5 dose leads to a relatively
large mass increase, and the following EDOT dose produces a smaller mass increase followed by
some mass decrease. The results are consistent with the overall reaction mechanism shown in
Figure 3.1c.34,35 During exposure, the SbCl5 physisorbs on the growth surface. During the
subsequent exposure of the EDOT monomer, the SbCl5 promotes oxidative polymerization to form
PEDOT, along with desorption of SbClx and HCl byproducts. The relatively large mass increase
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during the SbCl5 dose and the net mass loss during the EDOT dose reflect the larger molecular
weight of the antimony chloride reactant (SbCl5: 299.02 g/mol) and vapor product (SbClx + HCl),
respectively, relative to the EDOT monomer (EDOT: 142.17 g/mol).
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Figure 3.1 (a) Quartz crystal microbalance mass uptake during PEDOT MLD cycles using EDOT
and SbCl5 at 100 °C, (b) enlarged view of (a) showing a large mass uptake during the SbCl5 and a
slight mass decrease during the EDOT dose, and (c) proposed reaction scheme for the PEDOT
oMLD process.

3.4.1 Area-Selective MLD of PEDOT on Blanket Substrates
To explore the substrate dependence of PEDOT deposition, the reactor was loaded with
two different silicon wafer coupons; one was coated with 100 nm of thermally grown silicon
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dioxide (SiO2) cleaned by piranha treatment, and a second silicon piece was treated with piranha
cleaning, followed by a dilute HF dip to form a hydrogen-terminated surface (Si-H). Figure 3.2
shows the resulting thickness vs. cycle measured by SE on these two wafer pieces. The dashed
lines through the data are fits to an analytical model for nucleation and island growth discussed
below and in the Supporting Information (Figure 3.8).4,38 The thickness per cycle was measured
under various reactant dose conditions, and results are given in Figure 3.9. For Figure 3.9a, the
SbCl5 exposure dose was set to 0.5 s/cycle, whereas for Figure 2b, the SbCl5 dose was 0.1 s/cycle
(see Experimental Section). In Figure 3.2a, PEDOT thickness on SiO2 increases linearly with a
slope of ∼0.32 nm/cycle. On Si-H substrates, less growth is observed, consistent with inhibited
nucleation. In Figure 3.2b, using the smaller SbCl5 dose, after some inhibition, the thickness on
SiO2 increases linearly with a rate of ∼0.12 nm/cycle, and again, less growth is observed on Si-H.
The decrease in growth rate using the smaller SbCl5 dose is consistent with previous studies, where
the thickness per cycle during PEDOT oMLD was limited by SbCl5.35 Even when growth was
limited by SbCl5, we observed good uniform deposition under MLD conditions at 100 °C in our
tubular hot-wall reactor system. For a deposition thickness of ∼30 nm, the thickness across the 2
cm wide and 10 cm long growth zone was uniform within ± 2 nm. Repeating the process in a
second custom reactor with the similar design also showed good uniformity (20 ± 3 nm) across the
2 cm wide and 30 cm long growth zone.
We further tested film growth on Si-H and SiO2 at different deposition temperatures. Using
fixed reactant dose conditions (i.e., the same as used at 100 °C for the samples in Figure 3.2a),
increasing the deposition temperature to 125 and 150 °C led to a net decrease in growth rate on
both SiO2 and Si-H (Figure 3.9c). This trend is consistent with other MLD processes and is
correlated with an increased rate in reactant desorption at higher temperatures.34,35,39−41 The
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difference in growth rates on SiO2 and Si-H was most pronounced at 100 °C, so this temperature
was used for subsequent tests.

Figure 3.2 PEDOT film thickness vs. MLD cycles at 100 °C on SiO2 and Si-H using (a)
SbCl5/N2/EDOT/N2 = 0.5/60/2/60 s and (b) SbCl5/N2/EDOT/N2 = 0.1/60/2/60 s. The dashed lines
are fits to an analytical model described in the text.

Film thickness on SiO2 after 200 and 400 cycles at 100 °C with SbCl5 dose = 0.1 s was
measured by SE, cross-sectional SEM, and XRR. The cross-sectional SEM images in Figure
3.3a,b show 18.2 and 44.3 nm after 200 and 400 cycles, respectively, which are reasonably
consistent with 16.8 and 47.4 nm measured by SE, and 19.5 and 48.4 nm determined by XRR.
(Table 3.2). The films deposited on SiO2 and Si-H at 100 °C were also analyzed by XPS, and the
spectra collected in the sulfur 2p region are shown in Figure 3.3c,d. (Additional XPS data can be
found in Figure 3.10 and Table 3.3). On SiO2, a weak signal due to sulfur is observed after 50 and
100 cycles, with a stronger peak observed after 200 and 400 cycles. On the Si-H, a weak peak is
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visible after 200 cycles, with a stronger peak present after 400 cycles. These results are consistent
with the thickness data in Figure 3.2b, as well as plan-view SEM images in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.3 Cross-sectional SEM images of films deposited on SiO2 using (a) 200 and (b) 400
cycles of MLD. XPS spectra collected in the S 2p region on (c) SiO2 and (d) Si-H after 50, 100,
200, and 400 cycles of MLD.
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3.4.2 Area-Selective MLD on Patterned Substrates
As shown in Figure 3.2b, at 100 °C with an SbCl5 dose time of 0.1 s/cycle, 200 cycles of
MLD PEDOT can produce ∼15 nm of deposition on a blanket SiO2 wafer with minimal growth
on Si-H. Using the same conditions, deposition was performed for 200 and 400 cycles on SiH/SiO2 line/space patterns with ∼3 μm half-pitch, used previously in our lab.5,42−44 Figure 3.4a,b
shows plan-view SEM images, where the top portion of the frame corresponds to the SiO2, and the
bottom portion is the Si-H region. After 200 MLD cycles, a rough texture is seen on the SiO2,
consistent with PEDOT growth. In contrast, on the Si-H region, the surface appears smooth with
no distinct nuclei visible. After 400 cycles, both regions show similar surface texture, consistent
with loss of selectivity and growth of PEDOT on the Si-H. These results agree well with SE, XPS,
and SEM results in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, and 3.11, showing highly selective nucleation and growth
of PEDOT on SiO2 vs. Si-H.
Cross-sectional STEM images of the patterned samples after 200 MLD cycles are given in
Figure 3.4c,d. The images show ∼7.8 nm of PEDOT on SiO2, with no visible nuclei on the
neighboring Si-H surface. The corresponding EDX elemental map in Figure 3.4e shows sulfur
(from the PEDOT) only on the SiO2 region, verifying ASD of PEDOT on SiO2 vs. Si-H. After 200
cycles, the PEDOT thickness of ∼7.8 nm on the SiO2 region of the patterned substrates is
substantially smaller than the ∼17 nm thickness obtained under the same conditions on blanket
SiO2 wafers (Figure 3.2b). During ASD, reactant gradients are expected to develop due to surface
diffusion and spatially dependent reactant consumption, leading to feature-dependent growth
rates.44,45
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Figure 3.4 Plan-view SEM images for (a) 200 and (b) 400 MLD cycles at 100 °C on Si-H/SiO2
substrates. Cross-sectional STEM images for (c) 200 MLD cycles at 100 °C on Si-H/SiO2
substrates, (d) enlarged view of (c), and (e) EDX elemental mapping of the corresponding region.
All samples were deposited on 3 μm Si-H/SiO2 line/space-patterned wafers.

3.4.3 Area-Selective CVD of PEDOT on Blanket Substrates
As another test, we studied film deposition under CVD conditions. In this case, the EDOT
and SbCl5 reactants were allowed to flow simultaneously and continuously into the heated tubular
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reactor. At 100 °C, film growth was nonuniform, with substantial growth near the beginning of the
growth zone, consistent with facile reactant adsorption. Increasing the reaction temperature to 150
°C led to good uniform growth across the 30 cm length of the substrate holder in the reactor
deposition zone. The improved uniformity suggests that for the reactant pressure and dose
conditions used, the higher temperature leads to a more optimized balance between the rates of
reactant adsorption/desorption and the rate of deposition.
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Figure 3.5 PEDOT film thickness vs. CVD process time at 150 °C on SiO2 and Si-H under 0.37
Torr. The dashed lines are fits to an analytical model described in the text.

Using CVD conditions at 150 °C, the film thickness was measured by SE after various
deposition times on blanket SiO2 and Si-H substrates, and the results are shown in Figure 3.5. On
SiO2, after a short incubation time, the film thickness increases linearly as a function of time with
a rate of 3.2 nm/s. On Si-H, however, SE analysis shows no measurable PEDOT growth after 15
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s, with some growth after 30 s. The dashed lines correspond to a fit to the island growth model.38
As shown in Figure 5, 15 s of CVD leads to no measurable PEDOT on Si-H while the SiO2 surface
shows ∼40 nm of growth. On both substrates, the surface of PEDOT films is fairly conformal
(RMS = 0.18–0.58 nm), as shown in Table 3.4. Comparing the CVD results in Figure 3.5 to the
MLD results in Figure 3.2, MLD achieved ∼15 nm of PEDOT ASD on SiO2 before measurable
growth appeared on Si-H, whereas the CVD process allowed more than 40 nm of selective growth.
A more detailed comparison of MLD and CVD results is discussed below.

3.4.4 Area-Selective CVD on Patterned Substrates
To fully explore the CVD process, deposition was also tested on nanoscale Si-H/SiO2
line/space patterns using deposition times of 10, 15, and 30 s at 150 °C. Patterned substrates
included coplanar Si-H/SiO2 lines with SiO2 line width of 130 nm, separated by exposed silicon
regions with a width between 130 and 500 nm. We also used topographical Si-H/SiO2 line patterns,
with SiO2 lines of ∼200 nm width and ∼100 nm thickness, spaced 200 nm apart on silicon (i.e.,
200 nm half-pitch). On the coplanar Si-H/SiO2 surfaces in Figure 3.6a,b, 10 s of CVD leads to
∼29.5 nm of PEDOT on the SiO2 regions, with no visible nuclei on Si-H. Likewise, on the
topographical features in Figure 3.6c, the film thickness on the top and side of the SiO2 is ∼22.4
nm, with no PEDOT visible on Si-H. After 15 s of deposition, the coplanar features in Figure
3.6d,e show 36 nm of ASD PEDOT on SiO2, and Figure 6f shows 31.3 nm of ASD on the
nonplanar substrates. After 30 s of growth, corresponding images in Figure 3.6g–i show 78 and
82 nm of PEDOT on SiO2, respectively. In the images, 30 s of deposition leads to visible nuclei
and bridging between features, indicating selectivity loss. On the patterned wafers, the values for
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film thickness correspond to a linear CVD growth rate of ∼2.6 nm/s on SiO2, which is less than
3.2 nm/s obtained on blanket SiO2 substrates in Figure 5 using the same growth conditions.

Figure 3.6 Angled-view SEM images of PEDOT CVD on Si-H/SiO2-patterned wafers at 150 °C
for (a–c) = 10 s, (d–f) 15 s, and (g–i) 30 s.

3.4.5 Vertical vs. Lateral Growth
On the planar substrates in Figure 3.6, mushroom growth is observed, where the PEDOT
growth on the SiO2 extends laterally over the top of the adjacent Si-H region. Figure 3.7 shows
the mushroom growth after 15 and 30 s of CVD in more detail. If the growth proceeds only on
SiO2 with a rate that is uniform in all directions, the distance that the lateral growth extends on top
of the Si-H is expected to be the same as the net vertical film thickness on the SiO2. After both 15
and 30 s, the distance of the lateral growth over the Si-H region coincides well with the total
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thickness on top of the SiO2. However, the thickness of the overgrowth appears to be tapered,
whereas a uniform growth rate is expected to produce a more rounded edge. To fully understand
feature shape evolution during ASD, feature-dependent deposition rates should be considered.

Figure 3.7 Angled-view SEM images of PEDOT CVD at 150 °C for (a) 15 s on a coplanar 130
nm SiO2/130 nm Si-H line-patterned wafer and (b) 30 s on a coplanar 130 nm SiO2/430 nm Si-H
line-patterned wafer. The PEDOT growth on SiO2 extends laterally over the top of the adjacent SiH, and the distance of the lateral growth is approximately equal to the vertical growth thickness.
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3.4.6 Mechanism for PEDOT Selectivity on SiO2 vs. Si-H
To understand the ASD results, we considered several mechanisms that enable preferential
deposition of PEDOT on SiO2 vs. Si-H. Based on the general deposition mechanism in Figure 3.1,
PEDOT film growth proceeds via reduction of the SbCl5 and concomitant EDOT oxidative
polymerization. Therefore, two possible mechanisms could account for the observed lack of
PEDOT nucleation on Si-H vs. SiO2: (1) the adsorption energy for SbCl5 on Si-H is much smaller
than that on SiO2, leading to preferential desorption from the Si-H vs. SiO2 surface; and/or (2) the
SbCl5 readily adsorbs on both Si-H and SiO2, but on Si-H, the adsorbed Sb species is unable to
oxidize the EDOT monomer, leading to preferential growth on SiO2.
Considering the first possible mechanism, Figure 3.2 shows that decreasing the SbCl5 dose
leads to less film growth, but the extent of selectivity hardly changes (i.e., the change in growth is
similar for both the SiO2 and Si-H substrates), suggesting that a large difference in reactant
adsorption is not a key factor. For the second possible mechanism, we used thermodynamic
reaction analysis (HSC Chemistry 7.1)46 to examine possible reactions for SbCl5 with silicon and
silicon oxide. It is important to note that, in general, experiments do not always yield the expected
thermodynamic product because kinetic barriers may limit the rate of product formation. As shown
in Figure 3.12, when SbCl5 is exposed to solid silicon, the overall reaction energetics favor the
reduction of the SbCl5 to form Si–Cl bonds. On SiO2, however, while some disproportionation of
SbCl5 may occur, the SbCl5 is not expected to react with the silicon oxide surface. Therefore, a
likely explanation for the observed substrate-dependent PEDOT growth is that on the Si-H surface,
the SbCl5 promotes a redox reaction, chlorinating the Si-H and reducing the SbCl5 to SbClx. In the
reduced form, the adsorbed SbClx on the silicon is unable to oxidize the EDOT monomer, thereby
inhibiting PEDOT polymerization. On the SiO2, physisorbed SbCl5 remains available to oxidize
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the EDOT, thereby enabling PEDOT ASD. Further evidence to support the second mechanism can
be obtained from careful inspection of XPS results in Figure 3.10g, where after 50 cycles of
PEDOT MLD, the XPS spectrum shows evidence for Sb present on the Si-H. This indicates that
Sb adsorption on Si-H is favorable, showing that PEDOT growth is likely impeded by the
reduction of SbCl5 rather than the SbCl5 adsorption difference on SiO2 and Si-H surfaces.
On the silicon surface, the thermodynamic analysis in Figure 3.12 also indicates the SbCl5
can react with silicon to form volatile SiCl4 (i.e., silicon etching). To examine possible effects of
silicon etching, Si-H/SiO2-patterned wafers were exposed to multiple doses of only SbCl5. As
shown in the STEM image in Figure 3.13, extended SbCl5 exposure led to silicon etching,
particularly in the region adjacent to the SiO2 line. The enhanced etching at the feature edge is
ascribed to excess SbCl5 available in this region. Since the SbCl5 is less reactive on the SiO2, the
SbCl5 adsorbed on SiO2 can move to the Si-H region by surface diffusion and/or by desorption
and gas-phase transport. As a result, the enhanced SbCl5 flux increases the extent of etching at the
Si-H/SiO2 boundary. Other feature and shape-dependent phenomena have also been ascribed to
surface and gas-phase transport, which changes the local reactant concentration and
supersaturation during ASD.4,45

3.4.7 Quantified Selectivity and Comparison of MLD vs. CVD
While many methods are known for ASD using ALD, MLD, and CVD,4 direct
comparisons of ALD (or MLD) and CVD processes for ASD are not widely reported. The data in
Figures 3.2 and 3.5 allows us to estimate a value for selectivity, S, that can be compared for the
MLD and CVD processes. Selectivity is formally defined by the ratio of thermodynamic driving
force for nucleation on the growth and nongrowth surfaces.38,47 Commonly, the driving force is
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assumed to be proportional to nucleation rate, which in turn is taken to correlate with θ1 and θ2,
the surface coverage on the desired growth surface and the nongrowth surface, respectively.
Because the coverage on the nongrowth surface depends on the extent of desired film growth, the
selectivity is given as a function of the thickness on the desired growth surface, S(tgrowth)

𝑆(𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ ) =

𝜃1 − 𝜃2 𝑡1 − 𝑡2
≲
𝜃1 + 𝜃2 𝑡1 + 𝑡2

(Eq 3.1)

As shown in the equation, S(tgrowth) can also be estimated from the measured film thickness
on the growth (t1 = tgrowth) and nongrowth (t2) surfaces. However, using the thickness values, the
value of S will be larger (i.e., better) than the value obtained using the surface coverages.
To compare the selectivity for the different conditions studied, we utilized a quantitative
nucleation model and two figures of merit,38 St=10 nm, defined as the selectivity when the desired
film thickness is 10 nm, and tS=0.9, the deposited film thickness when selectivity is 0.9 (see
Supporting Information). The resulting values for selectivity obtained from the data in Figures 3.2
and 3.5 are summarized in Table 3.1. Notably, we find that the selectivity for both the MLD and
CVD PEDOT processes is larger compared to most previous reports of inorganic and organic
ASD.24,25,27,43 Furthermore, noteworthy is the total time required for these processes. For the MLD
conditions used in Figure 3.2a,b, i.e., 30 and 100 MLD cycles, respectively (not optimized for
process speed), the total process time was ∼60 and 200 minutes, respectively. In contrast, for the
CVD process in Figure 3.5, ∼10 nm of ASD PEDOT requires less than 5 s of process time. We
also investigated the relationship between SbCl5 total exposure time and PEDOT growth rate by
CVD and MLD processes in Figure 3.10. Clearly, CVD enables a decrease in the SbCl5 exposure
time with a faster growth rate on SiO2 surfaces.
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Table 3.1 Quantitative Comparison of PEDOT ASD via MLD vs. CVD.

Method

Deposition
Ratea

MLD

0.32 nm/cycle

MLD

Selectivity
Parameterb
ts=0.9

35.4 nm

St=10nm

0.933

ts=0.9

35.5 nm

St=10nm

0.933

ts=0.9

55.4 nm

St=10nm

0.989

Approximate total deposition
time for 10 nm of ASDc

60 min

0.12 nm/cycle

CVD

200 min

3.2 nm/s

0.1 min

a

Linear deposition rate on the receptive SiO2 surface from model fits (Figure 3.9).

b

Parameters are outputs from model fits (Figure 3.9).

c

Time estimated from graphs of thickness vs. cycle (or time) (Figure 3.9) on blanket wafers using

the processes described (not optimized for process speed).

3.5

Summary

This work describes the inherent area-selective deposition of PEDOT on SiO2 vs. Si-H
surfaces via MLD and CVD using EDOT as a reactive monomer and SbCl5 as an oxidant for
polymerization. Results confirmed that both MLD and CVD can induce preferential deposition of
PEDOT onto SiO2 vs. Si-H. The observed slow nucleation on Si-H was ascribed to the reduction
of the SbCl5 on the Si-H surface, thereby inhibiting oxidative polymerization. Using the film
thickness values measured by SE for MLD PEDOT at 100 °C on blanket SiO2 and Si-H surfaces,
a fit to a quantitative nucleation model indicated that the MLD process could achieve ∼35 nm of
deposition with a selectivity of 90%, i.e., tS=0.90 ≈ 35 nm. When the same process conditions were
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applied to patterned line/space Si-H/SiO2 substrates with ∼6 μm full pitch (i.e., 3 μm SiO2 spaces
separated by 3 μm Si-H lines), less net film thickness was obtained on SiO2.
Using CVD conditions at 150 °C, we also observed favorable ASD of PEDOT on SiO2 vs. Si-H,
with overall selectivity that exceeded the selectivity by MLD. Specifically, using values of
thickness vs. deposition time measured on blanket wafers, the model fit indicated that ∼55 nm of
ASD could be achieved at S = 0.9, i.e., tS=0.90 ≈ 55.4 nm. When ASD was performed on patterned
Si-H/SiO2 wafers using CVD, the extent of film deposition was less than that observed on blanket
wafers using the same CVD conditions, but the decrease was smaller than that observed for MLD
processes.
Comparing the MLD and CVD processes, the CVD enabled better selectivity than the
MLD. Particularly noteworthy is the difference in total process time needed. To achieve 10 nm of
ASD, the CVD process was more than 100 times faster than MLD under the process conditions
studied. This result suggests that for other ASD materials, CVD processes may be better than ALD.
Furthermore, using patterned substrates with coplanar Si-H/SiO2-patterned regions, the extent of
lateral PEDOT overgrowth, i.e., “mushrooming” was observed and measured. The distance that
the PEDOT grew in the lateral direction from the SiO2 over top of the adjacent Si-H region
matched well with the vertical film thickness on the SiO2. However, the cross-sectional shape of
the overgrowth appeared tapered instead of the rounded shape expected if the PEDOT grew
uniformly in all directions on the SiO2.
The mechanisms leading to the observed differences in film growth rates on the blanket and
patterned wafers and the extent and shape of mushroom lateral overgrowth were not well defined,
but they are likely related to surface and gas-phase transport effects previously described to
account for feature and size-dependent deposition rates during ASD.44,45
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3.6

Supporting Information
3.6.1 Definition of Selectivity(S(tgrowth)), and Area-Selective Deposition Figures of Merit

During area-selective deposition (ASD), a value for selectivity, S, is formally defined by
the ratio of thermodynamic driving force for nucleation on the growth and non-growth
surfaces.38,47 Commonly, the driving force is assumed to be proportional to nucleation rate, which
in turn is taken to correlate with the fractional surface coverage, θ, versus reaction time, i.e. number
of cycles, n, so that S=S(n). During ASD, we are usually interested in optimizing the film thickness
on the desired growth surface, tgrowth, which is typically measured as a function of cycles (or time):
tgrowth(n). Therefore, selectivity is suitably analyzed as a function of tgrowth: S(tgrowth)=((θ1-θ2
))⁄((θ1+θ2),) where θ1 and θ2 are the surface coverage on the desired growth surface and the nongrowth surface, respectively.4,38,47 To compare two processes, for any value of tgrowth, the process
that allows a larger value of S is more favorable. A problem with this definition is that surface
coverage is not always easy to measure. Therefore, S(tgrowth) is sometimes estimated from the ratio
of the film thickness on the growth (t1=tgrowth) and non-growth (t2=tnon-growth) surfaces: S ≈ ((t1-t2
))⁄((t1+t2)). It is important to note that for any values of θ1 and θ2, the value for S(tgrowth) obtained
using the corresponding values of t1 and t2 will be larger (i.e. better) than that the value obtained
using the surface coverages.
Using the above equations, values for S(tgrowth) can be obtained directly from experimental
data. The expected trend for S(tgrowth) as well as insight into mechanisms for unwanted nucleation
can also be obtained using an analytical model for nucleation and growth evolution summarized
below.4,38
Generally, a single “figure of merit” makes it easier to quantitatively compare different
processes.38 As an example selectivity figure of merit, we identify a target thickness on the desired
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growth surface, e.g. tgrowth = 10 nm, and report the selectivity achieved at that thickness, i.e. S(t = 10
nm).

As an alternative figure of merit, we select an example target selectivity, e.g. S = 0.9, and

report the thickness on the desired growth surface for that target selectivity, i.e. t(S=0.9). Using this
scheme, depending on the application, other target values for tgrowth or S could also be used to
define other associated figures of merit.

3.6.2 Nucleation Model Description
The nucleation and growth evolution model follows a procedure described previously4,38
to identify the expected trend for film thickness vs. deposition cycle (or time) on the desired growth
and non-growth surfaces. In the model, the film thickness deposited per cycle, given as Ġ̇
[nm/cycle] (for ALD or MLD), or [nm/s] (for CVD), is assumed to be uniform in any direction
and constant on any receptive surface. The value for Ġ̇ is obtained experimentally as the
thickness/cycle (during ALD or MLD) or thickness/s (during CVD) during steady linear growth
on a receptive surface. For the results shown here, Ġ̇ is the slope in the linear region of the thickness
vs. cycle (or time) during PEDOT deposition on SiO2. On the non-growth surface, deposition is
assumed to begin at randomly distributed nucleation sites which may be present on the starting
surface, and/or generated during the deposition process. The density of nucleation sites on the
starting surface is denoted as N̂ [sites/nm2] and the rate of nucleation site generation is denoted as
Ṅ [sites/nm2 cycle] (during MLD) or [sites/nm2 s] (during CVD), and the values of N̂ and Ṅ are
fitting parameters in the model.
When deposition begins on the non-growth surface, the model assumes that the nuclei grow
as hemispheres with radius increasing at Ġ [nm/cycle]. As nuclei grow, the coalescence is modeled
using the Avrami formalism4,38 to obtain values for surface coverage vs. cycle (or time). Integration
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of the surface coverage gives the net volume of material deposited on the substrate surface. The
film thickness is defined to be the total volume of deposited material per unit area of the planar
substrate surface.

3.6.3 Model Fitting and Results
The value of at Ġ first is determined by fitting the measured thickness vs. cycle (or time)
on the growth surface. The values for of N̂ and/or Ṅ are adjusted until the model output provides a
reasonable visible match to the thickness data on the non-growth surface. The values of θ1 and θ2
versus cycle or time are used to calculate S(tgrowth). For simplicity, the fits reported here were
obtained by adjusting the value of N̂ with Ṅ = 0. Fits were also examined by setting N̂ = 0 and
adjusting Ṅ, and the resulting fits showed similar overall trends. To better distinguish the
mechanism for unwanted nucleation, (i.e. nucleation sites on the starting non-growth surface vs.
nucleation site generation during deposition) the fitting requires more extensive data sets and
systematic model output analysis.
Thickness vs. MLD cycle measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) from Figure 3.2 is
replotted in Figure 3.9, including lines from the model fits. The corresponding plots of S(tgrowth)
are also shown, calculated using θ1 and θ2 (solid lines) and t1 and t2 (dashed lines). As noted above,
the dashed line using t1 and t2 overestimates the values of S. The solid red dots are the values of S
calculated using t1 and t2 measured by SE. For small values of t1 and t2, the accuracy of the SE
measurement tends to skew the values for S, giving values that are much smaller than the expected
model trend.
For the MLD data using SbCl5 = 0.5 s/cycle, the fit in Figure 2 and S1 corresponds to Ġ =
0.32 nm/cycle, and N̂ = 1.3x10-5 sites/nm2, with Ṅ = 0. If nucleation sites are present on the starting
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nongrowth surface, we expect that changing the deposition conditions should not substantially
change the value of N̂. Therefore, to fit the thickness data obtained using SbCl5 = 0.1 s/cycle, we
first fit the growth rate on SiO2 and obtained to Ġ = 0.12 nm/cycle and calculated the expected
thickness vs. cycle on Si-H assuming N̂ = 1.3x10-5 sites/nm2, i.e. the value obtained when SbCl5 =
0.5 s/cycle. The resulting model output in Figures 3.2b and 3.9b agree reasonably well with the
measured data. Likewise, the data collected under CVD conditions was also fit using the model,
giving Ġ = 3.2 nm/s. Then, using the same value for N̂ = 1.3x10-5 sites/nm2, the output thickness
on Si-H was larger than observed experimentally. A reasonable fit was obtained using N̂ = 5.0 x
10-6 sites/nm2, i.e. a smaller number of nucleation sites. Since the CVD process is much faster than
the MLD process, the smaller value for N̂ for CVD suggests that nucleation site generation may
be important. However, as noted above, unambiguous analysis of the nucleation mechanism will
require more data to obtain more accurate fits. The figures of merit values St=10nm and tS=0.9
corresponding to these data sets are given in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.8 PEDOT ASD experimental results along with model output fits using (a) MLD with
SbCl5 = 0.5 s/cycle at 100 °C, (b) MLD with SbCl5 = 0.1 s/cycle at 100 °C, and (c) CVD conditions
at 150 °C. The model parameters corresponding to the resulting line fits are also given for each
data set.
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Figure 3.9 The effect of reactant dose times of (a) SbCl5 and (b) EDOT on PEDOT growth on
SiO2 at 100 ℃. EDOT dose was held constant at 2.0 s for (a) and SbCl5 dose time was held constant
0.5 s for (b). Dashed lines in (a) and (b) are drawn as guides to the eye. Panel (c) shows the
thickness/cycle at different temperatures using the dose conditions indicated. All data were
measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry and the error bar was from the standard deviation of three
separate measurements.

Table 3.2 PEDOT thickness on SiO2 measured by SE, XRR and SEM. Films were deposited on
SiO2 at 100 °C using SbCl5/N2/EDOT/N2 = 0.1/60/2/60 s.

Thickness (nm) measured by:
MLD Cycles
SE

X-ray Reflectivity

Cross-sectional SEM

200 cy

16.8 nm

19.5 nm

18.2 nm

400 cy

47.7 nm

48.4 nm

44.3 nm
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Figure 3.10 High resolution XPS scans of (a) Cl 2p, (b) C 1s (c) Sb 3d/O 1s, (d) Si 2p on SiO2
substrates and (e) Cl 2p, (f) C 1s, (g) Sb 3d/O 1s, (h) Si 2p on Si-H substrates for various MLD
cycles at 100 ℃. To clearly see the peak change, each spectrum was offset on the y-axis. Peak
positions were calibrated by referencing the adventitious C 1s peak to 285.0 eV. Note that for the
Sb 3d peak deconvolution, Sb 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks were separated by 9.32 eV with a relative
intensity of 3 to 2.
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Table 3.3 Elemental composition from XPS analysis. Values are given in atomic %.

Substrate MLD cycles C 1s Si 2p Sb 3d O 1s Cl 2p S 2p F 1s

SiO2

Si-H

25

10.2

35.9

1.4

52.2

0.4

0.0

-

50

14.6

32.7

1.6

49.3

1.4

0.5

-

100

26.9

25.1

1.8

42.3

1.8

2.0

-

200

60.9

3.1

3.9

16.0

7.0

9.2

-

400

62.0

2.6

4.4

16.8

5.7

8.5

-

25

16.9

78.4

0.0

4.5

0.1

0.2

-

50

12.0

55.9

0.1

32.0

0.1

0.0

-

100

15.3

53.1

0.1

31.5

0.0

0.0

-

200

23.8

46.4

0.2

24.8

2.4

1.0

1.5

400

43.2

21.3

0.5

26.7

2.0

6.3

-
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Figure 3.11 Plan-view SEM images of PEDOT films formed using (a) 100, (b) 200, and (c) 400
MLD cycles on SiO2 and Si-H at 100 ℃. After 100 cycles on SiO2, panel (a) shows non-uniform
surface structure, consistent with PEDOT nuclei. As MLD cycles increase to 200 and 400 cycles,
the surface texture on the SiO2 becomes more uniform, consistent with nuclei coalescence and
uniform growth. On the Si-H substrates, no PEDOT nuclei are observed after 100 or 200 MLD
cycles. After 400 cycles, white particles appear on the surface, consistent with PEDOT nucleation.
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Table 3.4 PEDOT surface roughness on SiO2 and Si-H by AFM. Each RMS is the average of three
measurements scanned over 2 x 2 μm.

Substrate

SiO2

CVD time (sec)

RMS (nm)

8

0.416 ± 0.029

10

0.461 ± 0.007

15

0.500 ± 0.016

0 (bare)

0.098 ± 0.015

8

0.208 ± 0.042

10

0.582 ± 0.643

15

0.179 ± 0.087

Si-H
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Figure 3.12 Thermodynamic analysis (HSC Chemistry 7.1) showing the expected equilibrium
species concentrations at 1 Torr at temperatures between 25 and 400 ℃ for: (a) 1 kmol of Si(s) + 1
kmol of SbCl5(g); and (b) 1 kmol of SiO2(s) + 1 kmol of SbCl5(g). The plots show that SbCl5 is
expected to react with silicon, but no reaction is expected on SiO2.
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Figure 3.13 Cross-sectional SEM images of bare Si-H/ SiO2 patterned substrates and crosssectional STEM image of the Si-H/SiO2 patterned substrates after multiple doses of SbCl5 (without
EDOT exposure) at 100 °C. Sample-to-sample variation in the starting pattern production process
causes differences in the SiO2 edge profile shape. The SbCl5 doses led to loss of silicon, with more
etching at the Si-H/SiO2 boundary region. The extent of SbCl5 exposure was larger than that used
for ASD of PEDOT shown in Figure 3.4. For this test, the SbCl5 doses were performed with
PEDOT coated on the inner reactor walls, rather than the typical Al2O3 prepared during chamber
conditioning. We find that the PEDOT on the reactor wall absorbs SbCl5 during the dose period
and releases it during the purge, leading to a larger SbCl5 dose than expected.
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Chapter 4 Area-Selective Deposition of Conjugated Polymers
4.1

Abstract

Area-selective deposition (ASD) plays an important role for advanced electronic devices
by using bottom-up self-aligned deposition. Specifically, ASD of organic materials can be utilized
for nucleation inhibitors, sacrificial layers, and air-gap materials for next-generation nanoscale
processing. This work introduces fundamental growth behavior of various conjugated polymers
including polypyrrole, polythiophene and polyaniline via oxidative molecular layer deposition and
chemical vapor deposition. Effects of process parameters on film properties are described and ASD
behavior of different polymers are quantitatively characterized. This finding offers a fundamental
understanding of conjugated polymer depositions and a new perspective for developing organic
ASD capabilities.

4.2

Introduction

Area-selective deposition (ASD) of polymers provides high-quality organic films with
nano-scale thickness precision. ASD of polymers can be generally obtained by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) and molecular layer deposition (MLD). Selective polymer deposition is based
on chemical specificity led by substrate-dependent physical or chemical adsorption. Since the
smallest feature size of the semiconductor transistor approaches 5 nm regime, ASD of various
organic materials can be one of the promising candidates to overcome the limitation of the current
photolithographic alignments. Specifically, selectively deposited organic films can serve as
nucleation inhibitors, blocking masks, air-gap materials, and low-k materials to address the critical
dimension error, line-edge roughness, chemical mechanical polishing overburden, and high cost
of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) processes.1–7
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In a range of fields including nano-electronics,8–11 biomaterials,12,13 and catalyst,14,15 ASD
of polymers has been investigated. Previous ASD of polymers include poly(p-phenylene
vinylene)(PPV), parylene N, parylene C on hydroxyl silicon oxide (Si-OH) vs. transition metals,
and poly(azomethine) on Si-OH vs. hydrogen-terminated silicon (Si-H) by CVD processes.10,11,16
ASD

of

polyurea,17,18

poly-p-xylylene,13

silicon

oxycarbide

(SiCO),4

poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT),1 polyimide19 and polyamide2 was demonstrated via MLD
processes by passivating the non-growth surface with organic inhibitors. In Chapter 3, inherent
PEDOT ASD was achieved on Si-OH vs. Si-H using 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT)
monomer and antimony pentachloride (SbCl5) using oxidative MLD and CVD processes.
Significant improved ASD of PEDOT can be obtained by CVD (~30 nm) vs. MLD (~8 nm) as
shown in Figure 3.4-6 due to the fast reaction by CVD processes. This result indicates that similar
ASD could be achieved for different conjugated polymers using the oxidative polymerization with
different monomers and the same oxidant (SbCl5). This works shows ASD of various conjugated
polymers including polypyrrole (PPY), polyaniline (PANI), and polythiophene (PTH). ASD is
compared using MLD and CVD processes, providing the comparative studies of monomer effects
on ASD of conjugated polymers.

4.3

Experimental Section
4.3.1 Substrate preparation

Boron-doped Si (100) 6-10 Ω∙cm was used for substrates. The Si wafers were cleaned by
piranha solution (H2O2:H2SO4=1:1 volumetric ratio) for 15 min, rinsed with deionized (DI) water,
and dried with N2 gas. To prepare for hydrogen-terminated Si (Si-H), piranha-cleaned Si wafers
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were dipped for 30 s in dilute hydrofluoric acid (HF, 5 vol%, Sigma-Aldrich), followed by DI
rinsing, and dried with N2 gas.

4.3.2 Reactor and Process Sequence
Conjugated polymer deposition was conducted in a home-built tubular hot-walled
isothermal viscous-flow ALD reactor of 60 cm length and 4 cm diameter under constant
temperature (25 – 250 ℃) using PID controllers shown in Figure 2.1. High purity nitrogen
(>99.999 %, Arc3 Gases) was used for purge gas and purified using an inert gas filter (GateKeeper, Entegris). The base pressure of the reactor (WALDO) was 20-30 mTorr and the working
pressure was 1 Torr with a carrier gas flow rate of 135 standard cubic centimeters per minute
(sccm).
The EDOT (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene, 97%, Alfa Aesar), aniline (99.8%, Fisher
Scientific), pyrrole (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), thiophene (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) monomers and
antimony pentachloride (SbCl5, 99%, Alfa Aesar) were used as received without further
purification. All materials were transferred into glass and stainless-steel vessels in a nitrogenpurged glovebox. Table 4.1 shows the basic chemical information of monomers.
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Table 4.1 Basic chemical properties of different monomers.

Molecular
weight
(g∙mol-1)

Vapor
pressure (Torr
at 25 ℃)

EDOT

142.2

0.28

Aniline

93.1

0.73

Thiophene

84.1

81.7

Pyrrole

67.1

12.2

Monomer Structure

Polymer Structure

Considering that the vapor pressure of aniline is 0.73 Torr at 25 ℃ which is similar to
EDOT, the aniline monomer was heated between 40 – 80 ℃ with direct flow over of N2 gas:
EDOT monomer was heated at 80 ℃ with a bubbler setup to boost the delivery of the monomer.
Pyrrole and thiophene were delivered at room temperature with direct flow over of N2 gas due to
the high vapor pressure. All ALD processes were controlled by a custom LABVIEW program.
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Before the film deposition, sample substrates were loaded into the rector for 30 min to reach the
thermal equilibrium with the chamber temperature. Note that for the SbCl5, the heating temperature
varied between 40 and 50 ℃ and even at the same heating temperature, the actual dose of the
SbCl5 was dependent on the reactivity of the oxidant; therefore, a very careful control is needed to
deliver a consistent dose of the SbCl5 reactant.

4.3.3 Characterization Methods
In-situ quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was used to understand the growth behavior. 6
MHz gold-coated crystal (Inficon) was used with a QCM probe body (Kurt Lesker) and a control
box (TM-400, Maxtek). Before the measurement, the QCM probe was loaded into a reactor under
a steady N2 flow at least 120 min for stabilization. N2 back-side purge was used to protect the rear
side of electrical contact with 42.5 sccm of N2 flow. The measured resonant frequency of the
crystal was converted to mass change per an active surface area (ng/cm2) using the Sauerbrey
equation.20,21 For the data conversion, MATLAB was used to calculate the net mass gain per cycle
(CVD time). The thickness of conjugated polymers was measured by ex situ spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE, α-SE ellipsometer, J.A. Woollam) with an incidence angle of 70 ° and a spectral
range of 300–900 nm. Given that the structure of PPY, PANI, and PTH is analogous to PEDOT
(conjugated polymer), the same SE model used for PEDOT in Chapter 3 was employed for fitting.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra) with an Al Kα (1486.6 eV)
gun was used to analyze the chemical composition of the films. Peak positions were calibrated by
referencing the adventitious C 1s peak to 285.0 eV. The sheet resistance (Rs, Ω/□) of the film was
measured with a four-point-probe (RM 3-AR, Jandell) with 1 mm probe spacing (s = 1 mm). The
sample size is ~ 1 cm x 1 cm (d = 1 cm) and the correction factor of 4.5324 with V/I was used to
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calculate the sheet resistance. Note that for more accurate correction factor, the relationship
between the film thickness (t), the probe spacing (s), and sample size (d) should be considered.22,23
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet 6700 FT-IR, Thermos Scientific) with a
deuterated triglycine sulfate detector was used to characterize the film composition. The
measurements were operated in transmission mode with 200 scans at 4 cm−1 resolution from 4000
to 400 cm-1 with a dry air purge.

4.4

Results and Discussion

Polypyrrole (PPY), polythiophene (PTH), and polyaniline (PANI) were deposited by using
pyrrole, thiophene, and aniline monomers with the SbCl5 oxidant through MLD and CVD
processes. The basic growth behavior of PPY, PTH and PANI is described, and ASD properties
are characterized.

4.4.1 Polypyrrole deposition
Based on PEDOT ASD on Si-OH vs. Si-H surfaces in Chapter 3, a growth of polypyrrole
(PPY) was tested using pyrrole monomer and SbCl5 oxidant. QCM was used for confirming the
growth by CVD process in which the monomer and SbCl5 were simultaneously delivered. Figure
4.1 shows the mass uptake for the PPY growth by CVD for 60 s. As a control experiment, the mass
changes during only pyrrole or SbCl5 dose are also shown. While no mass change is observed for
the pyrrole dose, slight mass increase of ~ 50 ng/cm2 is measured for the SbCl5 dose, led by the
physisorption of the oxidant on the surface. Compared to the control experiment, the big mass
increase of ~12000 ng/cm2 is obtained during the PPY CVD growth. Immediately after the doses
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of the reactants, the unreacted reactants were removed by the purging gas, showing gradual mass
decrease and after 120 s of the purge, the mass change reaches plateau.
The effect of reactant dose time on net film growth was studied for MLD processes at 125
℃. In this test, the SbCl5 and pyrrole source were held at 50 and 25 ℃, respectively and the
thickness of PPY films on Si-OH substrates were measured by SE. Data in Figure 4.2a
corresponds to various SbCl5 dose conditions : SbCl5/N2/Pyrrole/N2 = x/10/2.0/10 s for 200 cycles,
with x adjusted between 0 and 4.0 s and Figure 4.2b corresponds to various pyrrole dose
conditions: SbCl5/N2/Pyrrole/N2 = 1.0/10/x/10 s for 200 cycles, with x adjusted between 0 and 4.0
s. Figure 4.2c displays that increasing purge times decrease the net growth rate. Considering that
the reaction of oxidative conjugated polymer relies on the physisorption of SbCl5 oxidant on the
surface, the physisorbed SbCl5 oxidant would be gradually desorbed with the longer purge time,
resulting in lower net growth rate. The effect of the reactant dose times on PPY growth illustrates
that the PPY growth is soft-saturated behavior: in particular, the SbCl5 dose time and the purge
time are critically important to determine the net growth rate. Even though the results on Figure
4.2a,b seem to be saturated, the growth rate largely changed with different purge time and SbCl5
dose time. In general, the growth behavior of conjugated polymers studied here (PEDOT, PPY,
PANI and PTH) by vapor-based oxidation polymerization using the SbCl5 oxidant exhibited
similar trend, implying that controlling of the SbCl5 dose is a key factor to achieve more
reproducible results. One condition was used to observe the growth as a function of MLD cycles
in Figure 4.2d: SbCl5/N2/Pyrrole/N2 = 1.0/10/2.0/10 s at 125 ℃. The result exhibits the linear
growth rate of 0.6 Å/cycle.
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Figure 4.1 Quartz crystal microbalance mass uptake during PPY CVD process using pyrrole and
SbCl5 at 175 ℃. As a control experiment, the mass uptake was measured during only dose of
pyrrole or SbCl5, indicating no noticeable mass change during separate dose of the reactant.
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Figure 4.2 The effect of reactant dose times of (a) SbCl5 and (b) Pyrrole on the growth rate of PPY
deposited on Si-OH at 125 ℃. Pyrrole dose was held constant 2 s for (a) and SbCl5 dose time was
held constant at 1 s for (b). The effect of purge time on the growth rate of PPY. PPY thickness at
125 ℃ as a function of MLD cycles on Si-OH. SbCl5 and pyrrole doses were held constant at 0.5
and 0.5 for (c), and 1 and 2 s for (d), respectively. All thicknesses were measured by spectroscopic
ellipsometry and the error bar was from multiple sets average. Lines were drawn as guides to the
eye.
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Figure 4.3 displays the temperature dependence of PPY growth on Si-OH by MLD and
CVD processes. MLD and CVD processes were conducted in the same reactor, and the only
difference between MLD and CVD processes is whether the reactants were delivered separately
(MLD) or simultaneously (CVD). The condition of MLD experiment was SbCl5/N2/Pyrrole/N2 =
1.0/10/2.0/10 s with varied MLD cycle and temperature. The thickness of PPY films on Si-OH
significantly decreases with increasing MLD temperature in Figure 4.3a. This phenomenon is
widely reported in MLD processes, ascribed to faster monomer desorption at higher
temperatures.1,24-28 Furthermore, the SbCl5 oxidant would be decomposed at higher temperatures.
From this regard, the lower growth rate of PPY with increasing temperatures can be explained by
both pyrrole monomer desorption and SbCl5 decomposition. For the CVD processes, the
deposition time was fixed at 15 s with various temperatures. Figure 4.3b shows that plateau growth
is observed between 100 and 200 ℃, whereas the growth rate rapidly decreases at 25 and 300 ℃.
This is associated with fast condensation reaction at 25 ℃ where most of reactants would be
reacted near the inlet of the reactor and fast desorption of the reactants at higher temperatures
where no reaction occurs. Figure 4.3c indicates the substrate boat used. Note that the size of the
main chamber (60 cm length and 4 cm diameter) and the boat (30 cm length and 2 cm width). For
each run, three set of samples were loaded with distance of 9 cm to study the thickness gradient of
the reaction. In Figure 4.3b, the error bar at lower chamber temperatures increases, suggesting
that the condensation reaction becomes dominant with decreasing temperature. In order to obtain
more uniform growth with higher net growth rate, 150 – 200 ℃ would be reasonable for PPY
deposition via CVD.
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Figure 4.3 (a) PPY film thickness as a function of MLD deposition temperature on Si-OH using
SbCl5/N2/Pyrrole/N2 = 1.0/10/2.0/10 s. (b) PPY film thickness as a function of CVD deposition
temperature on Si-OH. The CVD deposition time and the working pressure were held at 15 s and
1 Torr, respectively. For both MLD and CVD processes, the SbCl5 and pyrrole source temperatures
were held at 50 and 25 ℃, respectively. (c) Three samples were loaded with distance of 9 cm to
test the thickness gradient of the reactor. All thicknesses were measured by spectroscopic
ellipsometry and the error bar was from multiple sets average. Lines were drawn as guides to the
eye.

FTIR was used to confirm the film composition by MLD and CVD at different
temperatures as shown in Figure 4.4. To clearly observe the signal of the film out of the Si-OH
substrate, all the spectra were normalized by the Si-Si peak at 610 cm-1 which is the largest peak
and subtracted to the spectrum of bare Si-OH. The spectra of film deposition at lower temperatures
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(50-125 ℃) exhibit characteristic PPY peaks including the bands at 1548, 1477, 1290, 1189, 1045,
and 911 cm-1.29-31 The bands at 1548 and 1477 cm-1 are corresponding to C-C stretching vibrations
and C-N stretching vibrations of the pyrrole rings, respectively. The band at 1290 cm-1 is attributed
to C-H or C-N in-plane deformation modes. The peak at 1189 cm-1 indicates the presence of
breathing vibrations of the pyrrole rings. C-H and N-H in-plane deformation vibrations are
observed at 1045 cm-1. The peak at 911 cm-1 is due to C-H out-of-plane deformation vibrations of
the ring. With increasing temperatures, the PPY peaks becomes gradually smaller, illustrating that
the structure of the PPY films changed.
Figure 4.4a shows the photographic image of profilometer measurement. To verify the
accuracy of the thickness data measured by SE, the profilometer was used. Step height was made
by removing the PPY films from the Si substrate with the end of a tweezer. While the smooth step
curve is observed for PPY film deposited at 50 ℃ by CVD, no step height is observed for PPY
films deposited at 150 ℃. This is due to the higher adhesion between deposited PPY films and Si
substrates at higher temperature, which is associated with the structure change observed in FTIR
spectra in Figure 4.3. Table 4.2 indicates that the thickness of PPY films by CVD at 50 ℃
measured is 38.3 nm, consistent with the thickness of 33.6 nm measured by profilometer. In
addition, the conductivity of the PPY film at lower temperature (50 ℃) is 18 S/cm, whereas the
conductivity of PPY film deposited at higher temperature (150 ℃) is out of range. This is related
to the structure change in the band between 1600 – 900 cm-1 in the IR spectra. IR spectra also show
that the background of absorption near 4000 – 2000 cm-1 for conductive PPY films is higher than
non-conductive films.30 This could be due to the electron scattering (Drude model) at higher
vibration energy.
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Figure 4.6 and Table 4.3 show high resolution scan of C 1s, N 1s, Cl 2p and Sb 3d/O 1s
for PPY films by CVD at different temperatures. Peak positions were calibrated by using the
adventitious C 1s peak to 285.0 eV. For a peak deconvolution between O 1s, Sb 3d5/2, and Sb
3d3/2, Sb 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks were separated by 9.34 eV with a relative intensity of 3 to 2. No
noticeable change is observed for C 1s, N 1s and Sb 3d peaks at different temperatures in terms of
peak shifts and atomic composition except relatively higher Sb ratio for the film deposited at 50 ℃.
Cl 2p peaks show a significant intensity decrease of Cl 2p3/2 at 198 eV with increasing deposition
temperatures, suggesting that Cl- concentration decreases.32,33 This is consistent with FTIR and
conductivity results in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.2.
The surface roughness of PPY films on Si-OH was characterized by AFM. Compared to
RMS of bare Si-OH (0.13 nm), the PPY films are conformal (RMS = 0.33 - 2.51 nm) in Table 4.3.
The largest RMS value (2.51 nm) is obtained for PPY films deposited by CVD at 25 ℃, suggesting
that the fast condensation reaction becomes dominant with decreasing temperature.
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Figure 4.4 FTIR spectra of PPY on double-side polished Si-OH at different (a) MLD temperatures
and (b) CVD temperatures. All the spectra were normalized by the Si-Si peak (~610 cm-1) and
subtracted to the bare Si-OH spectra. MLD samples were deposited following SbCl5/N2/Py/N2
=1.0/10/2.0/10s. Same samples were measured for Figure 4.4, 6 and 7.
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Table 4.2 The conductivity and thickness of PPY films by CVD at 50 and 150 ℃. For the thickness
measurement, SE and profilometer were compared.

PPY CVD 50 ℃

PPY CVD 150 ℃

Conductivity (S/cm)

18

Out of range

Thickness by SE (nm)

38.3 ± 1.5

N/A

Thickness by profilometer (nm)

33.6 ± 1.8

Can’t measure

Figure 4.5 (a) Snapshot of profilometer scan region, and step height measured by profilometer of
(a) PPY CVD at 50 ℃ and (b) PPY CVD at 150 ℃. Step height was made by scratching the surface
with the tweezer. Panel (b) shows a clear step height whereas panel (c) shows no step height due
to the strong adhesion of deposited film on the substrate.
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Figure 4.6 High resolution XPS scans of C 1s, N 1s, Cl 2p, and Sb 3d/O 1s after PPY deposition
on Si-OH at different CVD temperatures. For a peak deconvolution of Sb 3d and O 1s, a peak
distance of 9.34 eV and a relative intensity of 1.5 between Sb 3d5/2 and Sb3d3/2 were used.
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Table 4.3 Elemental composition from XPS analysis and RMS values from AFM results for PPY
on Si-OH with various MLD and CVD temperatures. XPS values are given in atomic %.

Depo. condition

Cl 2p

C 1s

Si 2p

N 1s

Sb 3d5/2

O 1s

RMS (nm)

18 nm MLD 50 ℃

3.94

62.13

0.77

10.76

4.43

17.96

0.58 ± 0.05

47 nm MLD 100 ℃

8.52

67.08

0.00

12.58

1.76

10.07

0.33 ± 0.00

14 nm MLD 150 ℃

11.7

63.35

0.81

12.76

0.81

10.57

0.41 ± 0.02

45 nm CVD 50 ℃

2.48

62.18

0.00

10.37

5.10

19.87

2.51 ± 0.27

48 nm CVD 100 ℃

4.36

70.38

0.00

12.19

0.83

12.24

0.75 ± 0.05

42 nm CVD 150 ℃

4.18

67.89

0.00

12.11

1.47

14.35

0.56 ± 0.05

21 nm CVD 200 ℃

4.57

63.96

0.00

12.32

0.63

18.51

0.41 ± 0.01

Figure 4.7 AFM images of (a) bare Si-OH, PPY deposited on Si-OH by CVD processes at (b) 50
℃ and (c) 200 ℃. Each RMS value is the average of three different measurements.
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4.4.2 Polythiophene Deposition
Polythiophene (PTH) was deposited by using thiophene (TH) monomer and SbCl5 oxidant.
Figure 4.8a, b show the thickness of PTH as a function of MLD cycles and CVD times. The MLD
process followed: SbCl5/N2/Thiophene/N2 = 0.5/1.0/0.1/1.0 s. The PTH deposition exhibits highly
temperature dependent growth: above room temperature, no deposition is observed for both MLD
and CVD processes.34 This would be due to the fast desorption rate of the thiophene monomer at
higher temperatures. Likewise, more desorption occurs with longer purge time, observing less net
deposition with increasing the purge time.
Figure 4.9 and Table 4.4 display XPS results of a PPY film by CVD for 45 s. Similar to
the Sb 3d/O 1s deconvolution of PPY films, the same split conditions were used. Considering the
thickness of PTH (15 nm), the small silicon intensity of 1.27 at% is measured. The PTH film shows
good conformality (RMS = 0.41 nm) and high resistivity (out of range measured by four-pointprobe). This is also confirmed by the absence of Cl- on the Cl 2p in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8 (a) Polythiophene (PTH) thickness as a function of MLD cycles on Si-OH at 25 and
50 ℃. The MLD sequence followed: SbCl5(50 ℃)/N2/thiophene(25 ℃)/N2 = 0.5/1.0/0.1/1.0 s. (b)
PTH thickness as a function of CVD time on Si-OH at 25 ℃. (c) The effect of CVD temperatures
on PTH thickness after 30 s of CVD process time. All thicknesses were measured by spectroscopic
ellipsometry and the error bar was from multiple sets average. Lines were drawn as guides to the
eye.

Figure 4.9 High resolution XPS scans of C 1s, Cl 2p, S 2p and Sb 3d/O 1s after PTH deposition
on Si-OH at 25 ℃. For a peak deconvolution of Sb 3d and O 1s, a peak distance of 9.34 eV and a
relative intensity of 1.5 between Sb 3d5/2 and Sb3d3/2 were used.
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Table 4.4 Elemental composition from XPS analysis and RMS values from AFM results for PTH
on Si-OH at 25 ℃ by CVD. XPS values are given in atomic %.

Deposition condition

Cl 2p

C 1s

Si 2p

S 2p

Sb 3d5/2

O 1s

RMS (nm)

15 nm PTH CVD 25 ℃

2.16

52.46

1.27

10.16

8.80

25.15

0.41 ± 0.08

4.4.3 Polyaniline Deposition
Polyaniline (PANI) was deposited by using aniline (Ani) monomer and SbCl5 oxidant. In
comparison with pyrrole and thiophene monomers which were held at room temperature, the
aniline monomer was heated between 40-80 ℃ with direct flow over of N2 gas. Figure 4.10a
displays the purge time effect on net PANI growth. Analogous to PPY and PTH growth, PANI
growth rate decreases with increasing purge time, illustrating that the film growth is dependent on
the physisorption of SbCl5 oxidant. Note that the purge time effect on the PANI growth rate
becomes substantial at higher temperatures (>100 ℃). In order to keep reasonable growth rate
above 100 ℃, the purge time was fixed at 10 s for Figure 4.10b, c. Figure 4.10b describes the
PANI growth as a function of MLD cycles using SbCl5/N2/Aniline/N2 = 0.1/10/0.1/10 s at 75 ℃,
showing the linear growth rate of 5.9 Å/cycle. Figure 4.10c indicates the temperature dependence
of the PANI growth by MLD processes. The MLD conditions were followed: SbCl5/N2/Aniline/N2
= 0.1/10/0.1/10 s for 50 cycles. The result shows similar trend with PPY growth, exhibiting lower
growth rate at higher temperatures due to the monomer desorption. For CVD processes, the
deposition time was held at 30 s with various temperatures in Figure 4.10d. Significant large
thickness gradient is observed at 75 ℃, whereas the growth rate greatly decreases at 25 and 175
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℃, consistent with PPY CVD results in Figure 4.3b. Note that the growth rate of PANI by CVD
is extremely sensitive to source temperature at lower temperature regime (< 75 ℃). This might be
due to the fast reaction between aniline and SbCl5 at this temperature window, therefore careful
temperature control required to achieve reproducible processes.
Figure 4.11 shows vibrational spectrum to evaluate the film composition at different
temperatures. The results depict characteristic PANI peaks at 3377, 3081, 1611, 1586, 1497, 1318,
1250, 1158 and 812 cm-1.35-38 The peaks at 3377 and 3081 cm-1 show N-H stretching and C-H
stretching vibrational mode from aromatic ring. The bands at 1611 and 1178 cm-1 are associated
with delocalization effects of semiquinone radicals (-C=C-) and C-H in-plane ring
deformation/ring-amine stretching vibration, respectively. Quinoid and benzenoid ring stretching
vibrations are confirmed at 1586 and 1497 cm-1. The spectra at 1318 and 1250 cm-1 are owing to
C-N stretching mode of aromatic amine structure. C-H in-plane/C-H out-of-plane bending
vibration of aromatic ring is observed at 812 cm-1. Note that the thickness of PANI films deposited
at 25, 75, 125 and 175 ℃ is 10, 500, 500, 180 nm, respectively. Due to thinner thickness of PANI
film at 25 ℃, the FTIR spectrum signal is mainly from the Si-OH substrate. Given that SE model
fit is difficult to estimate thick PANI samples (> 100 nm), profilometer was used to measure
thickness of thicker films. The same samples were used for FTIR, AFM and XPS in Figure 4.1113.
The surface roughness of PANI films on Si-OH was evaluated by AFM as shown in Figure
4.12 and Table 4.5. The fast condensation reaction at 75 ℃ facilitates the bubble formation, having
the height of ~ 400 nm and the RMS of 164 nm. Larger scan size (50 µm x 50 µm) was used to
capture the large bubbler formation. Even at lower temperature (25 ℃), the slower growth rate
leads to smoother surface than 75 ℃. At higher temperatures, more smooth surfaces are observed.
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Since the surface roughness increases with the rate of the condensation reaction, decreasing the
growth rate at lower temperatures would be helpful to obtain smoother PANI films.
High resolution XPS results are shown in Figure 4.13 and Table 4.5. No substantial peak
shifts are observed for C 1s, N 1s, and Sb 3d/O 1s, implying no chemical change with different
CVD temperatures. However, Cl 2p peak at 198 eV gradually decreases with higher temperatures,
leading to lower Cl- dopants. In terms of elemental composition, larger Sb components are
observed for the films deposited at lower temperatures. The large deviation of Sb ratio at different
temperatures is attributed to the temperature dependence of the PANI growth rate. Given that the
growth behavior of PANI films in the range of 25-75 ℃ markedly changes depending on the source
temperature, careful process control is substantially critical to obtain reproducible film growth.
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Figure 4.10 (a) The effect of purge time on the growth rate of polyaniline (PANI) on Si-OH at 25
℃. SbCl5 and aniline dose times were held constant 0.1 s. (b) PANI thickness as a function of
MLD cycles on Si-OH at 75 ℃. The effect of (c) MLD and (d) CVD temperatures on PANI
thickness on Si-OH. For (b) and (c), the MLD sequence followed: SbCl5(50 ℃)/N2/aniline(60
℃)/N2 = 0.1/10/0.1/10 s. For (d), CVD process time was held at 30 s. All thicknesses were
measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry and the error bar was from multiple sets average. Lines
were drawn as guides to the eye.
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Figure 4.11 FTIR spectra of PANI on double-side polished Si-OH at different CVD. All the
spectra were normalized by the Si-Si peak (~610 cm-1) and subtracted to the bare Si-OH spectra.
Same samples were used for Figure 4.11, 12 and 13.
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Figure 4.12 AFM images of PPY deposited on Si-OH by CVD processes at (a) 25 ℃, (b) 75 ℃
and (c) 125 ℃. Each RMS value is the average of three different measurements. For (b), red line
on 2D mapping indicates the linescan on the bottom of 3D mapping.
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Figure 4.13 High resolution XPS scans of C 1s, N 1s, Cl 2p, and Sb 3d/O 1s after PANI deposition
on Si-OH at different CVD temperatures. For a peak deconvolution of Sb 3d and O 1s, a peak
distance of 9.34 eV and a relative intensity of 1.5 between Sb 3d5/2 and Sb3d3/2 were used.

Table 4.5 Elemental composition from XPS analysis and RMS values from AFM results for PANI
on Si-OH with various CVD temperatures. XPS values are given in atomic %.

Cl 2p

C 1s

Si 2p

N 1s

Sb 3d5/2

O 1s

RMS (nm)

10 nm CVD 25 ℃

1.23

46.42

12.01

5.79

8.03

26.53

1.09 ± 0.31

500 nm CVD 75 ℃

2.88

46.13

0.00

6.15

13.88

30.96

164 ± 16.1

500 nm CVD 125 ℃

4.26

61.09

0.00

7.29

7.90

19.45

0.17 ± 0.01

180 nm CVD 175 ℃

3.84

74.21

0.00

9.07

2.66

10.22

0.52 ± 0.03

Deposition condition
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4.4.5 Area-selective Deposition of Conjugated Polymers
To study the substrate-dependent growth of PPY, two different silicon wafers were loaded
into a reactor; 100 nm of thermally grown silicon dioxide (SiO2) cleaned by piranha treatment, and
a silicon piece was treated with piranha cleaning, followed by a dilute HF dip to form a hydrogenterminated surface (Si-H). Figure 4.14a-d depict the thickness of PPY as a function of MLD cycles
at different MLD temperatures between 75 and 150 ℃. The condition of MLD experiment was
SbCl5/N2/Pyrrole/N2 = 1.0/10/2.0/10 s. All the results were measured by SE and each measurement
is the average of three different samples. Throughout all temperature regimes, less PPY growth is
observed on Si-H, which is similar with PEDOT ASD in Chapter 3. As the chamber temperature
increases, the growth rate on both surfaces decreases, decreasing the PPY selectivity between SiO2
and Si-H surfaces. In order to explore different substrate dependence of PPY growth, PPy was
deposited at 125 ℃ on 82 nm of low-k, 150 nm of SiN, 5 nm of TiN, and 15 nm of Ru as shown
in Figure 4.14e, showing similar growth with SiO2 substrates. Different substrates, including W
and SiC surfaces which is not shown here, also exhibit similar trend, illustrating that PPY growth
is only inhibited on Si-H surfaces. However, different growth is observed on Cu and Co substrates
due to the chlorination reaction between Cu/Co and SbCl5 oxidants. Figure 4.16 shows crosssectional SEM of Cu substrates after SbCl5 exposure. With the exposure of SbCl5 on Cu surface,
35 nm of Cu films are expanded to ~150 nm with forming CuClx. Considering the molar
concentration of Cu should be conserved, tcu*ρcu/Mcu = tcuclx*ρcuclx/Mcuclx where tcu = 35 nm, ρcu =
8.96 g/cm3, ρcucl = 4.14 g/cm3, ρcucl2 = 3.39 g/cm3, Mcu = 63.55 g/mol, Mcucl = 98.99 g/mol, and
Mcucl2 = 134.5 g/mol, respectively. If all Cu films were converted to CuCl and CuCl2, the thickness
would be 118 or 195.8 nm, respectively. This implies that the converted layer is composed of
CuCl/CuCl2 mixture (~6:4 ratio). To prevent the fast chlorination reaction, barrier layer such as
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TaN would be necessary for the SbCl5 based oxidative polymerization. Otherwise, different
reaction using plasma-enhanced radical would be helpful to bypass the undesirable reaction on Cu
and Co surfaces.
Figure 4.14f shows the temperature dependence of PPY growth at different CVD
temperatures ranging from 50 to 300 ℃. At lower growth temperatures (T < 100 ℃), PPY
selectivity on SiO2 vs. Si-H is small and depending on the sample position, higher PPY growth is
observed on Si-H vs. SiO2. This is associated with the fast condensation reaction, driven by the
reactor geometry rather than the chemical reaction propensity of the substrates. At middle
temperature regime (100 < T < 200 ℃), higher selectivity is obtained on SiO2 vs. Si-H, consistent
with PEDOT ASD. At higher temperature regime (T > 200 ℃), PPY selectivity dramatically
decreases owing to the lower overall growth rate at higher temperatures. To compare the
temperature effect of MLD and CVD on PPY selectivity, a value for selectivity, S, in Eq 1.1, was
implemented in Figure 4.15. The value of S can be between 1 to 0, where S = 1 for the perfect
selectivity, and S = 0 for the full selectivity loss (θ1 = θ2). In Figure 4.15a, S was plotted as a
function of the thickness of PPY at different MLD temperatures. For better ASD processes, S value
should be near 1 as increasing the thickness of PPY films. While similar trend is confirmed at 75,
100, and 125 ℃, the selectivity dropped at 150 ℃ due to the decreased growth rate at higher
temperatures. Figure 4.15b indicates the CVD temperature effects on PPY ASD. As illustrated in
Figure 4.14f, three different regimes are confirmed for PPY CVD processes: i) no/reverse
selectivity on SiO2 vs. Si-H (T < 100 ℃), showing negative selectivity, ii) good selectivity on SiO2
vs. Si-H (100 < T < 200 ℃), and iii) poor selectivity (T > 200 ℃). The highest selectivity of PPY
films were achieved at 200 ℃, but similar selectivity would be achieved near 200 ± 25 ℃. Note
that the ASD temperature regime would change depending on the SbCl5 source condition. Similar
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to PEDOT ASD processes, higher PPY ASD was obtained by CVD vs. MLD processes, attributed
by the fast reaction rate of CVD processes.

Figure 4.14 Area-selective deposition (ASD) of polypyrrole (PPY) on SiO2 vs. Si-H as a function
of MLD cycle at (a) 75, (b) 100, (c) 125, and (d) 150 ℃. (e) Substrate selectivity of PPY as a
function of MLD cycles at 125 ℃. All MLD processes followed: SbCl5/N2/Pyrrole/N2 =
1.0/10/2.0/10 s. (f) ASD of PPY by CVD at different temperatures (50 – 300 ℃) on SiO2 vs. SiH. CVD deposition time was held at 15 s. All thicknesses were measured by spectroscopic
ellipsometry and the error bar was from multiple sets average.

Figure 4.17 shows the summary of conjugated polymers ASD by CVD processes. All
monomers including EDOT, pyrrole, thiophene and aniline were polymerized by the SbCl5
oxidant. Regarding PEDOT ASD on SiO2 vs. Si-H, the delayed PEDOT nucleation on Si-H is due
to the SbCl5 reduction on Si-H surfaces, showing 40 nm PEDOT ASD. PPY ASD indicates similar
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ASD behavior (~30 nm ASD) whereas lower ASD is obtained for PTH (~7 nm ASD) and PANI
(~ 5 nm ASD) growth. PTH and PANI growth are highly temperature dependent. For PTH growth,
the chamber temperature should be kept at 25 ℃ and the fast condensation reaction dominates the
film growth, possibly decreasing the selective SbCl5 reduction on Si-H surfaces. For the similar
reason, PANI ASD is difficult to control. The growth rate of PANI rapidly changes depending on
the source temperature of SbCl5 and aniline. Below the threshold source temperatures which can
be varied at reactor temperature, no growth would occur on both surfaces, whereas rapid nucleation
would be observed on both substrates above the threshold point. More rigorous studies to find out
the relationship between the source delivery and the growth rate would be helpful to enhance PANI
ASD, but this work illustrates that PEDOT and PPY shows more reproducible and better ASD
compared to PANI.
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Figure 4.15 Polypyrrole (PPY) selectivity as a function of the thickness of PPY on SiO2 at (a)
various MLD temperatures and (b) CVD temperatures. Selectivity was calculated based on the
thickness data measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry and Eq. (1.1).

Figure 4.16 Cross-sectional SEM images of (a) bare Cu and (b) after 50 cycles of (SbCl5(40 ℃)/N2
= 0.1/60 s) doses on Cu substrates. All scales are the same. Top right of each image shows the
photographic image of each sample, describing the surface color change.
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Figure 4.17 Area-selective deposition of (a) PEDOT, (b) PPY, (c) PTH, and (d) PANI with various
CVD temperatures. Blue heighted region indicates selective window on SiO2 vs. Si-H. For PTH,
pulse CVD was used to improve the film uniformity. All thicknesses were measured by
spectroscopic ellipsometry and the error bar was from multiple sets average. Lines were drawn as
guides to the eye.
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4.5

Summary

Basic growth behavior of a range of conjugated polymers including polypyrrole (PPY),
polythiophene (PTH), and polyaniline (PANI) was investigated by CVD and MLD processes using
various monomers and SbCl5 oxidant. The effect of reactants on net growth rate of PPY films
described soft-saturated behavior, illustrating that the film deposition rate relies on the balance
between reactant dose and purge time. In terms of purge time, shorter purge time was necessary
for PPY (10 s), PTH (1 s) and PANI (10 s) to obtain reasonable growth rate compared to PEDOT
(60 s). Otherwise, longer purge time substantially decreased the growth rate. This is mainly
associated with the fact that the SbCl5 oxidant sticks on the surface via physisorption during
oxidative polymerization, suggesting controlling the physiosorbed SbCl5 oxidant is critical to
obtain good reproducibility.
The film growth rate of PPY, PTH and PANI during MLD processes decreased with
increasing the reactor temperatures, attributed to the faster desorption of monomers and
decomposition of the oxidant at higher temperatures. In particular, PTH process showed highly
temperature dependent growth, requiring room temperature for deposition. For the CVD processes
of PPY, the growth rate was steady between 100 and 200 ℃, whereas the growth rate decreased
at 25 and 300 ℃. This is due to fast condensation reaction at 25 ℃ where most of reactants would
be consumed near the inlet of the reactor and faster monomer desorption at 300 ℃. While
conductive PPY films (~16 S/cm) were achieved at lower deposition temperatures (T < 100 ℃),
non-conductive films were obtained at higher temperatures. This is also consistent with FTIR
results, exhibiting noticeable peak change above 150 ℃. The CVD process of PANI films showed
large growth variation depending on temperatures, affecting film roughness and composition ratio.
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Due to the fast growth rate at 75 ℃, the surface roughness was 164 nm relative to ~ 1 nm at
different temperatures. Despite different surface roughness and Sb atomic ratio, the FTIR peaks
were independent on different temperatures (75 – 175 ℃), showing good thermal stability of PANI
films.
Area-selective deposition (ASD) of PPY, PTH and PANI was studied. While the nucleation
of PPY films was observed on various substrates including SiO2, Ru, low-k, TiN, SiN, W, and
SiC, the film growth was impeded only on Si-H surfaces, consistent with PEDOT ASD in Chapter
3. This is explained by the selective SbCl5 reduction on Si-H surface. Undesirable chlorination
reaction occurred on Cu and Co by reacting with SbCl5 oxidant. A value for selectivity, S, was
employed to evaluate PPY ASD on SiO2 vs. Si-H by MLD and CVD processes. PPY ASD by
MLD decreased at higher temperature (150 ℃) and CVD yielded better PPY ASD than MLD
processes. For CVD processes, ASD behavior dramatically changed depending on the chamber
temperature, potentially beneficial for controlling selectivity.
Compared to PEDOT ASD of 40 nm on SiO2 vs. Si-H, similar ASD of 30 nm was achieved
for PPY, whereas lower ASD of 7 and 5 nm was obtained for PTH and PANI, respectively. The
underlying reason of poor ASD for PTH and PANI films would be a difficulty to control the
chemical reaction. Regarding PTH growth, temperature restriction which should be near room
temperature resulted in the fast condensation reaction, decreasing the selective SbCl5 reduction on
Si-H surfaces. From a similar perspective, PANI growth was challenging to achieve reliable
growth rate. More systematic studies to control the reactant delivery and growth rate would be
helpful to improve ASD of PTH and PANI films. Overall, this work provides an important insight
into developing various polymer ASD using MLD and CVD for bottom-up nanoscale fabrication.
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Chapter 5 Multimaterial Self-Aligned Nanopatterning by Simultaneous Adjacent Thin
Film Deposition and Etching
The following work is a reprint published in ACS Nano 2021, 15, 12276–12285. S.K. Song
and J. Kim are co-first authors on this work and J. Kim contributed to Tungsten deposition and
thin film characterization using TEM.

5.1

Abstract

Printed component sizes in electronic circuits are approaching 10 nm, but inherent
variability in feature alignment during photolithography poses a fundamental barrier for continued
device scaling. Deposition-based self-aligned patterning is being introduced, but nuclei defects
remain an overarching problem. This work introduces low-temperature chemically self-aligned
film growth via simultaneous thin film deposition and etching in adjacent regions on a
nanopatterned surface. During deposition, nucleation defects are avoided in nongrowth regions
because deposition reactants are locally consumed via sacrificial etching. For a range of materials
and process conditions, thermodynamic modeling confirms that deposition and etching are both
energetically favorable. We demonstrate nanoscale patterning of tungsten at 220 °C with
simultaneous etching of TiO2. Area selective deposition (ASD) of the sacrificial TiO2 layer
produces an orthogonal sequence for self-aligned patterning of two materials on one starting
pattern, i.e., TiO2 ASD on SiO2 followed by W ASD on Si−H. Experiments also show capacity for
self-aligned dielectric patterning via favorable deposition of AlF3 on Al2O3 at 240 °C with
simultaneous atomic layer etching of sacrificial ZnO. Simultaneous deposition and etching
provides opportunities for low-temperature bottom-up self-aligned patterning for electronic and
other nanoscale systems.
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5.2

Introduction

The smallest printed features in semiconductor manufacturing are currently less than 15
nm.1 Continued scaling poses significant problems in material patterning and feature alignment.1−4
Techniques to create small features are well-developed, but a key barrier is the limited ability to
control minute variations in feature pattern alignment. Devices are constructed with hundreds of
layers of patterned metals and dielectrics, and achieving circuit performance requires the
conductors and insulators in each layer to be precisely registered as they form on top of each other.
Patterns that are misaligned by only a few nanometers (a distance corresponding to ∼10 atoms in
crystalline silicon) can lead to faults including electrical shorts, open circuits, and excess
resistance.4 To avoid metal diffusion, reaction temperature during “back-end” fabrication is limited
to <400 °C,3 putting stringent demands on surface chemical processes. Advanced 13.5 nm extreme
UV (EUV) lithography can address some of these challenges, but equipment costs are expected to
be substantial,5 especially when multiple EUV steps are needed. Also, alignment problems will
become more acute in future 3D devices being considered to overcome impending obstacles of
silicon memory density and computing energy consumption.1
To overcome inherent variability and stochastics in lithography, new self-alignment
methods are needed where the chemistry of the underlying surface can guide the placement of
overlying material layers. Self-aligned ASD uses surface chemistry to promote deposition in
predetermined growth regions and minimize growth in adjacent nongrowth regions. At <400 °C,
ASD can proceed using chemical vapor deposition (CVD)3,6−11 or atomic layer deposition
(ALD).12−16 In these methods, the vapor-phase reactants are generally selected to favor net
deposition; i.e., the Gibbs free energy change for deposition is negative, ΔG < 0.17,18 However, the
strong reaction energetics is problematic for ASD because it leads to creation of unwanted
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nucleation defects. Surface passivation layers or other means can slow the rate of nucleation, but
unwanted nuclei eventually form, leading to undesired growth and loss of self-alignment. During
“front-end” processing, temperatures can exceed 700 °C, and selective silicon epitaxy is widely
used to self-align the source/drain contacts to silicon channels. Using high temperatures, defect
nuclei are effectively avoided by optimizing reaction thermodynamics.8−11,19−21 For selective
silicon epitaxy, a single set of gas-phase precursors (often including a mixture of chlorosilanes,
HCl, and hydrogen) can allow favorable silicon film growth on receptive regions, while, in
neighboring regions, the same reactants favor formation of only volatile silicon products, such as
SiCl2.11,20 In this way, self-aligned selective epitaxy avoids defects using thermodynamically
favorable reactions that locally consume the deposition reactant in the regions where growth is not
desired.
Several vapor/surface exchange and conversion reaction mechanisms are known where
material deposition simultaneously liberates another volatile species at the surface deposition
site.22−24 In contrast, low-temperature surface reactions that achieve simultaneous delocalized
deposition and etching in neighboring regions on a patterned surface are not well known.
In this work, we demonstrate low-temperature (<400 °C) self-aligned deposition using a
single set of vapor-phase reactants to achieve deposition in a desired growth region while
simultaneously etching a neighboring sacrificial surface in a nongrowth region. The primary
example reported here shows self-limiting ALD with simultaneous continuous chemical vapor
etching (CVE), and an alternate example shows ALD with simultaneous self-limiting atomic layer
etching (ALE). Akin to high-temperature selective epitaxy reactions, the resulting net deposition
is inherently self-aligned with the prepatterned starting surface because the etching reaction locally
consumes the deposition reactant, thereby avoiding unwanted nuclei.
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Starting with a patterned surface with exposed hydrogenterminated silicon (Si−H) and
TiO2 regions, we show that sequential exposures of SiH4 and WF6 at 220 °C produce self-aligned
growth of tungsten only on the silicon, while simultaneously, on the neighboring TiO2, the WF6
preferentially reacts to form volatile WO2F2 and TiF4, thereby avoiding tungsten metal growth. At
the reaction temperature, the deposition and etching rates are sufficient to avoid accumulation of
unwanted W metal until the sacrificial layer is consumed. By creating the starting pattern using
ASD of TiO2 on SiO2,16 we establish a primary experimental demonstration of multiple-material
orthogonal area-selective deposition.25 Using a combination of thermodynamic modeling and
experiments, we further show that self-aligned deposition and etching can be extended to a range
of other material systems and show experimental results confirming that deposition of AlF3
dielectric can proceed with atomic layer etching of ZnO.

5.3

Experimental Section
5.3.1 Substrate Preparation.

For all deposition studies reported here, each run was performed using wafer pieces with
Si−H/SiO2 patterns and/or separate blanket Si−H and Si−OH pieces, with both pieces always
present in the deposition chamber. Surfaces designated as “Si−OH” consist of piranha cleaned
silicon producing hydroxyl termination, whereas surfaces designated as “SiO2” are thermally
oxidized silicon, also with hydroxyl termination. “Si−H” surfaces are formed by dipping the
Si−OH in 5% HF for 30 s, producing hydrogen termination. Before deposition, lithographically
patterned Si−H/SiO2 substrates were prepared by piranha cleaning and HF dipping of Si/SiO2. The
piranha solution was prepared by mixing 30% hydrogen peroxide (electronic grade, J.T. Baker)
and 98% sulfuric acid (certified ACS plus, Fisher Chemical) with 1:1 volume ratio.
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A boron-doped silicon (100) wafer with 5−10 Ω·cm resistivity was cleaved into small
pieces (10 mm × 10 mm). These wafer pieces were cleaned with the piranha solution for 15 min,
rinsed with deionized (DI) water, and stored in a DI water filled glass vial. They served as our
oxide-terminated blanket silicon substrates (Si−OH) after being rinsed with DI water and dried
with N2 flow.
Hydrogen-terminated blanket silicon (Si−H) samples were prepared from the Si−OH
pieces described above by employing a 30 s dip in 5% HF solution, a 30 s rinse in flowing DI
water, and then drying with N2. The Si−H substrates were always loaded into the reactor within
10 min after preparation. Si/SiO2 line patterned substrates were prepared by photolithographic wet
etching of 100 nm thick thermally grown silicon dioxide (SiO2) on silicon wafers. The pattern
consists of long (>10 mm) alternating lines of SiO2 and Si, each 3 μm wide for a 6 μm pitch. The
wafer was cleaved into small pieces (10 mm × 10 mm) and prepared immediately prior to loading,
as described above for Si−H sample preparation. The 200 nm half-pitch patterned samples were
provided by industry and prepared in the same way.
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5.3.3 TiO2 ALD/ALE Supercycles Condition.
TiO2 ALD was performed using 99% pure TiCl4 (Strem Chemicals) and deionized water
(DI water), and the ALE was performed using 99.999% pure WF6 (Galaxy Chemicals) and 99.9%
pure BCl3 (Matheson). The ALD/ALE supercycles were conducted in a custom-built tubular hotwalled isothermal viscous-flow ALD reactor, further notified as “TiO2 reactor”, under constant
wall temperature (150 °C) and pressure (0.9−1.1 Torr) with 150 sccm of 99.999% pure N2 (Arc3
Gases) as a carrier gas. One TiO2 ALD cycle was defined as “TiCl4 pulse (0.1 s) → N2 purge (45
s) → H2O pulse (0.05 s) → N2 purge (45 s)” and one TiO2 ALE cycle was defined as “WF6 pulse
(0.1 s) → N2 purge (45 s) → BCl3 pulse (1 s) → N2 purge (45 s)”. One TiO2 ALD/ALE supercycle
consisted of 30 cycles of TiCl4/H2O (for TiO2 ALD) followed by 7 cycles of WF6/BCl3 (TiO2
ALE). The supercycles were performed in a single reactor at a fixed temperature of 150 °C. Using
12 or 20 supercycles produced ∼11.5 and ∼16.4 nm of TiO2 on Si−OH, respectively, with less
than 1.9 nm of TiO2 on exposed Si−H surfaces.

5.3.4 W ALD Cycles Condition.
W ALD, using 2% SiH4 (Custom Gas Solution) and 99.999% pure WF6 (Galaxy
Chemicals), was performed in a separate custom-built tubular hot-walled isothermal viscous-flow
ALD reactor, further notified as “W reactor”, under constant wall temperature (220 °C) and
pressure (2.0−2.4 Torr) with 210 sccm of 99.999% pure Ar (Arc3 gases) as a carrier gas. One W
ALD cycle was define as “SiH4 pulse (45 s) → Ar purge (45 s) → WF6 pulse (1 s) → Ar purge
(45 s)”. W film was deposited on prepared substrates by running W ALD 10−20 cycles. In this
experiment, we first performed Al2O3 ALD to initialize the internal surface of the hot-walled
reactor and the surface of the QCM crystal. Trimethylaluminum (TMA; 98%, Strem Chemicals)
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and DI water were used for the Al2O3 ALD to initialize the wall condition of the W reactor between
batches. One cycle of TMA/H2O was defined as “TMA pulse (0.1 s) → Ar purge (45 s) → H2O
pulse (0.1 s) → Ar purge (45 s)”, and 25 cycles of TMA/H2O were used for the initialization.

5.3.5 Integrated Sequence of “TiO2 ALD/ALE → HF Dipping → W ALD”.
Prepared blanket Si−OH and Si−H samples as well as Si−H/SiO2-patterned substrates were
loaded into the TiO2 reactor and allowed to reach thermal equilibrium for 60 min under 150 sccm
of N2 flow at 150 °C wall temperature. TiO2 ALD/ALE 12 or 20 supercycles were performed for
TiO2 ASD on SiO2. Following TiO2 ASD, the samples were removed from the reactor, dipped into
5% HF for 5 s, rinsed with flowing DI H2O for 30 s, and dried with N2 flow in atmospheric
conditions to remove undesired oxides on Si−H surfaces. Next, the samples were loaded into the
W reactor and allowed to reach thermal equilibrium for 30 min with 210 sccm of Ar flow at 220
°C wall temperature. Subsequently, 10−20 W ALD cycles were carried out at 220 °C to selectively
deposit W film on Si−H.

5.3.6 HF/TMA Exposures on ZnO and Al2O3.
Hydrogen fluoride pyridine (∼70% HF + ∼30% pyridine, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as the
HF source. One cycle of HF/TMA exposure was defined as “HF pulse (2 s) → N2 purge (90 s) →
TMA pulse (1 s) → N2 purge (90 s)”, and 15 cycles of HF/TMA exposure were performed at 240
°C after either ZnO or Al2O3 predeposition on QCM crystals at 150 °C.
95% pure diethylzinc (DEZ) from Strem Chemicals and DI water were used to deposit ZnO
films on QCM crystals. One cycle of DEZ/H2O was defined as “DEZ pulse (0.5 s) → N2 purge
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(60 s) → H2O pulse (0.1 s) → N2 purge (60 s)”, and 100 cycles of DEZ/H2O exposure at 150 °C
were performed before the HF/TMA exposures at 240 °C.
One cycle of TMA/H2O was defined as “TMA pulse (0.5 s) → N2 purge (60 s) → H2O
pulse (0.1 s) → N2 purge (60 s)”, and 100 cycles of TMA/H2O exposure at 150 °C were performed
before the HF/TMA exposures at 240 °C.

5.3.7 Characterization.
For monitoring mass uptake on TiO2 or W films during deposition, a quartz crystal
microbalance probe (Kurt Lesker) with a 6 MHz gold-coated crystal sensor (Inficon) was inserted
into the reactor and kept in the reactor at least 120 min to be thermally stabilized. To avoid
deposition on the exposed electrical contacts, the backside of the crystal was purged with 25 sccm
of carrier gas flow during the measurement. In situ mass loading (ng/cm2) was obtained by
electronic data acquisition.
W or TiO2 thickness was measured by ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (alpha-SE
ellipsomter, J.A. Woollam) in the 380−890 nm of wavelength (λ) at 70 ° incident angle. A Cauchy
model provided from J.A. Woollam was used to calculate the TiO2 thickness. The values for W
thickness were estimated by correlating ellipsometry parameters Δ and Ψ collected at λ = 700 nm
to film thickness.31
Chemical composition of obtained TiO2 and W films was characterized using ex situ Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra) with an Al Kα (1486.6 eV)
gun (operating at 15 kV and 10 mA). A neutralizer was used to reduce the charging effect. Survey
and high-resolution scans were carried out for C 1s, O 1s, F 1s, Cl 2p, Ti 2p, W 4f, W 4d, B 1s,
and Si 2p. Casa XPS software was used to process the collected raw data, and peak positions were
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calibrated with the adventitious C 1s peak as 284.8 eV. The high-resolution and survey scans were
used to obtain atomic concentrations (at. %).
Angled- and top-view images of patterned samples were obtained using field emission
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Verios 460L). A high-current Ga+ liquid metal focused
ion beam (FIB; FEI Quanta 3D FEG) was used to prepare samples for TEM. The dual beam FIB
provided 7 nm resolution at 30 keV for the ion column and 1.2 nm resolution at 30 keV for the
SEM column. Prior to the lift-out, samples were coated with a Pt capping layer with thickness of
∼3.2 μm. The Ga+ ion source was used to mill-out a 20 μm × 2 μm region, followed by a final
milling to ∼100 nm thickness using of 5 kV at 48 pA ion emission current. The TEM specimen
was then removed from the sample using a micromanipulator and placed directly onto a 3 mm
diameter Cu TEM grid. Cross-sectional images of patterned samples were collected by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM; FEI Talos F200X) operated at 200 kV with 0.12 nm
resolution. The TEM camera (ThermoFisher Ceta) acquired images with 4k × 4k resolution.
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy element mapping was performed using scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In STEM mode, the HAADF images were acquired
with camera length of ∼100 mm. The FEI Talos F200X TEM uses the Super-X EDX system,
which is comprised of four in-column EDX detectors with a collection angle of ∼0.9 sr. The typical
parameters for STEM-EDX used a beam current of 350 pA, and each EDX collection time
exceeded 5 min.

5.4

Results and Discussion

The reaction scheme for self-aligned pattern generation using simultaneous deposition and
etching is shown in Figure 5.1a. For this example system, a surface with open Si−H and TiO2
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regions is exposed to multiple cycles of SiH4/WF6 co-reactants separated by Ar purge at 220 °C,
resulting in W deposition on the Si−H region and simultaneous etching of the sacrificial TiO2. We
performed in situ QCM experiments to monitor the surface mass change on two different surfaces
exposed to the same reaction conditions, and results are given in Figure 5.1b. For this study, a
QCM crystal was pretreated in situ with 25 cycles of Al2O3 ALD to create a surface receptive to
W growth, similar to QCM crystals coated with silicon.26 This was followed immediately in the
same reactor by 20 cycles of sequential SiH4/Ar/WF6/Ar exposures at 220 °C.27
The blue line in Figure 5.1b shows the mass change (ng/cm2) during the SiH4/WF6 cycles,
indicating that after a few initial cycles this process gives net atomic layer deposition of tungsten
on Al2O3. Consistent with previous studies,26 after ∼5 cycles of growth initiation on Al2O3, mass
increases linearly with cycles, which on the basis of the density of W correlates to a W growth rate
of ∼0.5 nm/cycle. The black line in Figure 5.1b gives the mass change collected during 20 cycles
of SiH4/Ar/WF6/Ar under identical reactor conditions, except, for this case, the QCM crystal was
prepared by coating with 200 cycles of TiO2 ALD using TiCl4/H2O doses at 220 °C. The results
show a small mass gain due to initial uptake of tungsten and fluorine, followed by net mass loss,
consistent with TiO2 etching via reaction with WF6 to form volatile WF2O2 (g).28,29 Using the
density of TiO2, the mass change correlates with a loss of ∼2 nm during the 20 cycles, for an
average of ∼0.1 nm/cycle.28,29
Figure 5.1b also includes schematics of the reactions corresponding to the QCM results,
and Figure 5.1c and d show corresponding thermodynamic equilibrium analysis of the expected
reactions and reaction products.30 When SiH4 and WF6 react on a receptive growth surface, the net
Gibbs free energy change (black line in Figure 5.1c) shows large −ΔG values across a wide
temperature range. The SiH4 acts as a reducing agent, with some Si−H remaining on the surface
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after exposure. The surface Si−H is then available to promote reduction and net deposition during
the WF6 exposure step.27,31 This produces the stepwise mass uptake observed in the QCM data.
On the TiO2 surface, however, etching reactions become available. In Figure 5.1c, the red line
shows the overall Gibbs free energy change when SiH4 and WF6 react with TiO2. For temperatures
above 75 °C, a favorable reaction (ΔG < 0) yields volatile TiF4 and WF2O2, with no net reaction
for the SiH4. Because SiH4 does not react on TiO2 at low temperature, surface Si−H groups are not
available to reduce the WF6, thereby promoting WF6 to react and be consumed by the etch reaction.
Likewise, Figure 5.1d gives the expected equilibrium product concentrations when WF6 reacts
with TiO2 at different temperatures. At 220 °C, the expected products are TiF4 and WF2O2 vapors.
Some tungsten oxide solid may also be expected, but oxide buildup is avoided due to continued
formation of WF2O2 (g) as a volatile etch product.28,29 For the SiH4/WF6 reaction on TiO2, the
QCM results in Figure 5.1b are consistent with negligible reaction during SiH4 and net mass loss
during the WF6 dose. XPS surface analysis results Figure 5.6 further confirm minimal reaction
with SiH4.
We also used ellipsometry and XPS to analyze simultaneous deposition and etching
reactions during SiH4/WF6 exposure on Si−H and TiO2 surfaces. On patterned wafers discussed
below, Si−H and TiO2 surfaces are formed by applying TiO2 ASD to Si−H/SiO2 patterns. This is
followed by W ASD, producing a multiple-material orthogonal ASD sequence25 (i.e., TiO2 ASD
on SiO2 followed by W ASD on Si−H). Therefore, for ellipsometry and XPS analysis, the starting
Si−H and TiO2 samples also were prepared by TiO2 ASD, following the same procedure used
below for Si−H/TiO2-patterned wafers. Specifically, a pair of silicon wafer pieces, one with silicon
oxide (Si−OH) and one with Si−H termination, were simultaneously exposed to TiO2 ASD at 150
°C using a “supercycle” sequence, including TiO2 ALD cycles with periodic atomic layer etching
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steps.16 This was followed by a 5 s dip in dilute (5%) HF solution and immediate transfer to the
SiH4/WF6 reactor. The intermediate HF dip step facilitated the desired W nucleation on Si−H and
removed ∼5 nm of the deposited TiO2 layer (Figure 5.7 and Table 5.4). The procedure was also
tested without any intermediate treatment and with intermediate H2/Ar plasma exposure. As
discussed in the Supporting Information, samples without HF treatment or with H2/Ar plasma
exposure showed an unfavorable delay in W growth on the Si−H. Therefore, the HF dip was used
for further analysis.
After TiO2 ASD on Si−OH and Si−H, ellipsometry data (Table 5.4) shows TiO2 thickness
of 16.4 nm on the Si−OH and ∼1.9 nm on the Si−H. After HF, ellipsometry showed no oxide on
Si−H, with 11.4 nm of TiO2 on the Si−OH, indicating a loss of ∼5 nm of TiO2. After simultaneous
exposure to 15 cycles of SiH4/WF6 at 220 °C, the Si−H sample showed a net growth of 9.7 nm of
W, while the TiO2 film showed a net thickness decrease of ∼1.1 nm. Using newly prepared Si−H
and TiO2 samples, the experiment was repeated using 20 cycles of SiH4/WF6. On Si−H, 20
SiH4/WF6 cycles produced 12.6 nm of W, with a net TiO2 thickness decrease of ∼1.4 nm.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic for self-aligned patterning using simultaneous deposition and etching: (a)
starting Si−H/TiO2 pattern exposed to a set of reactants (in this example, SiH4/WF6 in an ALDtype reaction sequence for 20 cycles), yielding W growth on silicon, with no growth in the TiO2
region due to simultaneous TiO2 etching. (b) Mass change (ng/cm2) measured by QCM during
SiH4/WF6 exposures (SiH4/Ar/WF6/Ar = 45/45/1/60 s) at 220 °C, along with the expected reactions
during SiH4 and WF6 exposure steps on W and on TiO2 surfaces. The indicated product species
are from thermodynamic analysis. A QCM precoated with Al2O3 shows net mass gain indicating
favorable ALD of W (blue line). On the basis of the density of W, the growth rate is ∼0.5 nm/cycle.
Under identical conditions, a QCM crystal precoated with TiO2 shows net mass loss corresponding
to etching (black line), with an etch rate of ∼0.1 nm/cycle. (c) Overall Gibbs free energy change
for SiH4/WF6 reactions on TiO2 (red) and Si (black) surfaces, consistent with the QCM results in
panel b. (d) Thermodynamic equilibrium product compositions for WF6 reacting with an equimolar
composition of TiO2, further supporting simultaneous deposition and etching.
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The measured thickness change indicates the SiH4/WF6 allowed simultaneous deposition
and etching, consistent with QCM in Figure 5.1. From the thickness data, the W deposition rate
is ∼0.6 nm/cycle and the etch rate of the TiO2 is ∼0.1 nm per ALD cycle, in reasonable agreement
with the deposition rate of ∼0.5 nm/cycle and etch rate of ∼0.1 nm/cycle estimated from the QCM
results in Figure 5.1b. Under the conditions used, this etching rate is sufficient to avoid W growth.
For this approach to be useful, it should be compatible with different methods to form
patterned sacrificial materials. A possible issue is that the rate of etching will depend on the process
used to form the sacrificial layer. For example, using TiO2 deposited by physical vapor deposition,
initial experiments show a slower etch rate. The slower etching consumes less reactant, and
therefore promotes unwanted deposition. To address this, the process provides flexibility to allow
tuning of the relative deposition and etching rates. For the W/TiO2 system, increasing substrate
temperature from 220 to 275 °C does not substantially change the W deposition rate,27 but a larger
etching rate is observed (Table 5.5), thereby allowing process adjustment and optimization.
The same blanket samples used for thickness measurement were also analyzed by XPS to
evaluate the surface element composition after SiH4/WF6 treatment, and results are shown in Table
5.1. As expected, all samples show oxygen and carbon resulting from exposure to the ambient
between deposition and analysis. On the Si−H surface, both 15 and 20 SiH4/WF6 cycles lead to
strong W signals, consistent with expected W deposition on the receptive Si−H. Also as expected,
the signal from Ti 2p was below the detection limit (<0.1 at. %). A small Si signal after SiH4/WF6
is ascribed to remnant surface silicon from the silane reducing agent. On the TiO2 surface, the
SiH4/WF6 leads to a small amount of W (∼2.5−4.1 at. %), ascribed to formation of tungsten oxides,
as expected from the thermodynamic analysis shown in Figure 5.1d.29 We also note that the
amount of W on TiO2 does not increase when the number of W ALD cycles increases from 15 to
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20, further indicating that tungsten oxide does not accumulate on the TiO2.28,29 This small amount
of tungsten oxide on the TiO2 can be effectively removed by exposing the surface to BCl3 vapor
at the reaction temperature (Table 5.6).

Table 5.1 XPS atomic fraction (at.%) measured on Si-H and TiO2 before and after exposure to 15
or 20 cycles of SiH4/WF6 at 220 °C.a

Surface

Si-H

TiO2

a

SiH4/WF6
@ 220 °C
none
15 cycles
20 cycles
none
15 cycles
20 cycles

Ti 2p W 4d
0
0
0
20.2
0
22.2
18.0
0.4
17.7
4.1
15.1
2.5

XPS atomic fraction (at.%)
Si 2p O 1s F 1s Cl 2p
79.2
7.5
1.2
0
1.5
53.7
0.3
0
2.6
47.4
0
0
0
48.5
6.8
0.7
0.2
55
2.1
0.4
1.6
52
1.3
0

B 1s
0
0
0
4.9
3
2.5

C 1s
12.1
24.3
27.8
20.7
17.5
25

The starting Si-H and TiO2 were prepared by exposing Si-H or Si-OH wafers to TiO2 ALD/ALE

supercycles,16 following the same procedure applied to Si-H/SiO2 patterned wafers discussed in
the text.

We applied this approach on microscale and nanoscale line/space patterns. Microscalepatterned substrates, used previously for ASD studies,16,31,32 consisted of 3 μm wide SiO2 lines,
∼100 nm thick, separated by 3 μm of exposed Si−H (i.e., 6 μm full-pitch). To form the patterned
sacrificial TiO2 layers, Si−H/SiO2 samples were coated at 150 °C by ASD TiO2 using a supercycle
sequence as mentioned above. A sequence of 20 supercycles produced ∼16.4 nm of TiO2 atop the
SiO2 regions, with minimal TiO2 on adjacent Si−H regions.16 After TiO2 ASD, samples were
treated with a 5 s dip in dilute (5%) HF solution and immediately transferred to the SiH4/WF6
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reactor to perform the second ASD step using simultaneous W deposition and TiO 2 etching. This
sequence of TiO2 ASD on SiO2 followed by W ASD on Si−H provides an experimental
demonstration of multiple-material orthogonal ASD.25
The resulting microscale self-aligned W/TiO2 patterns are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
Figure 5.2b shows cross-sectional STEM images and corresponding STEM-EDX data after
treating the TiO2/Si−H pattern with 15 cycles of SiH4/WF6 at 220 °C. A tungsten film with
thickness of 7.0 ± 0.4 nm (given as the mean of 8 measurements ± 1 standard deviation) is visible
only on the Si−H region, and the TiO2 is visible only atop the SiO2. The remaining ASD TiO2
layer is 4.9 ± 0.3 nm thick, indicating that the HF dip + SiH4/WF6 treatment removed ∼11 nm of
TiO2. The experiment was repeated on another TiO2/Si−H substrate with ∼16.4 nm of ASD TiO2,
except for the second ASD step; the SiH4/WF6 exposure was performed for 20 cycles. Figure 5.2c
shows the resulting STEM and STEM-EDX images. In this case, the samples show 10.0 ± 0.6 nm
of W on Si−H, with no visible TiO2 on the SiO2. The 20 W ALD cycles were sufficient to
completely remove the sacrificial TiO2, while simultaneously depositing 10 nm of W in the
neighboring Si−H regions.
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Figure 5.2 Self-aligned orthogonal micro-scale patterning of TiO2 and W films: (a) schematic
sequence used for preparation of patterned sacrificial TiO2 layer, followed by simultaneous
deposition and etching to form the self-aligned W and TiO2; (b) cross-sectional STEM and STEMEDX after 15 SiH4/WF6 cycles; and (c) data collected from an identical sample after 20 SiH4/WF6
cycles. The images show the SiH4/WF6 cycles produce net W deposition in exposed Si-H regions,
with simultaneous etching of the sacrificial TiO2 layer.
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Comparing the thicknesses of the TiO2 and W films in Figure 5.2 to those measured by
ellipsometry on blanket substrates following identical process conditions, the patterned wafers
show somewhat thinner W layers. The patterned wafers also show net thinner TiO2 layers
compared to the blanket samples. This thinner TiO2 layer may result from faster etching on the
patterned surface. Mechanisms leading to pattern-dependent deposition and etching rates are wellknown during ASD3,9,31,33 and generally relate to gas-transport and surface diffusion effects that
alter the local reactant concentration and supersaturation across the sample surface. As discussed
below, understanding pattern-dependent reaction rates remains an overarching issue for selfaligned deposition-based patterning.
The self-aligned patterned samples shown in Figure 5.2 were also analyzed by angledview SEM, and images are presented in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3a shows a control Si−H/SiO2 wafer
(with no TiO2 initially present) treated with 20 cycles of SiH4/WF6. The SiH4/WF6 produces a
cohesive W film on Si−H, and the rough texture on SiO2 is consistent with W nuclei.31 Figure
5.3b shows the sample from Figure 5.2b, corresponding to Si−H/TiO2 after 15 cycles of
SiH4/WF6. Both the TiO2 and W regions appear smooth, with no visible W nuclei on the TiO2.
Figure 5.3c shows the sample from Figure 5.2c, identical except after 20 SiH4/WF6 cycles. Some
particles appear in the SiO2 region likely corresponding to W nuclei that are expected to form after
complete consumption of the TiO2. Similarly sized nuclei (10−20 nm) formed during ASD were
previously analyzed using SEM-EDX, but sensitivity was limited by the small volume of the
nuclei.16
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Figure 5.3 Angled view SEM for: (a) Si-H/SiO2 patterns with no TiO2 present after 20 cycles of
SiH4/WF6, indicating W deposition on both of Si-H and SiO2; (b) the sample from Figure 5.2b,
showing surface texture consistent with W deposition on Si-H and simultaneous etching of the
TiO2; and (c) the sample from Figure 5.2c showing a small number of W nuclei on SiO2, consistent
with consumption of the TiO2 sacrificial layer.
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We further confirmed that the approach could extend to nano-scaled patterns, and results
are given in Figure 5.4. The figure includes a schematic diagram, along with corresponding STEM
and STEM-EDX images of self-aligned W and TiO2 on ∼200 nm of Si−H/SiO2-patterned
substrates (∼400 nm full-pitch) using the same condition as for samples in Figure 5.2b. Four
neighboring features in Figure 5.4b show consistent pattern duplication, with an expanded higher
resolution view of one example region in Figure 5.4c, d. The sequence yielded 6.1 ± 0.5 nm of W
on the Si−H region and 5.8 ± 0.3 nm of TiO2 on the SiO2. These values are reasonably similar to
those in Figure 5.2b obtained on the 3 μm features.
Careful inspection of the high-resolution images shows that the TiO2 layer may be thinner
on top of the corner edge of the SiO2, possibly indicating faster TiO2 etching on exposed corners.
The high-resolution images also show uniform W thickness on the exposed silicon, with no visible
W nuclei on the TiO2. The TiO2/W feature edge boundaries appear well-defined, but understanding
feature development at the atomic scale remains a challenge. Figure 5.8 shows additional
TEM/STEM images of self-aligned nanopatterned W/TiO2 samples.
This work presents simultaneous deposition and etching as a route for direct-patterned
area-selective deposition. Also importantly, as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.4, we show that the
starting sacrificial pattern can be formed by area-selective deposition, thereby confirming
experimental feasibility for orthogonal multiple-material patterning25 as a step forward in bottomup nanomaterial surface synthesis.
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Figure 5.4 (a) Broad-view schematic of the orthogonal selective deposition of W and TiO2 on SiH/SiO2 patterned surfaces (200 nm width and ~100 nm height) after TiO2 20 supercycles and W
15 cycles; (b) cross-sectional STEM of the multiple patterns: (c) zoom-in view of one pattern from
(b); (d) STEM-EDX corresponding to image (c).
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5.4.1 Extension to Other Material Systems.
In addition to the W/TiO2 system, thermodynamic modeling30 and published rate data
indicate that simultaneous deposition and etching can be achieved for a range of other deposition
and sacrificial materials. Examples are presented in Table 5.2. The table include calculated values
of the Gibbs free energy changes for atomic layer deposition and etching and the approximate
overlapping temperature range, where both reactions are expected to be energetically favorable.
Where available, the table also includes experimental values for atomic layer deposition and
etching rates at an example temperature within the favorable temperature range. For some systems,
a range of etch rates is reported because etch kinetics can depend strongly on detailed process
conditions. The etching rates (nm/cycle) correspond to the expected thickness loss during the
simultaneous atomic layer deposition cycle. We further note that, for some materials sets, reaction
thermodynamics may favor simultaneous deposition and etching but slow reaction kinetics may
make them experimentally difficult. The deposition reactions are expected to proceed on any
receptive surface where etching does not occur.
As one example, data in Table 5.2 indicate that, with use of trimethylaluminum (TMA)
and hydrogen fluoride (HF) as co-reactants at 240 °C, a receptive surface (such as Al2O3)34 is
expected to yield favorable deposition of AlF3. Further, when a ZnO surface is exposed to these
same conditions, reaction energetics favors ZnO atomic layer etching, producing volatile dimethyl
zinc, dimethyl aluminum fluoride, and water.35
To confirm the feasibility of the AlF3 and ZnO system, we used QCM analysis to observe
mass changes on different surfaces exposed to HF/TMA and results are shown in Figure 5.5. For
these data, the experimental procedure follows that was used to collect data in Figure 5.1. First, a
QCM crystal was precoated with ALD Al2O3 at 150 °C to be receptive to AlF3, followed by
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exposure to repeated doses of HF and TMA at 240 °C. The data in Figure 5.5 show stepwise mass
gain, consistent with ALD of AlF3.34 Also in Figure 5.5, a second QCM crystal was precoated
with ZnO at 150 °C and then exposed to HF/TMA under identical conditions at 240 °C. The QCM
results show clear mass loss, consistent with ZnO etching.35 Therefore, the concept demonstrated
above for simultaneous deposition and etching can also be extended to other ASD material
systems, including AlF3 on Al2O3 with sacrificial etching of neighboring ZnO.
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Table 5.2 A partial list of example material systems showing thermodynamic feasibility for selfaligned patterning via simultaneous deposition and etching.

ASD Sacrificial
T range
Reactants o
Material Material
( C)

W

WO3

WO3

WS2

TiO2

TiO2

TiN

TiO2

SiH4
WF6

SiH4
WF6
H2O

200 300

200 275

Expected Reactions

Deposition

SiH4(g) + WF6(g) →
W(s) + SiF4(g) + 2HF(g) + H2(g)

Etching

TiO2(s) + WF6(g) →
TiF4(g) + WO2F2(g)

Deposition

SiH4(g) + WF6(g) + 3H2O(g) →
WO3(s) + SiF4(g) + 2HF(g) + 4H2(g)

Etching
Deposition

H2O
SiH4
WF6

200 275

WF6
H2S

250 300

Etching
Deposition
Etching
Deposition

AlF3

ZnO

HF
TMA

200 250

Etching
Deposition

AlF3

Si3N4

SnS

SnS

Ga2O3

HfO2

HfO2

Al2O3

HF
TMA

HF
SiCl4
NH3

200 250

300 350

HF
200 Sn(acac)2
250
H2S

HF
200 Sn(acac)2
250
H2S

TiO2(s) + WF6(g) →
TiF4(g) + WO2F2(g)
SiH4(g) + WF6(g) + 3H2O(g) →
WO3(s) + SiF4(g) + 2HF(g) + 4H2(g)
TiN(s) + 2H2O(g) + WF6(g) →
TiF4(g) + WO2F2(g) + NH3(g) +
0.5H2(g)
WF6(g) + 3H2S(g) →
WS2(s) + 6HF(g) + 0.5S2(g)
TiO2(s) + WF6(g) →
TiF4(g) + WO2F2(g)
3HF(g) + Al(CH3)3(g) →
AlF3(s) + 3CH4(g)
ZnO(s) + 2HF(g) + 2Al(CH3)3(g) →
Zn(CH3)2(g) + 2AlF(CH3)2(g) +
H2O(g)
3HF(g) + Al(CH3)3(g) →
AlF3(s) + 3CH4(g)

Etching

Ga2O3(s) + 6HF(g) + 4Al(CH3)3(g) →
3H2O(g) + 2GaF(CH3)2(g) +
4AlF(CH3)2(g)

Deposition

3SiCl4(g) + 4NH3(g) →
Si3N4(s) + 12HCl(g)

Etching

HfO2(s) + 4HF(g)+SiCl4(g) →
2H2O(g) + SiF4(g) + HfCl4(g)

Deposition
Etching
Deposition
Etching

Sn(acac)2(g) + H2S(g) →
SnS(s) + 2H(acac)(g)
HfO2(s) + 4HF(g) + 4Sn(acac)2(g) →
Hf(acac)4(g) + 4SnF(acac)(g) +
2H2O(g)
Sn(acac)2(g) + H2S(g) →
SnS(s) + 2H(acac)(g)
Al2O3(s) + 6HF(g) + 6Sn(acac)2(g) →
2Al(acac)3(g) + 6SnF(acac)(g) +
3H2O(g)

Example
Rate
T (oC) (nm/cycle)

∆G
(kJ/mol
)
Ref.
@T
(oC)
This
work,
3
This
work,
4

0.58

-598

0.02 — 0.2

-38

0.58

-653

3,5

0.02 — 0.2

-38

This
work,
4

0.58

-653

3,5

0.02 — 0.2

-158

This
work,
4

~ 0.1

-205

6

~ 0.3

-57

4

~ 0.05

-701

7

0.11

<0

8

~ 0.05

-699

7

~ 0.082

<0

9

0.2

-104

10

0.005

-77

11

0.019

<0

12

0.006

<0

11

0.019

<0

12

0.023

<0

11

220

220

220

300

220

250

350

200

200
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Figure 5.5 (a) Collected QCM mass gain data from Al2O3 or ZnO precoated crystals during 15
cycles of (HF/TMA) exposures. (b) AlF3 deposition mechanism on Al2O3 surface and (c) ZnO
atomic layer etching mechanism on ZnO during 15 HF/TMA cycles. Reaction schemes indicate
the expected dominant products from thermodynamic analysis.
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5.5

Summary

In summary, our findings highlight the importance of thermodynamically designed surface
chemistry for nanoscale self-aligned thin film patterning. Counterintuitively, results show that, at
low temperatures, using a single set of reactants, it is possible for both deposition and etching to
be favored at the same time on different regions of an exposed patterned surface. This means that
unwanted nucleation, a broad problem in area-selective deposition, can be avoided because the
etching reaction locally consumes the nucleation reactants. This approach to avoid unwanted
nucleation may be useful for low-temperature self-aligned patterning in back-end electronics
manufacturing and other nanoscale material systems. As one key prospect, we show a sequence of
two deposition processes can orthogonally self-align two different materials in different regions
on a single starting patterned substrate.
Our findings also reveal several challenges and remaining problems. One challenge is that
reaction conditions should allow the etching and deposition rates to be balanced so that the etching
rate is sufficient to consume the gas-phase reactants and avoid unwanted nucleation, with fast
enough deposition to develop the desired pattern thickness. Also, while we show the approach
works using tungsten and TiO2, which are important materials in semiconductor processing,
semiconductor device manufacturers are seeking self-aligned patterning solutions for a broad and
expanding set of materials. Discovering additional material systems will require more extensive
modeling and may include the design of new precursors and reactants. Another important
outstanding problem is to what extent this process can apply to features approaching atomic scale
dimensions. Results show uniform patterning at the 200 nm scale, but we see that etching and
deposition rates may depend on feature shape and size. Further scaling will require better
understanding of these effects.
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Eventually, scaling of deposition-based self-aligned patterning to single-atom dimensions
will allow ultimate precision in materials fabrication. Achieving this feat using designed surface
chemistry will be a critical step toward producing large numbers of devices in parallel across large
surface areas under conditions using limited thermal exposure.

5.6

Supporting Information
5.6.1 Effect of intermediate surface treatments (H2+Ar plasma and HF dip) on W growth

To achieve multi-material orthogonal area-selective deposition of W and TiO2 on SiH/SiO2 patterns, the surface condition of the Si-H surface (i.e. the TiO2 non-growth surface and
W growth surface) after the TiO2 ALD/ALE is important for favorable W growth. After multiple
TiO2 ALD/ALE supercycles, the Si-H surface can lose surface hydrogen termination allowing
some surface oxidation.16,42 The loss of hydrogen can allow partial oxidation of the Si-H during
the water dose used for TiO2 ALD (i.e. TiCl4/H2O), and this oxidation may inhibit the subsequent
W growth, producing a net reduced rate of W ALD.43,44
Inhibited W growth in the Si-H region following TiO2 ASD is observed in the experimental
spectroscopic ellipsometry and XPS data in Figure 5.7 and Table 5.3. Figure 5.7a shows
spectroscopic ellipsometry parameter delta measured at 700 nm (Δ700nm) on the Si-H samples after
different surface treatments. Immediately following a 30 s dip in dilute HF solution, a clean Si-H
surface shows Δ700nm = 178 ± 1(1st data point on the left). After performing 10 cycles of W ALD
on the clean Si-H at 220 °C, the Δ parameter decreases to Δ700nm = 158 ± 2.31 However, if the clean
Si-H is first exposed to 12 supercycles of ASD TiO2 by ALD/ALE at 150 °C,16 the same 10 cycles
SiH4/WF6 W ALD shows Δ700nm = 170, consistent with less W deposition.31 In this case, the TiO2
ALD/ALE produces a minimal amount of TiO2 on the Si-H,5 but the surface damage inhibits
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subsequent W growth. Similar trends are shown in the XPS results in Table 5.3. After TiO2
ALD/ALE, treating the surface with 10 cycles of SiH4/WF6 (i.e. Si-H + TiO2 + W) leads to only a
small amount of W (3.7 at.%).
To improve the extent of W growth on Si-H after TiO2 ALD/ALE, we compared samples
prepared with three different sequences: 1) “TiO2 + W”; 2) “TiO2 + H2* + W”; and 3) “TiO2 + HF
+ W”. The TiO2 treatment consisted of 12 ALD/ALE supercycles at 150 °C, and the W step was
10 cycles of SiH4/WF6 at 220°C. We examined two intermediate steps between the TiO2 and W
steps: “H2*” = 4% H2/Ar plasma for 300 s with 10 Watts power; and “HF” = 5 s dip in dilute 5%
HF solution. As shown in Figure 5.7a using H2* as the intermediate step (i.e. Si-H + TiO2 + H2*
+ W), ellipsometry showed Δ700nm = 167, whereas the HF dip (i.e. Si-H + TiO2 + HF + W) produced
Δ700nm = 161, indicating improved W growth with the HF treatment. Figure 5.7b shows XPS W
4d spectra for the samples prepared without intermediate treatment and with H2* and HF
intermediate treatment. The largest W signal is obtained using the HF intermediate treatment. The
surface composition of each sample obtained by XPS is given in Table 5.3, further showing the
HF step provides the most favorable W growth on Si-H after TiO2 ALD/ALE.
While the HF treatment promotes favorable W growth on the Si-H surface, it is also
expected to affect the deposited TiO2 surface. To better understand the effect of the intermediate
HF dipping treatment on the TiO2, we started with blanket Si-OH and Si-H substrates and treated
them both to the same TiO2 + HF + W treatments, producing net TiO2 growth on the Si-OH and
net W growth on the Si-H. After each process step, we measured the resulting thickness of TiO2
(on Si-OH substrate) and W (on the Si-H substrate), and results are shown in Figure 5.7c. Note
that W thickness is estimated by matching measured Δ700nm with published thickness vs. Δ700nm
relation.31 The TiO2 step produced ~11.5 nm of TiO2 on Si-OH. The HF dip etched ~ 2.1 nm of
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this TiO2. Then, the W sequence etched ~ 1 nm of TiO2, and simultaneously deposited ~ 5 nm of
W. On a similar sample without intermediate HF treatment, the W film thickness was ~2 nm after
10 SiH4/WF6 cycles.

Figure 5.6 XPS spectra collected from blanket Si-OH wafers after TiO2 deposition at 150°C
followed by SiH4/WF6 at 220°C. The TiO2 was done using 20 ALD/ALE supercycles, leading to
favorable TiO2 growth on the Si-OH. The SiH4/WF6 was performed for 15 cycles. (a) Ti 2p region
showing TiO2 with no signal for TiSi2, consistent with no reaction during the SiH4 dose step. (b)
W 4f spectra showing some WO3 present after SiH4/WF6 at 220°C. The thin residual WO3 layer
does not accumulate during SiH4/WF6 treatment, and can be removed by exposure to BCl3 (Table
5.5).16,29
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Figure 5.7 (a) Ellipsometry delta parameter (Δ) at λ = 700 nm on Si-H substrates after various
treatments: “Si-H” = starting Si-H surface prepared by treating Si-OH with 30 s dip in dilute (5%)
HF; “Si-H + W” = HF dip + W (i.e. no TiO2 ALD/ALE); “Si-H + TiO2 + W” = no intermediate
treatment between TiO2 and W; “Si-H + TiO2 + H* + W” = intermediate treatment with 4% H2/Ar
plasma for 300 s at 10 watts. “Si-H + TiO2 + HF + W” = intermediate treatment with 5 s dip in
dilute 5% HF. A smaller value for Δ corresponds to a thicker W film. The TiO2 treatment was 12
ALD/ALE supercycles at 150°C, and the W step was 10 cycles of SiH4/WF6 at 220°C. The 12
TiO2 ALD/ALE supercycles leads to minimal TiO2 on Si-H, but surface damage can influence
subsequent W nucleation and growth.13 After TiO2 deposition, the HF dip allowed the largest
amount of W growth on Si-H during the SiH4/WF6. (b) XPS W 4d spectra collected from the last
3 samples in (a). The largest W signal is observed for the sample treated with the intermediate HF
dip. (c) TiO2 and W thickness on Si-OH and Si-H substrates, respectively, after each step during
the TiO2 ALD/ALE + HF + W ALD sequence. The HF dip etched a small amount of TiO2, but the
TiO2 thickness was sufficient to enable sacrificial etching during W deposition.
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Table 5.3 XPS atomic concentration (%) data collected from Si-H substrates after TiO2 (= 12
supercycles of TiO2 ALD/ALE at 150 °C) and W (= 10 cycles of SiH4/WF6 at 220 °C). The effect
of two treatments, “H2*” and “HF”, between the TiO2 and W steps was tested. “H2*” = 4% H2/Ar
plasma for 300 s at 10 watts; and “HF” = 5 s dip in dilute 5% HF. The HF dip allowed the most
substantial growth of W.
XPS atomic concentration (at. %)
Surface

Ti 2p

W 4d

Si 2p

O 1s

F 1s

Cl 2p

B 1s

C 1s

Si-H + TiO2 + W

0

3.7

43.4

23.0

0.4

0

8.0

21.5

Si-H + TiO2 + H2* + W

0

2.6

41.7

24.6

1.3

0.2

6

23.6

Si-H + TiO2 + HF + W

0

18.5

20.9

39.6

0.1

0

0

21.0
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Table 5.4 Thickness of TiO2 or W measured by ellipsometry on blanket Si-H and Si-OH substrates
after TiO2 deposition at 150 °C followed by SiH4/WF6 at 220 °C. Between TiO2 and W steps, the
samples received a 5 s dip in dilute HF. The Si-H and Si-OH substrates were treated simultaneously
to each reaction. The TiO2 was done using 20 ALD/ALE supercycles at 150 °C, leading to ASD
of TiO2 predominantly on Si-OH. The SiH4/WF6 was performed for 15 cycles. A second pair of
substrates was also prepared with ASD TiO2, and those samples were treated with 20 SiH4/WF6
cycles. The W thickness is determined with ellipsometry using a correlation between delta value
and thickness.31

Treatment

Si-H substrate
Thickness
Coating
(nm)

Si-OH substrate
Thickness
Coating
(nm)

TiO2: 20 supercycles
@ 150°C

TiO2

1.9

TiO2

16.4

+ HF dip

--

0

TiO2

11.4

W

9.7

TiO2

10.3

W

12.6

TiO2

10.0

+ SiH4/WF6: 15
cycles
@ 220°C
+ SiH4/WF6: 20
cycles
@ 220°C

150

Table 5.5 Surface composition determined by XPS for Si-H and TiO2 after exposure to SiH4/WF6
at 220 °C and after exposing the same samples to 5 doses of BCl3 gas. Each BCl3 dose included 1
s BCl3 exposure and 45 s N2 purge. The TiO2 was deposited on Si-OH using 20 ALD/ALE
supercycles at 150 °C. Before the SiH4/WF6 treatment, the Si-H surface was also exposed to the
same TiO2 treatment of 20 ALD/ALE supercycles at 150 °C. Results show a large W signal on
Si-H due to W deposition, with some residual W on TiO2 due to residual WO3 vapor etching
intermediate. After BCl3 treatment, the WO3 signal is smaller, consistent with WO3 etching by
BCl3. The W surface on Si-H showed no B after the BCl3 treatment.
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Figure 5.8 TEM/STEM images of self-aligned nano-patterned W and TiO2 formed by
simultaneous deposition and etching, prepared using the same conditions as used for the images in
Figure 5.4: (a) bright field TEM; and (b) STEM images of W/TiO2 on Si-H/SiO2 nano-patterned
substrates; (c) and (d) high magnification view of two different regions from image (b).
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Chapter 6 Cobalt metal deposition using bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3-diazadienyl)cobalt and
formic acid with atomic layer deposition and chemical vapor deposition

6.1

Abstract

With the miniaturization of a transistor less than 10 nm, the size effects of tungsten and
copper metallization lead to substantial electrical loss owing to the electron scattering and larger
barrier/seed layer ratio compared to metal fill. Cobalt metal would address this challenge due to
its good conductivity and electromigration. This work illustrates cobalt metal deposition using
bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3-diazadienyl)cobalt (CoDAD) and formic acid with atomic layer
deposition (ALD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). To understand the basic growth
behavior, various process conditions such as precursor temperatures, dose and purge times are
investigated. The results indicate that the growth of CoDAD/F.A process is dominated by CVD
growth. Film composition measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) exhibits areaselective deposition of cobalt on metal films including copper and gold vs. hydrogen-terminated
silicon (Si-H) and titanium dioxide (TiO2). This work describes which factor is important to obtain
more consistent and reproducible results.

6.2

Introduction

As a miniaturization of an integrated circuit, the RC delay is a rate limiting step for circuit
delay. When the linewidths are less than 10 nm, circuit resistance substantially increases mainly
due to electron scattering.1 To overcome this challenge, Co metal capping and liners for Cu
interconnect are widely investigated on the back-end-of-the-line (BEOL) manufacturing
processes. 2-4 In addition to good conductivity, Co exhibits greater resistance to electromigration
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and lower diffusion into Si than Cu.5-7 Aside from BEOL applications, Co thin films have been
employed for various applications including CoSi2 conversion coatings,8 magneto-optic recording
media,9,10 and wear-resistant coatings.11
When it comes to general metal ALD processes, reduction reaction is frequently used to
obtain metal films from inorganic or metalorganic precursors. Depending on the chemical
properties and decomposition pathways of precursors, the combination of metal precursors and
reducing agents should be considered.12,13 For metal-organic CVD (MOCVD) processes, Co+0
precursor is preferable in terms of process simplicity and high purity film.14,15 Even though many
Co ALD processes are originated from conventional Co CVD processes, Co precursors with higher
oxidation state is necessary for step-growth processes: otherwise, the self-limiting reaction would
be difficult. Layer-by-layer growth takes advantages over CVD processes due to good step
coverage with precise thickness control. Various Co precursors with oxidation states ranging from
+1 to +2 containing carbonyl,16-19 cyclopentadienyl (Cp),18–20 and amidinate (AMD)21,22 have been
studied with different reducing agents such as H2, NH3, dimethylhydrazine (DMHz), t-butylamine,
diethylamine, and formic acid.
Among many Co metal ALD studies, there are few works focusing on ASD processes.
Chabal group reported Co metal ASD processes using (Bu-AllylCo(CO)3) and DMHz.23,24 Co thin
films were selectively grown on H-terminated Si surfaces (Si-H) relative to SiO2 surfaces (SiO2)
with the growth rate of 0.5 Å/cycle at 140 ℃. Selective Co growth was led by the surface reaction
energy differences between Co source and Si-H vs. SiO2. However, the detailed process
characteristics such as ALD temperature, selectivity window, and saturation behavior was not
reported.
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Co
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processes

using

bis(N-tert-butyl-N’-

ethylpropionamidinato) cobalt(II) (CoAMD) and H2.2,3 By using selective decomposition of
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CoAMD on Cu substrates, 3 nm of Co was predominantly deposited on Cu surface compared to
SiO2 and porous low-k carbon doped oxide (CDO) at 165 ℃. In order to obtain high selectivity,
surface passivation with trimethylchlorosilane and hexamethyldisilizane are required to deactivate
reactive sites on dielectric surface and the process shows slow growth rate of 0.03 Å/cycle.
Recently, Winter group found out Co metal ALD using bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3diazadienyl)cobalt (Co-DAD) and formic acid or t-butylamine.25-28 The growth rate was 0.95
Å/cycle between 170 and 180 ℃ ALD window temperature. Under this process, Co films were
selectively grown on noble metal substrates such as Ru, Cu, and Pt relative to Si substrate. The
substrate selectivity was attributed by the selective decomposition of formic acid on noble
metals.29, 30 Nonetheless, there was no convincing data to illustrate the relationship between the
role of formic acid and AS-ALD on noble metals and no in-depth ASD studies regarding selectivity
behavior and ALD processes were reported. The current work explores the understanding of ALD
Co film growth using Co-DAD and formic acid; specifically, the main goal is to clarify the
selective growth behavior of Co film and the primary role of formic acid on ASD processes. In
order to define the standard ALD growth conditions, Co-DAD and formic dose/purge time as well
as the source and chamber temperature are varied.

6.3

Experimental Section
6.3.1 Substrate preparation
Boron-doped Si (100) 6-10 Ω∙cm, 100 nm thermal SiO2 on Si, 50 nm Cu/TaN deposited

by PVD on Si, 80 nm Au deposited by thermal evaporation and 27 nm Pt /10 nm Ti deposited by
thermal evaporation on Si and 8 nm TiO2 deposited by ALD on Si were used for substrates. The
Si and SiO2 wafers were cleaned by piranha solution (H2O2/H2SO4 : 1:1 volume ratio) for 15 min,
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rinsed with deionized (DI) water, and stored in DI water. Prior to loading the samples, Si wafers
were dried with N2 gas. To prepare for hydrogen-terminated Si (Si-H), piranha-cleaned Si wafers
were dipped for 30 s in dilute hydrofluoric acid (HF, 5 vol%, Sigma-Aldrich), followed by DI
rinsing, and dried with N2 gas.

6.3.2 Reactor and Process Sequence
Co deposition was performed in a home-built tubular hot-walled isothermal viscous-flow
ALD reactor of 60 cm length and 4 cm diameter under constant temperature (140–200 ℃) using
PID controllers shown in Figure 6.1. High purity nitrogen (>99.999 %, Arc3 Gases) was used for
purge gas and purified using an inert gas filter (Gate-Keeper, Entegris). The base pressure of the
system (WALDO) was 20-30 mTorr and the working pressure was 1 Torr with a carrier gas flow
rate of 135 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm).
Bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3-diazadienyl)cobalt (Co-DAD, EMD Chemicals Inc.) and formic
acid(99.0%, Fisher Chemical) were used as received without further purification. It is reported that
Co-DAD sublimes at 115 ℃/0.05 Torr with ~ 95 % recovery, showing 50 mTorr vapor pressure
at 115 ℃ and melting point and decomposition temperature is 175 and 235 ℃, respectively.28 In
order to increase solid Co-DAD delivery to the chamber, the customized bubbler flow was
implemented for Co-DAD line. The Co-DAD source temperature was varied 90 - 150 ℃ based
on the sublimation and melting point of the Co-DAD. Due to the high vapor pressure of formic
acid (33 Torr at 20 ℃), formic acid was delivered at room temperature with direct flow over of N2
gas. All ALD processes were controlled by a custom LABVIEW program. Before the Co film
deposition, sample substrates were loaded into the rector for 30 min to reach the thermal
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equilibrium with the chamber. Various reactants dose/purge conditions of Co-DAD/N2/Formic
acid/N2 (1-60/60-240/0.1-1.0/60-240 s) were examined to understand the growth behavior.

Table 6.1 Basic chemical properties of precursors for Cobalt deposition.28
B.P.
(℃)

M.P.
(℃)

Sublimation

Vapor
pressure

Decomp.
Temp.

Co-DAD
[Bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3diazabutadienyl)cobalt(II))]

-

175

115 ℃
@ 50
mTorr

2.48~5.13
Torr
@ 115 ℃

235 ℃

Formic acid

101

8

-

33 Torr
@ 20 ℃

-

Chemical

Structure
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Figure 6.1 (a) A reactor scheme and (b) photographic images of the reactor.
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6.3.3 Characterization Methods
In order to evaluate the film growth rate, mass change was monitored by in-situ quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM). 6 MHz gold-coated crystal sensor (Inficon) was installed on a QCM
probe body (Kurt Lesker) and loaded into the reactor at the reaction temperature under a steady N2
flow at least 120 min for stabilization. To prevent deposition on the electrical contact, back-side
N2 purge was used, corresponding to ~250 mTorr pressure increase with 42.5 sccm of N2 flow.
Co film thickness and morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, FEI Verios 460L). Chemical composition was evaluated by ex-situ X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra) with Al-Kalpa (1486.6 eV) gun. Survey scans
and high-resolution scans for each component were collected. Peak calibration was conducted by
using the adventitious C 1s peak to 285.0 eV. For the peaks showing weak C 1s peak, O 1s peak
to 531.0 eV was used for the calibration. The sheet resistance (Rs, Ω/□) of the film was measured
with a four-point-probe (RM 3-AR, Jandell) with 1 mm probe spacing (s = 1 mm). The sample
size was ~ 2 cm x 2 cm (d = 2 cm) and the correction factor of 4.5324 with V/I was used to calculate
the sheet resistance. For more accurate correction factor, the relationship between the film
thickness (t), s, and d should be considered.

6.4

Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Basic Growth Behavior

Table 6.1 shows the basic properties of CoDAD and formic acid (F.A). While the F.A. has
high vapor pressure (33 Torr at 20 ℃), the solid CoDAD requires high temperature (~100 ℃) to
be delivered. In principle, heating temperature of the precursor can increase near its decomposition
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temperature, but there are two factors to consider when heating the precursor at higher
temperatures: i) Precursor will be decomposed faster at higher temperatures even if the temperature
is below its decomposition temperature, and ii) The ALD diaphragm valve can’t go above 120 ℃
(low temp) and 200 ℃ (high temp), respectively. In this regard, the precursor temperature can’t
go above 200 ℃.
To test the CoDAD dosing behavior, the pressure change during DAD dose was measured
with different heating temperatures (90 – 130 ℃). Figure 6.2 shows 10 cycles of DAD/N2/F.A/N2
= (30/60/0.1/60 s) where DAD was heated at 123 ℃. ~10 mTorr and ~30 mTorr of pressure
increase are observed during DAD and F.A doses, respectively. For F.A dose, the needle throttle
valve was used to adjust the precursor dosing. DAD pressure change is constant regardless of
temperature change.
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Figure 6.2 Pressure profile during 10 cycles of CoDAD/N2/Formic acid/N2 = 30/60/0.1/60 s.

After checking the pressure increase of CoDAD and F.A, QCM analysis was used to study
the relationship between the growth rate and operation conditions including working pressure,
temperatures, precursor exposure times, and purge times. Figure 6.3 exhibits mass change by
QCM using CoDAD(heated at 100 ℃)/N2/F.A/N2 = 10/60/0.1/60 s for 50 cycles at 180 ℃. The
mass change linearly increases with number of deposition cycles as shown in Figure 6.3a. Figure
6.3b indicates a magnified view of the mass uptake during single cycle. During the CoDAD dose,
the mass rapidly increases, whereas the mass slightly decreases during the F.A dose. To clearly
see the net mass uptake per each dose, MATLAB was used to calculate the net mass change as
shown in Figure 6.3c. By using the bulk cobalt density of 8.9 g/cm3 and the average net mass
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change per one ALD cycle (49.23 ng/cm2) shown in Eq. 2.5, the estimated growth rate from the
QCM results is 0.55 Å/cycle.
Since the dose time of CoDAD (more than 10 s) is relatively longer than the general ALD
dose conditions (less than 1 s), different purge conditions were investigated. Figure 6.4 illustrates
the mass uptake during 10 s of CoDAD dose followed by different purge times for 50 cycles.
Obviously, combing the standard N2 purge step with the pump step where only the gate valve is
open without the N2 flow shows more consistent net mass change even if the total purge time is
the same of 60 s (Figure 6.4a vs. b). Longer pump/purge steps in Figure 6.4c indicates more
consistent results. This would a good way how to enhance the purge efficiency.
Longer purge times for the F.A (240 vs. 60 s in Figure 6.5) shows higher growth rate. No
such trend is observed on the longer purge time for the CoDAD (240 vs. 60 s), showing no obvious
change for the growth rate. This might be due to the fact that the rate limiting step of this reaction
is the F.A, thereby longer F.A purge time giving more reaction time to increase its growth rate.
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Figure 6.3 QCM analysis during CoDAD(heated at 100 ℃)/N2/F.A/N2 = 10/60/0.1/60 s for 50
cycles at 180 ℃ and (b) an enlarged view of (a) showing large mass uptake during Co-DAD and
slight mass decrease during formic acid dose, and (c) the net mass change per each cycle. A blue
square shows the net mass change during CoDAD dose, a green triangle show the net mass change
during F.A dose, and a red plus indicates the sum of CoDAD and F.A during single cycle.
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Figure 6.4 Purge effects on the QCM mass change.

Figure 6.5 Formic acid purge effects on the QCM mass change.

Based on this condition, saturation behavior as a function of CoDAD dose time was
studied. Figure 6.6a indicates that Co film growth rate at 180 ℃ linearly increases with CoDAD
dose times, suggesting the CVD growth behavior rather than the ALD growth. As a comparison,
a saturation study from a different group using CoDAD is shown; the obtained results are
significantly dominated by the CVD growth behavior. The CVD growth behavior can be attributed
to three factors: (i) the CoDAD precursor is highly sensitive to the moisture/O2, illustrating the
precursor is prone to be degraded during the precursor transfer/storage in the glovebox, (ii) the
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unstable CoDAD precursor is readily self-decomposed. The decomposition rate can be faster at
the heating temperature (100-150 ℃) although these temperatures are even lower than its reported
decomposition temperature (235 ℃), and (iii) different reactor configurations. While the previous
study was performed on the commercial reactor (Picosun R-75BE ALD reactor) operated at 6-9
Torr with CoDAD/N2/F.A/N2 = 5/10/0.2/10 s with the precursor booster to increase the delivery
of the solid precursor, the current study was carried out on the home-built reactor operated at 1
Torr with CoDAD/N2/F.A/N2 = 10-60/60/0.1/60 s with the bubbler setup.
In order to understand the CVD growth behavior in detail, chamber temperature
dependence of film growth rate was investigated in Figure 6.6b. Three different processes were
compared: (i) sequential dose of Co-DAD/Formic acid, (ii) only Co-DAD dose, and (iii) previous
study25-27. While the previous study shows ALD window between 160 – 180 ℃, the obtained
results for case (i) and (ii) indicate no plateau, verifying CVD growth behavior. At lower chamber
temperature (140 ℃), case (i) shows some ALD growth behavior, but the CVD growth is still
dominant.
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Figure 6.6 (a) Co film growth rate as a function of Co-DAD dose time at 180 ℃. While the
previous study exhibits saturation curve with a growth rate of 0.2 Å/s, the obtained results from
QCM analysis shows CVD growth behavior with lower growth rate (0.05 Å/s). (b) Co film growth
rate as a function of chamber temperature comparing CoDAD/Formic acid, CoDAD only and,
previous study (Kerrigan et al.)25-27. Film growth rate was based on QCM results and Co density.

Table 6.2 Process condition comparison using CoDAD precursors for Co deposition.

Source
Temp. (℃)

Chamber
Temp. (℃)

CoDAD
dose/purge

F.A.
dose/purge

Working P.

GPC
(Å/cycle )

Kerrigan26-28

130

170-180

5s/10s

0.2s/10s

6-9 Torr

0.95

Current
Recipe

120

180

10, 30, 60,
90s/60s

0.1s/60s

0.5-1.0
Torr

0.55 ~ 5.13

6.4.2 Cobalt ASD and film quality
Despite the CVD growth behavior, Co substrate selectivity was studied on Cu, Au, Pt, SiH, and TiO2 substrates. To remove the surface contamination, the metal samples were sonicated
in acetone and IPA for 10 min followed by DI water rinsing. The detailed sample information was
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described in section 6.3.1. After Co deposition, the surface color of Cu and Au substrates clearly
changes to gray color while no substantial change is observed on Si-H and TiO2 substrates in Table
6.3, implying Co ASD on metal substrates.
To quantitively characterize the Co selectivity, high resolution scan of Co 2p peak by XPS
was measured after 600 cycles of CoDAD/N2/F.A/N2 = 20/60/0.1/60 s at 180 ℃. Figure 6.7.
shows that Co is selectively deposited on Cu and Au relevant to Si-H and TiO2 surface. This result
is corresponding to the previous study showing Co ASD on noble metals compared to Si
substrates.25,26 Co ASD can be explained by the catalytic reaction on metals, decomposing the
formic acid and reducing the CoDAD precursor. 29, 30 Table 6.4 shows the elemental composition
of all samples in Figure 6.7. Strong O 1s and C 1s peaks are observed due to exposure to the air
between deposition and XPS analysis. While high Co 2p ratio (23 % on Cu and 20 % on Au) is
measured on Cu and Au substrates, low Co signal (3% on TiO2 2 % on Si-H) is detected on TiO2
and Si-H. Instead, high substrate signals (47 % of Si 2p on Si-H and 21 % of Ti 2p on TiO2) are
measured, consistent with Co 2p results.
Figure 6.8 shows cross-sectional results of bare Cu and Co on Cu after 600 cycles of
CoDAD/N2/Formic acid/N2 = 20/60/0.1/60 s (“CoDAD/F.A”) and 600 cycles of CoDAD/N2 =
20/60 s (“Only CoDAD”) at 180 ℃. Note that the sample denoted as “CoDAD/F.A” is the same
sample measured for XPS in Figure 6.7 and 6.9a. Compared to bare Cu substrates, ~160 nm of
Co films is observed on Cu substrates for both CoDAD/F.A and only CoDAD conditions. This
indicates that both conditions exhibit similar growth rate (~2.7 Å/cycle), which is twice higher
growth rate than QCM results in Figure 6.6 (~1.2 Å/cycle, estimated from Co-DAD dose(20 s)
and CVD growth rate (0.06 Å/s). This discrepancy can be explained by the extent of the CoDAD
degradation. The amount of CoDAD delivery is dependent on the degree of CoDAD self-
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decomposition, thereby resulting in inconsistent growth rate. The growth rate of CoDAD/F.A and
only CoDAD is the same, showing the similar trend in Figure 6.6. It is worthy to note that the
surface of bare Cu films exhibits columnar structure (20-50 nm) and this feature is randomly
observed on copper surface. This can be associated with the copper oxide, which can be effectively
removed by diluted phosphonic acid. With this regard, the surface roughness of bare Cu substrate
(RMS = 7.6 nm) is rougher than Co on Cu (RMS = 4.5 and 1.5 nm, for CoDAD/F.A and only
CoDAD, respectively).
Since Co films are easily oxidized, it is difficult to evaluate the quality of metal film by
merely characterizing the surface where the adventitious carbon and oxygen exist. To study the
actual film quality, the Ar sputtering was used for the XPS depth profile. Figure 6.9a shows the
XPS depth profile of Co 2p on Cu substrates with different etch times. Before the etching, the Co
2p shows broad peak, implying a large oxide composition, whereas after 60 and 120 s etching,
sharp and asymmetric Co metal peak appears. This illustrates that the surface contains a lot of
carbon and oxygen, and the depth profile is important to characterize the film quality. Given that
the growth rates of Co films by CoDAD/F.A and only CoDAD are similar in Figure 6.6 and 6.8,
Co on Cu by using only CoDAD was also measured by the depth profile. Interestingly, even though
the composition ratio on the surface shows no big difference between CoDAD/F.A samples, no
clear metal Co peak appears on only CoDAD samples after etching 60 and 120 s. This implies that
the reaction from the self-decomposition can’t fully remove the carbon ligands, leading to large
carbon and oxygen residue. Specifically, 33 at% of oxygen is observed even after 120 s etching (6
% by CoDAD/F.A). This result indicates that the reducing agent would be critical to obtain more
pure Co metal.
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Table 6.3 Photographic images of surface color change and sheet resistance before/after Co
deposition on various substrates.

Substrate

Cu

Cu

80 nm Au
/Si

27 nm Pt/
10 nmTi/Si

8 nm TiO2

Pre-cleaning

SCa → ROb

SC

SC

SC

-

Piranha →
HF

0.272 →
0.304

0.272 →
0.277

535.7 →
1129

21270 →
3640

∞→
∞

∞→
∞

/Si

Si-H

Before Dep.

After Dep.

Sheet Resistance
(mΩ/□)
(Before → After)
a

SC stands for solvent clean : 10 min sonication in acetone → 10 min sonication in IPA → DI

water rinsing
b

RO stands for oxide removal : 30 s dipping in 30 wt% H3PO4 in H2O → DI water rinsing
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Figure 6.7 High resolution XPS scans on different substrates (Cu, Au, Si-H, and TiO2) after 600
cycles of CoDAD/N2/Formic acid/N2 = 20/60/0.1/60 s at 180 ℃.
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Figure 6.8 Cross-sectional SEM images of (a) bare Cu, Co on Cu substrates after (b) 600 cycles
of CoDAD/N2/Formic acid/N2 = 20/60/0.1/60 s and (c) 600 cycles of CoDAD/N2 = 20/60 s (Only
DAD) at 180 ℃. (d) AFM images of bare Cu with 2D, 3D and linescan results showing 20-60 nm
columnar features on bare Cu substrates.
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Table 6.4 Elemental composition from XPS analysis in Figure 6.7. Values are given in atomic %.

Substrate

Co 2p

C 1s

O 1s

Cu 2p

Au 4f

Si 2p

Ti 2p

On Cu

23.26

22.66

54.08

0

-

-

-

On Au

19.78

30.63

49.15

-

0.44

-

-

On Si-H

3.3

18.15

31.64

-

-

46.93

-

On TiO2

2.54

20.85

52.98

-

-

2.77

20.85
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Figure 6.9 High resolution XPS depth profile scans on different substrates on Cu after (a) 600
cycles of CoDAD/N2/Formic acid/N2 = 20/60/0.1/60 s and (b) 600 cycles of CoDAD/N2 = 20/60
s (Only DAD) at 180 ℃. Note that the result of etch 0 s on panel a is the same result on Cu in
Figure 6.7. Etch was performed by Ar sputtering.
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Table 6.5 Elemental composition from XPS analysis in Figure 6.9. Values are given in atomic %.

Substrate

CoDAD/F.A on Cu

Only CoDAD on Cu

Etch (s)

Co 2p

C 1s

O 1s

Cu 2p

0

23.26

22.66

54.08

0

60

70.69

20.39

8.92

0

120

67.84

13.16

6.12

12.87

0

21.98

22.59

53.39

2.03

60

52.41

0.13

45.57

1.89

120

60.06

5.85

32.83

1.25
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6.6

Summary

In summary, this work showed cobalt metal deposition using bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3diazadienyl)cobalt (CoDAD) and formic acid (F.A). Various process conditions including
precursor temperatures, purge and dose times were studied to understand the fundamental film
growth behavior. Results indicated that the purge efficiency can be improved by combining the
pump-down step and the higher growth rate was observed for longer purge time of F.A step. The
relationship between the chamber temperature and the film growth rate showed that the growth
rate of CoDAD/F.A is dependent on the amount of CoDAD dose, indicating the CVD growth.
CVD growth behavior is due to the instability and degradation of the precursor or different reactor
geometry. To minimize the CVD growth component, lower deposition temperature would be
preferred. CVD driven Co-DAD process exhibited substrate selectivity on metal substrate (Cu and
Au) vs. Si-H and TiO2. Cobalt films can be deposited without reducing agent. However, the XPS
depth profile showed that the deposited film without the reducing agent contains a lot of oxygen,
illustrating the reducing agent is necessary to obtain more pure Co films. This work gives an
important lesson how to achieve more consistent and reproducible ALD processes: a detailed small
parameter can be a critical factor, leading to unexpected results. Often, it could be precursor and
reactor configuration itself other than the process variation.
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Chapter 7 Tungsten metal deposition with atomic layer deposition/atomic layer etching to
achieve area-selective deposition
7.1

Abstract

Area-selective deposition (ASD) becomes essential for further development of sub-5 nm
semiconductor fabrication. For more complex nanoscale patterning, new approaches have been
addressed to improve better ASD. Herein, ASD of atomic layer deposition (ALD) and atomic layer
etching (ALE) is integrated to achieve ASD of tungsten (W) on hydrogen-terminated silicon (SiH) vs. hydroxyl silicon (Si-OH) at 275 ℃. Using WF6/SiH4 for ALD and O2/WF6 for ALE, various
ALD/ALE “supercycles” are studied with spectroscopic ellipsometry, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, scan electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy. While unwanted nuclei can
be effectively removed on non-growth surface (Si-OH) with the supercycles, W growth is impeded
on the growth surface (Si-H) after ALE process. This work highlights that understanding of the
etching effect on the subsequent growth is critical to obtain reproducible ASD using ALD/ALE
supercycles.

7.2

Introduction

Tungsten (W) has been used for the interconnect metallization in the semiconductor
fabrication due to its high conductivity (~ 5.28 µΩ∙cm)1, good electromigration durability (melting
point of 3380 ℃)2, robustness against the contamination, wet cleans, and mechanical stress.3
Although the resistivity of tungsten is slightly higher than copper and aluminum, these other
advantages enable tungsten processes to be applied for middle-of-the-line (MOL) contacts and vias
for microelectronic devices.14 Since tungsten deposition is generally based on the strong reduction
reaction between tungsten hexafluoride (WF6) and a reducing agent such as silane (SiH4)4-7,
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diborane (B2H6)8, and hydrogen (H2)9, titanium nitride (TiN) are required to prevent the fluorine
diffusion from WF6 to silicon (source and drain). TiN is also important to minimize the oxidation
of titanium (Ti) seed layer which is essential to enhance the film adhesion on silicide by forming
TiSi.10 In general, tungsten process is processed in two steps: i) conformal and thin W layer with
WF6 and SiH4 on TiN/Ti barrier layers, and ii) bulk W deposition using WF6 and H2.15 As the node
size of the transistor becomes less than 10 nm, the size effect of W-based metallization (W with
barrier layers) significantly increases the resistivity resulting from the electron scattering11 and
larger barrier portion relative to metal fill. The current research trend focuses on developing
barrier-less metallization using different metals (cobalt12, ruthenium13, and molybdenum14) to
reduce the electrical loss and maintain electromigration reliability at the smaller node system.
For the continued scaling of the semiconductor feature size, new capabilities are required
in nanoscale patterning to precisely control film purity, uniformity, dimension, and complex
structure.15,16 The current chip structure is dependent on photolithography where the pattern
resolution is limited to the wavelength of the light source (193 nm ArF). Although extremeultraviolet lithography (EUV) with 13.5 nm has been employed to address some challenges,
inherent alignment problems, namely stochastic effects, and substantial cost seems to be
subtantial.17 Bottom-up area-selective deposition (ASD) can bypass the limitation of the physical
feature alignment by controlling the surface chemical reaction.15,16 Inherently self-aligned ASD
can offer precise pattern placement even less than 5 nm feature size.
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is one of the most important techniques for ASD
fabrication. Based on self-limiting reactions and chemical specificity, a thin film layer can be
deposited on desired-growth surface, whereas the film nucleation is initially impeded on nongrowth surface.5,18 However, extended ALD runs will generate nuclei on non-growth surface,
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leading to selectivity loss. To enhance the inherent ASD, additional processes are generally
implemented such as surface pretreatment, surface passivation with an organic inhibitor,19-23 and
surface etching.24-26 Many efforts have been demonstrated to integrate ALD and the etching
reaction to remove unwanted nuclei on the non-growth surface. Etching can be processed with wet
etch, plasma-based reaction, chemical vapor etching (CVE), and atomic layer etching (ALE).
Among various etching methods, ALE offers precise etch control due to its self-limiting reaction.
Previously, our group studied TiO2 ASD by combing ALD (TiCl4/H2O) and ALE (WF6/BCl3) at
150–190 ℃.24,25,27 As shown in Figure 7.1, inherent TiO2 ASD on blanket Si-OH vs. Si-H is 1.2
nm, whereas the supercycle of ALD/ALE exhibits much better ASD of 12 nm.24 TiO2 ASD can be
further improved by carefully controlling the H2O dosing times, yielding 32 nm ASD.25
Compared to TiO2 ASD, W shows opposite ASD where the growth surface is Si-H rather
than Si-OH. The W ALD is based on fluorosilane elimination chemistry where SiH 4(g) reduces
WF6(g) to W0(s), producing SiF4(g) and H2(g).5,6 The ALD half-reactions are given as

(W – Si – Hx)* + WF6(g) → (W – W – FyHz)* + SiH4(g) + H2(g)
(W – FyHz)* + SiH4(g) → (W – Si – FaHx)* + SiF4(g) + H2(g)

where the asterisk (*) indicates adsorbed surface species. It is widely known that the reduction of
WF6 on Si-H is thermodynamically favorable, leading to fast nucleation. Therefore, WF6/SiH4
ALD is utilized as a W nucleation process to improve the film coverage on complex features.4 On
the contrary, the reduction reaction on Si-OH is much slower than Si-H. By using the nucleation
rate difference between Si-H and Si-OH, previous study obtained ~6 nm W ASD.5 In addition, W
film can be thermally etched by O2/WF6.7 Figure 7.2 shows the ALE of W films at various
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temperatures. Using the W density of 19.3 g/cm3, the estimated etching rate is -3 Å/cycle and -6
Å /cycle at 275 and 300 ℃, respectively. In this work, W ASD is studied by combing ALD and
ALE to further improve the W selectivity. Varied ALD/ALE conditions are performed to
understand the etching effect on a subsequent W ALD process.

Figure 7.1 (a) Scheme of the integrated ALD/ALE supercycle (3 cycles) sequence, (b) TiO2
thickness as a function of ALD cycle at 170 ℃ on Si-H and Si-OH. (c) TiO2 thickness as a function
of ALD/ALE supercycle at 170 ℃ on Si-H and Si-OH. Thickness measured by spectroscopy
ellipsometry. Figure reproduced from ref.24
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Figure 7.2 (a) Quartz crystal microbalance of W ALD (WF6/SiH4) followed by W ALE using O2
and WF6 at various temperatures (220~300 ℃). (b) An expansion of panel (a) showing mass
change vs. process time using (2 x O2)/(3 x WF6). Figure reproduced from ref.7

7.3

Experimental Section
7.3.1 Substrate Surface Preparation and Deposition Reactants

Silicon (boron-doped Si (100), 6–10 Ω·cm, WRS Materials) and silicon dioxide (SiO2, 100
nm of thermally grown SiO2 on boron-doped Si (100), WRS Materials) were cut into ∼1 cm × 1
cm coupons. Before deposition, all silicon, SiO2, and patterned wafers were cleaned in a hot
piranha bath (1:1 = H2SO4/H2O2 by volume ratio) for 30 min, rinsed with deionized (DI) water,
and dried with N2, forming surface silicon hydroxide. To form hydrogen-terminated silicon (SiH), silicon and patterned wafers were dipped into 5% hydrogen fluoride (HF) aqueous solution for
30 s, rinsed with DI water for 30 s, and dried with N2. To minimize surface oxidation and
contamination, the HF treatment was conducted immediately before use.
Tungsten hexafluoride (WF6, 99.99%, Galaxy Chemical), 2% silane (SiH4, 2% diluted with
Ar, Airgas), and oxygen (O2, 99.999%, Arc3 Gases) were used as received without further
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purification. Argon gas (Ar, 99.999%, Airgas) purified with an inert gas filter (Gatekeeper,
Entegris) was used as a reactant carrier and purge gas. Upon SiH4, WF6, and O2 doses, the pressure
increased by ~3.5 Torr, ~0.23 Torr, and ~0.9 Torr, respectively.

7.3.2 Reactor Design and Reactor Sequence
Tungsten deposition was performed in a home-built, isothermal, and viscous-flow ALD
reactor described previously.5-7 The reaction chamber was a stainless steel cylinder with ∼10 cm
inner diameter and ∼60 cm length. The sample deposition zone was defined by the substrate holder
with ∼30 cm long and ∼6 cm wide, placed approximately in the middle of the reaction chamber.
The reactor was heated resistively using PID controllers, and the temperature was set at 100 – 300
°C. The chamber was pumped by a rotary vane pump (Adixen 2021I, 21 m 3/h) filled with
fluorocarbon oil. The inlet of the rotary pump was filtered through activated charcoal and sodasorb
filters (Mass-Vac Inc.). The working pressure with an Ar flow rate of 210 standard cubic
centimeters per minute (sccm) was ∼1.5 Torr. Ar and reactant flow were controlled by computercontrolled pneumatic diaphragm valves.
Prior to loading substrates into the reactor, the chamber was conditioned with 25 cycles of
Al2O3 ALD using trimethylaluminum (TMA, 98%, Strem Chemicals) and DI H2O. The Al2O3
ALD sequence followed TMA/Ar/H2O/Ar = 0.1/45/0.1/45 s. Without the wall conditioning,
inconsistent W deposition was observed due to the increased SiH4 reaction with the wall.5
After reactor wall conditioning, substrates were loaded into the reactor and exposed to Ar
flow for 30 min to reach thermal equilibrium with the reactor walls. A cycle of W ALD sequence
followed: SiH4/Ar/WF6/Ar = 45/45/1/60 s. A cycle of W ALE sequence followed:
(O2/Ar)/5x(WF6/Ar) = (45/45)/5x(1/45) s.
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7.3.3 Sample Characterization
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was measured to understand the reaction behavior
during W ALD and ALE. A QCM probe body (Kurt Lesker) with a 6 MHz gold-coated crystal
sensor (Inficon) was loaded into the reactor and allowed to stabilize at the reactor temperature.
The resonant frequency of the crystal was recorded with a control box (STM-160, Inficon) through
a home-designed LabVIEW program and converted to mass change (ng/cm2) with the Sauerbrey
equation.28 40 sccm of Ar backpurge was used to prevent deposition in the electrical contact
regions. W thickness was characterzied by ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE, α-SE
ellipsometer, J.A. Woollam) with an incidence angle of 70 ° and a spectral range of 300 – 900 nm.
To build the SE model fit, multiple oscillators were used to fit the measured data. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, FEI Verios 460L) operated at 2–30 kV with 0.7 nm resolution was used to
analyze the surface morphology after W ALD and ALE. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS,
Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra) with an Al Kα (1486.6 eV) gun was used to analyze the chemical
composition of the films. Peak positions were calibrated by referencing either the adventitious C
1s peak to 285.0 eV or O 1s peak to 531.0 eV (if the C 1s peak is invisible).
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7.5

Results and Discussion

Figure 7.3 shows W film thickness as a function of ALD cycles using SiH4/Ar/WF6/Ar =
45/45/1/60 s at 220 and 275 ℃. Based on the previous study (Berc e. al.)6, the ALD temperature
window was between 200 and 300 with ~6.0 Å/cycle, whereas the observed growth rates at 220
and 275 ℃ are substantially different. While the growth rate at 220 ℃ is similar with the previous
study, the growth rate at 275 ℃ is greatly faster for 15 cycles of W ALD. Given that W ALD
shows soft-saturation behavior, the larger precursor doses may have a large impact on the growth
rate. Careful SiH4 and WF6 doses would be necessary to maintain the ALD window at higher
temperatures. Data set at 220 and 275 ℃ (red and green in Figure 7.3) was averaged from at least
three different runs to confirm the process reproducibility. Large deviations are often observed,
and it is mostly associated with the poor wall conditioning. More careful wall conditions with
longer W deposition of 50 cycles and Al2O3 deposition of 200-400 cycles would be helpful to
enhance the reproducibility of W ALD process. Since the SE model fit of metal films is challenging
due to the light absorption of the metals, it is important to confirm the data’s accuracy. Table 7.1
shows the W thickness measured by SE is consistent with the cross-section TEM results.
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Figure 7.3 W film thickness on Si-H surfaces as a function of ALD cycle with various temperature.
Thickness was measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Data at 220 and 275 ℃ were averaged
from at least three different runs. The results are compared with the previously reported result.6

Table 7.1 W thickness on Si-H measured by SE and TEM at 220 ℃.

W cycle

W thickness by SE (nm)

W thickness by TEM (nm)

15 cycle

6.7

6.1

20 cycle

9.8

10.0
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W ALD was integrated with W ALE process to remove unwanted W nuclei on non-growth
surface (Si-H). During the ALE process, W would be etched on both Si-OH and Si-H surfaces, but
the inherent selectivity window enables to achieve selective W growth on Si-H while suppressing
the nucleation on Si-OH surfaces. To observe the film evolution with ALD/ALE supercycles, SEM
were measured with various ALD and ALE conditions. Figure 7.4 shows the surface morphology
of W nuclei on Si-OH. On Si-OH surfaces, W nuclei starts to appear after 15 cycles. Unwanted W
nuclei can be effectively removed on Si-OH surfaces by repeating ALD and ALE processes.
Figure 7.4d-f shows that W nuclei is etched on Si-OH with different supercycle conditions.

Figure 7.4 Top-down SEM images of various W ALD/ALE processes on Si-OH at 275 ℃. All
scales are the same. Unwanted W nuclei is observed after 15 W ALD and the W nuclei can be
clearly removed with W ALE processes.

W morphology on Si-H surfaces was also measured by top-down SEM. To evaluate the
surface roughness, root mean square (RMS) was measured by AFM shown in Figure 7.5.
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Compared to W nucleation on Si-OH in Figure 7.4a-c, W nuclei is densely distributed on Si-H in
Figure 7.5b, c, confirming the inherent W ASD. After the first supercycle (10 cycles of W ALD
followed by 10 cycles of W ALE), no noticeable morphology change is observed, but after 2 and
3 supercycles, the surfaces dramatically change in Figure 7.5e-f, implying that the deposited films
would differ from the W metal. Nonetheless, there is no significant change of the surface roughness
with different supercycle conditions.

Figure 7.5 Top-down SEM images of various W ALD/ALE processes on Si-H at 275 ℃. All
scales are the same. RMS values are the average of three different measurements measured by
AFM. With increasing the supercycle, the surface morphology on Si-H gradually changes, whereas
no significant change is observed on the surface roughness.

To fully investigate the chemical composition with different supercycles, high resolution
XPS was measured in Figure 7.6. The observed W 4f peak contains W-O peak due to the native
oxidation of the W films. Table 7.2 summarizes the detailed conditions for the supercycles. Based
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on the growth and etching rate, the expected supercyle growth of 10 x ALD / 10 x ALE would be
2~7 nm/supercycle. However, SE data shows that 4.9, 3.4, 3.4, 3.6 nm after 10 W ALD, N = 1
(10W ALD → 10W ALE), N = 2, and N =3, respectively. This might due to the etching effect on
the W film surface, thus changing the light reflection for the SE measurement. High resolution
XPS analysis of O 1s and W 4f in Table 7.3 shows that W atomic composition ratio is almost the
same for 10 W ALD, N = 1 and N = 2. However, W ratio dramatically decreases after N = 3,
whereas Si 2p intensity significantly increases, indicating that most of W films are removed.
Considering O-W peak (530.9 eV)29-31 and O-Si peak (532.3 eV)32 on O 1s peak, silicon oxide or
hydroxyl silicon surface appears as tungsten oxide is removed after N = 3. This result indicates
that the SE fit is inaccurate to estimate W thickness after W ALE processes.

Table 7.2 W ALD and ALE supercycle conditions.

W ALD

W ALE

Sequence

SiH4/Ar/WF6/Ar

O2/Ar/5 x (WF6/Ar)

Time

45/45/1/60 s

45/45/1/45 s

GPC

5~10 Å/cycle*

~-3 Å/cycle16

Combination

Chamber Temp.

275 ℃

1 supercycle : [10 x (ALD) + 10 x (ALE)]
Supercycle N : 1, 2, 3

* Thickness from 10 cycles of W ALD in Figure 7.3
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Figure 7.6 High resolution XPS scans of (a) O 1s and (b) W 4f on Si-H at 275 ℃ after 10 W ALD,
1 supercycle (N = 1, 10 W ALD → 10 W ALE), N = 2, and N = 3.
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Table 7.3 Elemental composition from XPS analysis. Values are given in atomic %.

C 1s

O 1s

F 1s

W 4f

Si 2p

10 W ALD

21.06

52.44

1.54

17.74

7.22

N=1
(10 W -10 ALE)

18.92

54.36

1.25

21.78

3.7

N=2
2 x (10 W- 10 ALE)

23.08

53.22

0

20.15

3.55

N=3
3 x (10W -10 ALE)

13.52

49.38

2.42

1.71

32.97

In an ideal scenario, after ALE process, ALD growth behavior should be the same as it is
on the pristine surface. However, the current result indicates that ALE process has a significant
impact on the subsequent W ALD growth. This might be attributed to the wall effect, resulted from
the prolonged WF6 doses during ALD and ALE processes. Large WF6 residue on the wall can
capture the following SiH4 doses, retarding the W growth on the substrate. To validate this
hypothesis, H2O cleaning was employed to remove WF6, forming WO3. To fully clean off WF6, 5
subdoses of (H2O/Ar = 0.1/45 s) were pre-dosed prior to O2 doses on the ALE step. Figure 7.7
shows the mass uptake during 3 supercycles of 15 x ALD/10 x ALE (red) and 4 supercycles of 15
x ALD/10 x ALE with H2O predose (blue). After W ALD, mass decreases during the ALE process.
For the reference condition (red), the net mass increase of each supercyle is indicated by the green
dash line, whereas the black dash line is drawn for the H2O treatment process (blue). While
inconsistent mass increase is observed for the reference condition, more consistent net mass
change is measured with the H2O treatment. This illustrates that the wall conditioning is critical to
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improve the reproduciblity of W supercycles. Other than the wall effect, there would be other
factors to affect the W growth behavior after ALE process. More thorough surface analysis would
be needed to fully understand the ALE effect on the W surface.

Figure 7.7 QCM mass change of 3 supercycles of W ALD/ALE (red) and 4 supercycles of W
ALD/ALE (blue) where 5 cycles of H2O were sequentially dosed before O2 dose.
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7.7

Summary

This work described the integration of W ALD (WF6/SiH4) and ALE (O2/WF6) to improve
W ASD. During the W ALD process, W growth rate was greatly dependent on the wall condition:
poor wall condition led to unexpected growth rate. Results showed that unwanted W nuclei can be
removed on non-growth surface (Si-OH), whereas the repeated ALE process has a great impact on
the growth surface (Si-H), impeding the W growth. After 3 supercycle of ALD/ALE, W peak by
XPS substantially decreased and the surface morphology by SEM changed compared to simple W
ALD on Si-H surfaces. The unexpected W growth after ALE process might be due to the wall
effect from the prolonged WF6 exposure. H2O treatment was implemented prior to O2 doses,
indicating more consistent W ALD growth after the ALE. This finding illustrates that it is critical
to carefully understand the surface conditions for combining ALD and ALE processes. Although
the etching process shows reliable results, the subtle change by the etching chemistry can
significantly affect the following ALD process. Understanding the ALE effect on the surface will
be a critical step to achieve W ASD by ALD/ALE supercycle.
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Appendix A. Co-Authored Publications
A.1 Effect of reactant dosing on selectivity during area-selective deposition of TiO2 via integrated
atomic layer deposition and atomic layer etching.

Holger Saare, Seung Keun Song, Jung-Sik Kim, and Gregory N. Parsons
J. Appl. Phys. 2020, 128, 105302

A key hallmark of atomic layer deposition (ALD) is that it proceeds via self-limiting reactions.
For a good ALD process, long reactant exposure times beyond that required for saturation on
planar substrates can be useful, for example, to achieve conformal growth on high aspect ratio
nanoscale trenches, while maintaining consistent deposition across large-area surfaces. Areaselective deposition (ASD) is becoming an enabling process for nanoscale pattern modification on
advanced nanoelectronic devices. Herein, we demonstrate that during area-selective ALD,
achieved by direct coupling of ALD and thermal atomic layer etching (ALE), excess reactant
exposure can have a substantially detrimental influence on the extent of selectivity. As an example
system, we study ASD of TiO2 on hydroxylated SiO2 (Si–OH) vs hydrogen-terminated (100) Si
(Si–H) using TiCl4/H2O for ALD and WF6/BCl3 for ALE. Using in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry
and ex situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, we show that unwanted nucleation can be minimized
by limiting the water exposure during the ALD steps. Longer exposures markedly increased the
rate of nucleation and growth on the desired non-growth region, thereby degrading selectivity.
Specifically, transmission electron microscopy analysis demonstrated that near-saturated H2O
doses enabled 32.7 nm thick TiO2 patterns at selectivity threshold S > 0.9 on patterned Si/SiO2
substrates. The correlation between selectivity and reactant exposure serves to increase
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fundamental insights into the effects of sub-saturated self-limiting surface reactions on the quality
and effectiveness of ASD processes and methods.
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A.2 Oxidative molecular layer deposition of PEDOT using volatile antimony(V) chloride oxidant

Amanda A. Volk, Jung-Sik Kim, Elizabeth C. Dickey and Gregory N. Parsons
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 2021, 39, 032413

Molecular layer deposition and chemical vapor deposition are emerging and promising techniques
for the incorporation of high-performance conductive polymers into high surface area devices,
such as sintered tantalum anodes for electrolytic capacitors. Until recently, vapor-phase syn- thesis
of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) has relied on solid reactants which require
relatively high temperatures and complex dosing schemes for sequential layer-by-layer processes.
This work introduces a facile and high-performing layer-by-layer oxidative molecular layer
deposition (oMLD) scheme using the volatile liquid oxidant antimony(V) chloride (SbCl5) to
deposit PEDOT thin films. Effects of reactor parameters on PEDOT film characteristics are
described, and the necessary foundation for future studies aiming to understand the nucleation and
growth of layer-by-layer oMLD PEDOT is detailed.
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